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Introduction
This work is not presented as an exhaustive study
of comprehensive morality. Technical or scientific mo
rality goes into far more detail and reaches to far
wider boundaries than this work was ever intended
to cover. The primary interest of the author and ba
sic thrust of the effort is to assist men in under
standing themselves and what they are attempting
to accomplish in a Christian experience a little bet
ter. It has been my feeling for a number of years that
if folks knew clearly what they were attempting to
achieve, and what is available to them in order to
achieve, along with at least some of the basic regula
tions governing achievement, they would be able to
enjoy better success in their efforts to live saved. We
sing in one of our Evening Light Hymns, "Good works
will not answer, no penance will do, Morality, too, is
vain: For naught will avail but a creature made new,
Ye must be born again." In observing my own per
sonal experience, as well as that of others, it soon
became apparent to me that living for the Lord auto
matically involved moral response. Then there must
be some form of morality that is acceptable before
the Lord. That is what I have attempted, in my own
simple way, to recognize and define in such a man
ner that it will be useful to myself and others in our
endeavors to be what our Lord would have us be. I
have studied some publications on morality, some
of which I could accept and some of which I could
not, yet there were basics that seem to me are uni
versal and that God recognizes as such in His deal
ings with man. Some of these I have attempted to set
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forth in an understandable manner, for they have
been a benefit to me in my efforts to serve the Mas
ter. It is my sincere hope and prayer that they will,
in like manner, be a blessing and benefit to someone
else along the road of life who is likewise seeking to
meet the Lord in peace at the end of the way. I have
recognized in my own experience that it is most of
ten things I do not understand that provide a seed
bed for doubt and fears, both of which are destruc
tive to a life of faith. If I can grasp a concept of what
I am doing, how I am to do it, and where I expect it to
take me, I have less reluctance and indecision when
I meet the various details involved in accomplishing
the overall goal.
Morality alone points men to a better life, a more
noble life, a more satisfactory life. But human mo
rality finds its source and realizes its fulfillment in
only human endeavor. Religious morality presents
concepts that reach above and beyond human capa
bility. These concepts invite men to seek for and at
tain this higher plane. Void of religion, morality in
volves nothing more than human effort and offers
no reward beyond the satisfaction of human accom
plishment. Combined with true religion, morality
becomes a framework, a structure upon which mor
tal man may safely build for eternity. I see very little
real value accomplished when morality is separated
from religion. Morality that is directed by pure reli
gion provides man a traceable path that leads him
back to where men were originally intended to be
from the beginning. It is this path that I have at
tempted to expose and identify until it can be some
what more clearly seen by all who are honestly seek-
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ing to find it. I have been greatly blessed and ben
efited in my own soul while studying these various
details. It is my sincere prayer and earnest desire
that all who read this will be likewise blessed in their
experience with our Lord.
In setting forth the various sections of the mate
rial so that all could be blended together into one
complete whole, it seemed most practical to restate
factual material on occasion as it applies to each
developing section rather than expect the reader to
make the necessary carry-over. This restating of fact
may sometimes appear as unnecessary repetition but
when this occurs, please remember that the restated
factual material used at the moment was of vital
importance to the subject of the moment in order for
the current subject to be clearly understood. I would
hope and trust that this occurrence will not be too
annoying or offensive to the reader.
I would not dare to hope that everyone who reads
will agree with what is set forth. I would hope and
urge that whether there be agreement or not, by all
means give it consideration and lend your own pow
ers of thought and reasoning to the issue with an
honest and open mind and heart. I pray God to lead
you into even deeper truths than these. May God
richly bless us every one in Him is my earnest prayer.
In deepest Christian love, -Clifford W. Wilson
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Moral Law

Common Notions
It is commonly known and accepted in humanity
that everyone is able to distinguish between right
and wrong. All men recognize the difference between
good and bad, the noble and the despicable. Since
all men recognize these capabilities in themselves
and in others, they feel justified in expecting all men
to perform in accordance with what is commonly
accepted as being right and good. To be aware of
what is right leaves one with a feeling of obligation to
do what is right. We feel obligated to perform cor
rectly, simply because we feel it is the proper thing
to do.
Just as all men recognize what is right, so they
also and at the same time recognize what is wrong.
The concept of wrong is accompanied by a feeling of
obligation to refrain from wrong. We feel that wrong
should be avoided and right should be performed
simply because that is the proper course to follow.
We feel constrained to perform in accordance with
these concepts because that is how all men ought to
perform. This feeling or compulsion to perform cor
rectly leaves us feeling duty-bound to perform in
accordance with our inward convictions.
Duty, then, may be defined as that inward con
straint or feeling of obligation that prompts us to
perform in accordance with what we perceive to be
right. By defining and identifying the influence that
prompts to duty, we discover the power or agency
that enforces moral law.
Moral law is composed of that body and volume
of perceived moral requirement, which, when men
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comprehend, they feel duty-bound within themselves
to obey. It is the presented formula, that when it is
put into function in human life, produces moral ex
cellence. Moral law, like all law, demands, forbids
and permits. It is expected that a man provide for
the needs of his family. Thus a moral demand has
been established. It is deplored and considered wrong
when a man greedily exploits his brother to his own
enrichment. This knowledge places a moral restric
tion. Man is morally obligated to earn for the satis
faction of his own needs and the needs of his loved
ones, but he is likewise morally forbidden to unjustly
exploit his brother for the satisfaction of his own greed
or lust. Some requirements of moral stipulation are
absolute and allow no fluctuation. We are never al
lowed to consciously perform contradictory to known
right. If our performance is void of some quality of
known moral virtue, we are expected to correct the
void and keep it corrected. If our performance is
manifesting anything unbecoming to moral virtue,
we are expected to eliminate the offensive action and
keep it eliminated.
These basic concepts of moral acceptability are
what we term "common notions," for they are gener
ally accepted by all men of all nationalities, of all
generations. All who are able to identify them are
made conscious of the stipulations and requirements
of a general law. No man is supposed to be ignorant
of the law; therefore, all men may justly be expected
to conform to the requirement of the law.
With the discovery of what we recognize as a gen
eral law comes another realization. All law presup
poses a lawgiver. If there is an existing law, it had to
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emit from some contributing source. Those who
would accept humanity as the supreme intelligence
of our universe would have us believe that man is
propelled upward by virtue of his own understand
ing. Human experience does not prove this to be true.
Man, left to his own devices, recedes and declines
away from the good and virtuous. Humanly spawned
moral qualities alone have never been able to propel
man into the realm of moral excellence. Moral law is
obviously designed and intended to provide for and
promote man's moral improvement. Man has no abil
ity to formulate and cany out a program of this kind.
It would be safe to conclude that the way of true
virtue has sprung from some source of intelligence
other than that of man. No building ever drew its
own blueprint. No painting ever designed its own
pattern. Neither is humanity capable of providing the
instruction needed to effect its own moral advance
ment.
The only source we know which provides infor
mation in the area of morals is the Word of God.
Moral law, with its provision for human improvement,
and religion, with its presentation of true deity, which
possesses superior intelligence, are brought together
in the Word.
God, The Great I Am, has declared Himself the
Author and Supreme Sovereign of everything. He has
declared His provided Word to be the document by
which He would reveal Himself to humanity. It is
likewise the agency of the Word that will instruct men
of God's good pleasure for man. It would indeed seem
prudent to give a brief consideration of what He has
to offer.
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A Divine Kingdom
Before any individual has gone very far along the
journey of life, he becomes aware that there are in
fluences about him which he cannot explain. Even
when he is alone, he may feel the heaviness of an
other Presence and wonder what it is and how it might
affect him. What he has yet to learn is that he is a
being. brought into existence by an Intelligence other
than his own and that he is under that jurisdiction.
It is toward this Influence, that so intimately affects
every one of us, that our attention goes and our cu
riosity ·is aroused. If we are the property and sub
jects of another Being, then, of course, we would like
to understand all we can about Him.
Reading a few verses in the first chapter of Isaiah
makes it clear to us that some influence separate
and distinct from humanity has had a bearing upon
our existence. Somehow, we automatically know that
we are the rebelling transgressors referred to in the
text. In Jeremiah 10:6-10 that influence is identi
fied. "Forasmuch as there is none like unto thee, 0
Lord; thou art great, and thy name is great in might.
Who would not fear thee, 0 King of nations? for to
thee doth it appertain: forasmuch as among all the
wise men of the nations, and in all their kingdoms,
there is none like unto thee. But they are altogether
brutish and foolish: the stock is a doctrine of vani
ties. Silver spread intc plates is brought from
Tarshish, and gold from Uphaz, the work of the work
man, and of the hands of the founder: blue and purple
is their clothing: they are all the work of cunning
men. But the Lord is the true God, he is the living
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God, and an everlasting King: at his wrath the earth
shall tremble, and the nations shall not be able to
abide his indignation." In this text this Influence or
Presence, that all men are aware of, identifies itself
to us as God and He positively declares Himself a
King in His own right. His holding of Kingship may
not seem of much import to us until we begin to
consider that perhaps we are some of the subjects
under His jurisdiction. If we are, then He would surely
have interest in us and we become infmitely more
interested in Him.
Though we may wonder if there indeed be a King
who has interest in us, let us assume that there is
one existing and that He is ready, willing and able to
be active in our lives. Then, too, let us remember the
Scripture and accept it as the Word of God. What
ever He is, He seems to be concerned not only with
the fact of life but also with the quality of life. lJob
22:21 invites us to become acquainted with that King.
If there is a kingdom, that is, a working, recog
nizable dominion, then there must be certain char
acteristics by which it may be identified. Every king
dom is made up of basic elements. There will be a
ruling Monarch who presides over a jurisdiction and
there will be dominion over which He will reign. It
will be equipped for its own defense and it will have
subjects under its control. There will be rules and
regulations by which it is governed and there will be
some means provided for law enforcement. We would
expect God's jurisdiction to be no different than any
other and so, of course, God's Kingdom would like
wise need a king. No kingdom would be complete
without a ruling Monarch to occupy its throne and
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so we hear Jeremiah 10:10 declaring, "But the Lord
is the true God, he is the living God, and an everlast
ing king: at his wrath the earth shall tremble, and
the nations shall not be able to abide his indigna
tion." I John 5:20 says, "And we know that the Son
of God is come, and hath given us an understand
ing, that we may know him that is true, and we are
in him that is true, even in his Son Jesus Christ.
This is the true God, and eternal life." John 17:3
says, "And this is life eternal, that they might know
thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom thou
hast sent." Isaiah 45:21 says, "Tell ye, and bring them
near; yea, let them take counsel together: who hath
declared this from ancient time? who hath told it
from that time? have not I the Lord? and there is no
God else beside me; a just God and a Saviour; there
is none beside me." Isaiah 46:9-10 says, "Remember
the former things of old: for I am God, and there is
none else; I am God, and there is none like me, De
claring the end from the beginning, and from an
cient times the things that are not yet done, saying,
My counsel shall stand, and I will do all my plea
sure." Exodus 3:14-15 says, "1\nd God said unto
Moses, I AM THAT I AM: and he said, Thus shalt
thou say unto the children of Israel, I AM hatli sent
me unto you. And God said moreover unto Moses,
Thus shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, The
Lord God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the
God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, hath sent me
unto you: this is my name for ever, and this is my
memorial unto all generations." Psalm 22:28 says,
"For the kingdom is the Lord's: and he is the gover
nor among the nations."
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Here the Word makes it plain that there is One
who declares Himself to be the Ruler over all. He is
obviously knowledgeable regarding the functions of
the Kingdom which He rules, knowing not only the
past, but also the future. Not only that, but He is
also willing to make us acquainted with Himself. He
wants us to know who He is and what part He has in
our existence. He also wants us to know what part
we have in Him. Time seems to be no limiting factor
with Him for He declares Himself to all generations
and testifies that He knows the end from the begin
ning.
But a kingdom, in order to be a true kingdom,
would need something more than just a king to be
complete. If there be a ruling monarch, then there
must of necessity be dominion over which the king
reigns, else he has no kingdom. As to whether or not
this King of whom we study has dominion, let us
hear His testimony. Psalm 24:1 says, ''The earth is
the Lord's, and the fullness thereof; the world, and
they that dwell therein." Psalm 50:12 says, "Iflwere
hungry, I would not tell thee: for the world is mine,
and the fullness thereof." I Corinthians 10:26 says,
"For the earth is the Lord's, and the fullness thereof."
Exodus 19:5 says, "Now therefore, if ye will obey my
voice indeed, and keep my covenant, then ye shall
be a peculiar treasure unto me above all people: for
all the earth is mine."
In each of these texts, and a great many more
that could be sighted, the Lord is declared to be the
Ruler, or Monarch, over all the earth. Not only the
earth, as such, but also the fullness of it. In other
words, He rules the earth and everything it contains.
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All is under His control. But His dominion does not
stop there.
Genesis 14:19 says, "And he blessed him, and
said, Blessed be Abram of the most high God, pos
sessor of heaven and earth." Matthew 11:25 says,
"At that time Jesus answered and said, I thank thee,
0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou
hast hid these things from the wise and prudent,
and hast revealed them unto babes." Isaiah 66:1 says,
"Thus saith the Lord, The heaven is my throne, and
the earth is my footstool: where is the house that ye
build unto me? and where is the place of my rest?"
Here we see that this God is not only the Ruler
and Monarch of the earth, but His domain reaches
into heaven also. But that is not all. Deuteronomy
10:14 says, "Behold, the heaven and the heaven of
heavens is the Lord's thy God, and the earth also,
with all that therein is." And Psalm 24:9-10 adds,
"Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; even lift them up, ye
everlasting doors; and the King of glory shall come
in. Who is this King of glory? The Lord of hosts, he is
the King of glory."
Wherever the heaven of heavens and the king
dom of glory are, this great God and King is ruling
there as well as here on this earth upon which we
dwell. He does indeed have dominion over that which
He has jurisdiction, and is a true Monarch exercis
ing the authority of His office.
His Kingdom would need, along with a King and
domain, some means by which to defend itself. No
kingdom could long endure without being able to
provide for its own protection. Isaiah 59:16 says, "And
he saw that there was no man, and wondered that
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there was no intercessor: therefore his arm brought
salvation unto him; and his righteousness, it sus
tained him." Psalm 98:1 says, "O sing unto the Lord
a new song; for he hath done marvellous things: his
right hand, and his holy arm, hath gotten him the
victory." Exodus 15:6-7 says, "Thy right hand, 0 Lord,
is become glorious in power: thy right hand, 0 Lord,
hath dashed in pieces the enemy. And in the great
ness of thine excellency thou hast overthrown them
that rose up against thee: thou sentest forth thy
wrath, which consumed them as stubble." Revela
tion 19:11 says, "And I saw heaven opened, and be
hold a white horse; and he that sat upon him was
called Faithful and True, and in righteousness he
doth judge and make war." Proverbs 30:5 says, "Ev
ery word of God is pure: he is a shield unto them
that put their trust in him." Romans 12:21 says, "Be
not overcome of evil, but overcome evil with good."
When we realize that the only power or influence
we know that opposes the Kingdom of God is that of
wickedness or evil, then it is not difficult to recog
nize His defense. Righteousness, purity, truth and
holiness are all deadly weapons against evil. His King
dom is made up of these qualities, thus it cannot be
thrown down for they are stronger and will prevail
over all the powers of wickedness.
A King, with dominion over which to reign, and
defense with which to protect Himself, would also
need subjects over which to rule. Ezekiel 18:4 says,
"Behold, all souls are mine; as the soul of the father,
so also the soul of the son is mine: the soul that
sinneth, it shall die." Psalm 47:8 says, "God reigneth
over the heathen: God sitteth upon the throne of his
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holiness." Daniel 4: 17 says, "This matter is by the
decree of the watchers, and the demand by the word
of the holy ones: to the intent that the living may
know that the most High ruleth in the kingdom of
men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will, and setteth
up over it the basest of men." Psalm 50:10-11 says,
"For every beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle
upon a thousand hills. I know all the fowls of the
mountains: and the wild beasts of the field are mine."
Hebrews 1:6 says, "And again, when he bringeth in
the frrstbegotten into the world, he saith, And let all
the angels of God worship him." In I Samuel 6: 5 there
is an account of other gods being in subjection to
this true God and in Job 2:6 command is issued unto
Satan which he could not go beyond, thus proving
his subjection under God. Isaiah 48:13 says, "Mine
hand also hath laid the foundation of the earth, and
my right hand hath spanned the heavens: when I
call unto them, they stand up together." Job 37:1-14
gives a vivid description of the Lord operating in the
natural world around us. Note that not only is He
over the natural, material world, but also over the
spirit world. There are angels, and even Satan, in
subjection under Him and obedient unto His com
mand. Angels, men, animals, planets and spirits
God has many subjects over which He rules in His
domain.
We have identified a Kingdom, which possesses
a King. We recognize dominion over which He reigns
and defenses for protection. There are also subjects
under His jurisdiction. All of this would need some
judicial regulation by which to be governed. Since
we have recognized that part of God's territory is the
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heavens, and even the heaven of heavens, then let
us take note of Psalm 119:89. "For ever, 0 Lord, thy
word is settled in heaven." From this we realize that
there is no disobedience, rebellion or violation of
God's command in that particular segment of His
domain. All is in perfect agreement and accordance
with His prescribed Word. Not only is it so now, but
His proclaimed decree is that it will be forever so.
God is also in perfect control of the natural world.
Jeremiah 33:25 says, ''Thus saith the Lord; If my
covenant be not with day and night, and if I have not
appointed the ordinances of heaven and earth; ... "
Also in Genesis 8:22 He says, "While the earth
remaineth, seedtime and harvest, and cold and heat,
and summer and winter, and day and night shall
not cease." All we need do is observe the processes
around us and we immediately lmow that His laws
are in force and operating in the natural world. We
also see His jurisdiction in the biological world. Gen
esis 1:24-25 says, "And God said, Let the earth bring
forth the living creature after his kind, cattle, and
creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind:
and it was so. And God made the beast of the earth
after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every
thing that creepeth upon the earth after his kind:
and God saw that it was good... And so we still ob
serve all of them yet today. They are performing ex
actly as the great King prescribed that they should
perform from the very beginning. He is indeed able
to lay down the laws by which His Kingdom will op
erate. He also laid down a law for man to observe.
Genesis 2:16-17 says, "And the Lord God commanded
the man, saying, Of every tree of the garden thou
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mayest freely eat: But of the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for in the day
that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." Here
we see that God's requirement of man was based on
man's ability to understand and willingness to obey.
Let us note also that the program that governs man
is different from that of all other of God's creation.
Since we can plainly see that God has the power
to enact rules and regulations over His jurisdiction,
then we can also see that it is necessary that He be
able to execute or enforce those laws. Again we find
this proclaimed in the Scripture and may observe it
in operation, as well. Psalm 119:90-91 says, "Thy
faithfulness is unto all generations: thou hast es
tablished the earth, and it abideth. They continue
this day according to thine ordinances: for all are
thy servants." Genesis 9:14-15 says, "And it shall
come to pass, when I bring a cloud over the earth,
that the bow shall be seen in the cloud: And I will
remember my covenant, which is between me and
you and every living creature of all flesh; and the
waters shall no more become a flood to destroy all
flesh." Genesis 3:19 says, "In the sweat of thy face
shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto the ground;
for out of it wast thou taken: for dust thou art, and
unto dust shalt thou return."
Look about on every side and see God's-decrees
in operation just as He said they would be. The days
come and go and the nights take their turn. The sea
sons rotate around the year, each following its ap
pointed succession. The rainbow in the cloud reminds
us the flood will no more destroy the earth. We need
not worry about the polar ice caps melting and in-
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tU1dating the earth with water again. The King has
decreed it shall not happen. One glance at the obitu
ary column of the paper and we recognize God's law
in function there, for men are returning to dust just
as He said they would. (Genesis 3:19.) We also see
men toiling to procure a livelihood, just as the King
has said they would. We obseive His law being en
forced all down through the ages. He does, indeed,
possess a Kingdom. He is the King who rules in that
jurisdiction. He has domain to preside over and
means to defend His interest. He has subjects who
are under His jurisdiction and He establishes the
laws by which they are governed. He has the power
and means by which to enforce His prescribed laws.
Now, here is a rather startling realization. Of all of
God's domain, with all of its subjects that we have
any knowledge of at all, man is the only part of the
entire structure that has violated God's law. Conse
quently, man is the only segment of creation that is
out of harmony with its Maker.
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A Moral Fall
In the beginning, when all of creation was en
tirely new and operating as God had planned, God
was pleased. He looked upon it and exclaimed, "Be
hold, it is very good." Genesis 1:31. But the day of
transgression came when man elected to disobey and
violate God's specified instruction. This violation
brought the awful pall of sin upon man and it sepa
rated him from the presence of his Creator. Read the
account given in the Scripture. Genesis 3: 1-6, "Now
the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the
field which the Lord God had made. And he said unto
the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of
every tree of the garden? And the woman said unto
the serpent, We may eat of the fruit of the trees of
the garden: But of the fruit of the tree which is in the
midst of the garden, God hath said, Ye shall not eat
of it, neither shall ye touch it, lest ye die. And the
serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely
die: For God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,
then your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as
gods, knowing good and evil. And when the woman
saw that the tree was good for food, and that it was
pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make
one wise, she took of the fruit thereof, and did eat,
and gave also unto her husband with her; and he
did eat." Up until then man had been holy. He had
been created in God's image and knew nothing but
purity of heart and life. Now, a new quality began
working in man that God did not possess.
In the second chapter of Genesis where we read
of man's experience in the Garden of Eden, it is
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pointed out to man that he may freely eat of evecy
tree that is bearing fruit in the Garden except the
one which produces the knowledge of good and evil.
This lets us know that prior to the eating, man knew
nothing but good. In order to acquire the added con
cept of evil, man had to deliberately and knowingly
violate the command of his own Creator and eat the
forbidden fruit. It is noteworthy that in the tempta
tion. Satan had his intended victim rehearse for him
in detail the command which she had received from
her Maker. That means there could be no mistake as
to whether or not she knew what was expected of
her. She was able to repeat the command word for
word and even added a bit to the provision. God had
said they were not to eat of the tree; Eve added that
they were not to eat of the tree or even touch it.
Along with the issued command to refrain from
the tree came the pronouncement of prescribed con
sequence for violation. The consuming of what this
tree had to offer would be fatal to their own spiritual
existence. They would die. Knowing all of this, the
couple went ahead and partook of the fruit of the
tree anyway. and so humanity became aware of both
good and evil. It is significant for us to note that these
two elements of moral opposites are the only ones
that men know anything about. Everyone, since the
partaking of the forbidden fruit in the Garden. is born
with some perception of good and evil. and, as our
Lord told us when He came to earth, everyone is fol
lowing one or the other of these two paths. While it
is indeed true that no man can follow both of these
paths at the same time. it is likewise true that he is
unable to avoid both of them at the same time. It is
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impossible for man to occupy a neutral position. This
is what Jesus was teaching when He told the people.
"No man can serve two masters: for either he will
hate the one. and love the other; or else he will hold
to the one. and despise the other. Ye cannot serve
God and mammon." Matthew 6:24. Since Christ knew
this. He could safely tell us that only good trees bear
good fruit. for corrupt trees always bear evil fruit.
(Matthew 7: 15-20.) Fruit bearing is the direct result
of the path men elect to follow with their lives.
The eating of the fruit in the garden did much
more than introduce them to the element of evil. The
actual eating was a direct violation of divine Com
mand and so man was exposed to transgression for
the first time. To know good and do it not is identi
fied in the Holy Scripture as sin. (James 4: 17.) All
men are aware that the committing of sin is the prac
tice of evil. The Word declares that man was created
in God·s image. (Genesis 1:27.) Man. in the begin
ning. was exposed to nothing but good. The concept
of evil came from an outside source. We automati
cally associate the good with God. God is also the
One who breathed into man the breath of life so that
we became living souls. Psalm 36:9. speaking of the
Lord. declares. "For with thee is the fountain of life:.. :·
We know of no other source of life. Man was informed
in the garden that if he ate of the tree of the knowl
edge of good and evil. he would perish. To eat was to
transgress and transgression is Sin and. "the soul
that sinneth. it shall die." Ezekiel 18:4. Men who vio
late the law of good. by knowingly transgressing its
understood provisions. are severed from the foun
tain of life and so. of course. they perish spiritually.
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While transgressing man is indeed severed from
the tree of life so that he can partake of its fruit no
longer, yet, God in His great mercy, still grants man
an extended period of physical life in this body. Spiri
tual life in the soul expires. It is this extended period
of physical life that our Lord has used in an effort to
recover His sinning creation back to Himself. Man
sins by committing willful transgression, but God
does not strike him dead immediately. The physical
life goes on and the Lord still strives with the soul of
the sinner. God's hope is that somewhere in his physi
cal lifespan, the man will acknowledge his soul's need
and cry out for mercy and deliverance. If he will but
do that, our God is ready and willing to abundantly
pardon. It is an act of God's great mercy that He
allows man to go on living physically even though he
is sinning and the declared penalty for sin is death.
It is in this period of proffered mercy, where penalty
is withheld, that God deals with transgressing hearts
and offers them redemption from sin if they will yield
to Him, begin keeping His laws and quit the sin busi
ness. It is also in this period of extended mercy where
men sometimes feel they have defeated the procla
mation of the Creator, for they are sinning with ap
parent impunity. But the Word has already pro
nounced the decree, "For God shall bring every work
into judgment, with every secret thing, whether it be
good, or whether it be evil." The evil we perceive in
our own lives convinces us that what God has al
ready proclaimed is true. We are no longer in His
image, for God does not violate the laws of righteous
ness. Men do. One of the first things man learned
after he acquired the knowledge of evil was that he
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possessed no power within himself that could con
quer evil; consequently, it would take him captive at
its will. (Romans 7: 18-24.)
Just a few moments· contemplation convinces
that a notable change was wrought in man at the
fall. Only with the help of the Lord will men be able
to grasp the magnitude of the change. Our God is
the Author of all goodness and truth; thus, the prod
uct of His divine making would be of that same qual
ity. This provides us a degree of insight into the na
ture man possessed in the beginning. Man was to
tally and completely God-oriented for he knew noth
ing else. He was holy for he knew no evil. He was
good for he knew nothing bad. His concepts were in
truth for he knew nothing of deceit or lying. His judg
ments were correct for they were based on truth. His
decisions were righteous for he knew nothing but
righteousness. He was guided and directed by the
same forces of moral virtue and purity that God is
directed by. He knew nothing else but to perform in
holiness for he was created holy. Those pure forces
working in man produced in man God's identical
image. Man was clean and upright for he was pure
and holy. He knew no selfishness for God is not self
ish. Man was totally and completely subject to the
mind and will of his Holy Creator.
With the coming of the fall, all of this made a
drastic change. God is holy simply because He is
free to exercise His own will and that is what He has
willed Himself to be. In order to achieve that condi
tion, He deliberately and intentionally obeys the re
quirements of holiness. It makes Him righteous and
holy. In His faithfulness to man, God made known
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to man that to pursue the path of evil would end in
death. Man, like God, could partake to his heart's
content of the produce of all good and suffer no ad
verse effect, but to consume the evil would bring
destruction. The couple in the garden, prompted by
the suggestions of the tempter, questioned the hon
esty and truthfulness of God's declaration and so
they disobeyed God's instruction. They partook of
the tree of evil and in so doing they transgressed the
law of righteousness. They automatically became sin
ners when they followed that path. The coming of
evil into men's lives forced a separation from God for
God still abstains from all evil. With the departure of
God from men's lives went also the element of spiri
tual life, for God is the fountain of life. But the ab
sence of spiritual life was not the only void left in
man at God's departure. Until that time man had
been totally and completely God-centered in every
facet of his existence. He thought like God, he acted
like God, he was in perfect conformity to everything
God is, for he was in God's very image. Now, God
was gone. Man knew of no way to rid himself of his
own sin and thus restore himself back into God's
good graces. Sin requires unblemished sacrifice for
its atonement and man possessed no such sacrifice
to offer. He was blemished by sin himself which left
him unacceptable as a sacrifice for the need of his
own soul. (Isaiah 1:1-15.)
The departure of God from man's heart and life
left man with a great void. The only image known to
man that could fill that void was his own, even though
he was sinful. Thus man put himself in the place
that rightfully belonged to God in his heart and life.
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Where he had once been totally God-centered, he is
now, since the fall, totally self-centered. His first and
natural concerns are for himself and his own inter
ests. His natural impulse is for his own welfare and
pleasure. He is completely self-oriented. It is the
pursuit of this self-interest that produces greed, ha
tred, jealousy, etc. Man is totally absorbed and satu
rated with the desires, pleasures and ambitions of
his own flesh. This is what we call the Adamic Na
ture, the Carnal Nature, the Fleshly Nature, for Adam
was the first man to possess it and he bequeathed it
to all who sprang from him.
In Romans 5: 12, we find this writing, "Where
fore, as by one man sin entered into the world, and
death by sin; and so death passed upon all men, for
that all have sinned." We may wonder how it can be
that the original transgression of the couple in the
Garden could reach to all other men. It is not such a
mystery when we begin to ponder the laws of genet
ics. No man is able to transmit a moral likeness to a
succeeding generation which he does not possess
himself. God could convey holiness and life to man
for He was in full possession of these qualities. "While
God had given them to man in the beginning, yet,
these are the very qualities man lost in the fall. Fallen
man no longer possesses God's moral image, he pos
sesses his own image. With God's image gone, the
only thing man has to transmit is his own self-im
age. That self-image is what we find emerging in
human offsp1ing all the way from Adam to the present
generation of men. (Genesis 5:3, Psalm 14: 1-3, Ro
mans 3:23, Proverbs 20:9.) Just as soon as individu
als become mature enough to recognize themselves
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in possession of themselves, they begin to pursue
their own self-interest.
Since all men descended from the original couple,
then of course, all men become involved in the origi
nal sin. Each one receives of the Adamic self-nature
that Adam and Eve adopted to themselves. Then of
course, the patterns of the first couple's lives begin
to reflect in succeeding generations. The works of
the flesh begin to appear. Psalm 58: 1-5, "Do ye in
deed speak righteousness, 0 congregation? do ye
judge uprightly, 0 ye sons of men? Yea, in heart ye
work wickedness; ye weigh the violence of your hands
in the earth. The wicked are estranged from the
womb: they go astray as soon as they be born, speak
ing lies. Their poison is like the poison of a serpent:
they are like the deaf adder that stoppeth her ear;
Which will not hearken to the voice of charmers,
charming never so wisely."
This is the inevitable result of following the ways
of self and the flesh. It is also what we find develop
ing in every human life as it progresses towards
maturity. Man's inherited nature is to please him
self and satisfy his own desires. This pursuit will
automatically take him into the ways of sin for the
pleasure of the flesh is not the way of holiness. As
self exerts itself more and more in each life, so the
works of the flesh develop more and more in the life
also. The flesh follows the ways of its own pleasure
and lust.
We may inquire as to why it is, when both par
ents of a child are saved and sanctified, the child is
not born holy. This is explained when we realize that
the personal cleansing provided in a sanctified expe-
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rience was not designed nor intended to cleanse the
human race. Sanctification is a provision of divine
mercy to cleanse the individual heart. It is granted
only to those who make the necessary concessions
of dedication and consecration of their own free will
to meet their own personal need. The parents' free
will and consent cannot cover the will of their off
spring. Their child is born a free moral agent within
itself, the same as the parents were and the course
of the child's life will be the direct result of its own
individual choosing. One couple's Holy living can only
answer to satisfy its own need. It has no ability to
project its holiness to cover the life of another. If the
child is to become saved and sanctified, it will be the
direct result of the child's own choosing.
There is another result of eating the forbidden
fruit. Man also became acutely aware of good. Knowl
edge tends to fix responsibility so that when one be
comes aware of right, he feels himself obligated to
perform the right. Remember, man was originally an
obedient child, performing in complete accordance
with the pleasure and virtue of his heavenly Father.
Though the influences of the flesh are strong, com
pelling men into performance they despise, there is
still this inward prompting back toward the good,
the upright. the true. All men admire, to some de
gree, a noble life and all men desire, at times, that
they might do better. Men who yearn strongly enough,
discover the desire of their heart in the bosom of the
Savior. (Matthew 7:7-8.)
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God and His Concern for Man
We have already observed some of the majesty
that belongs to God in the Kingdom over which He
presides. Now. let us observe some of what He is as
a Being in His own right. Isaiah 46:9 tells us that He
is God and that He is one of a kind, stating that
there is none like Him. The eighth chapter of Prov
erbs tells us of God possessing wisdom. It also records
some of the accomplishments He was able to achieve
by utilizing His divine wisdom. Our own understand
ing tells us that wisdom is only able to function in
those beings who possess mental capacity. Wisdom
cannot direct a being who is unable to comprehend
wisdom's prompting. So completely is God given to
the instruction of wisdom until we recognize in Him
a Being who is what we call omniscient or all-wise.
In Isaiah 46: 10 God declares, "... My counsel shall
stand, and I will do all my pleasure." Mental faculty
alone would accomplish nothing. But mental com
prehension, combined with ability to achieve, pro
duces dramatic result. By wisdom, God visualized a
functioning, useful universe and by power, He was
able to bring His visions into performing reality. By
considering the text of Isaiah 4: 10 we realize that
God is able, or has the power, to do whatever He sets
Himself to do. There is no power capable of deterring
Him from His purpose. Thus we recognize in Him a
Being who is not only all-wise but who is also om
nipotent, or all-powerful. (Isaiah, chapters 45 and
46.)
When we consider these faculties performing in
the area of moral accomplishment, they broaden our
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concept of God again. Wisdom declares in Proverbs
8: 12 that it is found performing where prudence
dwells. True wisdom speaks only truth and all wick
edness is abomination in wisdom's sight, for all evil
is unwise. God has recognized the virtue of true wis
dom and what it teaches. Being a free moral agent in
His own right, He recognizes Himself capable of His,
own selection. Possessing power sufficient to accom
plish His purposes renders Him able to be whatever
He wills Himself to be. Wisdom has supplied Him
the understanding that righteousness abides forever
for there is nothing about it that corrodes, ages or
decays. Prudence has prompted Him to take the path
of wisdom and so He has embraced wisdom's coun
sels. Being all wise, He cannot be tricked, fooled or
tempted away from the path of wisdom. Being all
powerful, there is no strength or force capable of
preventing Him being what He has purposed in Him
self to be. Since these are His choices, then, of course,
to pursue them will produce their characteristics and
so we find in God a Being who is righteous and alto
gether holy. This is what makes God eternal, for the
ways of righteousness do not decay. God is altogether
righteous. So complete is His dedication to righteous
ness and so fervent is His attendance to its ways,
until the Word says, He cannot even be tempted away
from it. In the same text the Word declares that God
does not tempt men into evil either. Men, the Word
says, are tempted and drawn away through the en
ticement of their own lusts. (James 1:13-14.) Think
of what perplexity it would plunge men into if they
felt the very God they are looking to for deliverance
from temptation is the same God who is tempting
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them. Jesus faithfully identified for us the true source
of all such activity. Here is what He said, "Ye are of
your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye
will do. He was a murderer from the beginning, and
abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in
him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own:
for he is a liar, and the father of it." John 8:44. All of
this is the direct opposite of what God is as a Being,
but the devil seems to be a spirit and eternal the
same as God is.
John 4:24 tells us, "God is a Spirit...." This lets
us know that He is not confined to a physical form
as we are. He is not limited to either time or space.
This helps us understand how He can be everywhere
all at once. He can offer Himself a present help in
time of need to every man, everywhere, all at the same
time through the Spirit. It also explains how He can
discern the thought and intent of every heart. The
inner functions of each human mind are closed to
other human minds but no mind is closed to the
probing of the Spirit. This lets us know that God
understands all men, altogether, everywhere all at
once, through the function of His Spirit. He is omni
present.
May we consider for a moment another factor.
Referring again to Isaiah 46:10, we hear Him say,
"...I will do all my pleasure." Let us notice a sequence
of function. God is capable, as we have obseived, of
moral selection and He has so completely yielded
Himself to the ways of virtue until He identifies Him
self as the personification of all righteousness. (Psalm
145:17.) He is also the Possessor of all true wisdom.
Along with these, He has the power to perform His
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own intent. It was divine wisdom that conceived the
idea of a universe with a world in it. That world would
provide housing for free moral agents who would be
capable of being righteous as He is righteous if they
would so choose. With His power He brought His
conceived idea into existence and so the universe is
here; a manifest product of His own personal design
and intent. The idea of a physical universe is the
expression of the wisdom of God. The creation of that
conceived universe is the expression of the power of
God. The manifest functioning of the universe is the
expression of the will of God. He is the prevailing
force that caused it all to happen and He tells us it
will continue to function until He issues the com
mand for it to cease. (Revelation 10:5-6.) Obviously,
He is the Owner and Operator of the entire enter
prise.
Every perceived effect, to the mind of man, is
accompanied by a legitimate cause, if that cause can
only be discovered. Now, we recognize the will of God
expressed in divine intent as it functions in creation
all about us. Any clear thinking mind could see then
that He is the first cause, the all cause, the uncaused
cause. He is the Originator of it all. The physical
universe and everything in it is here because He willed
it to be here that it might fulfill His divine purpose. It
is His divine intelligence that brought it all into be
ing.
Upon completion of the universe and all of its
attending functions, it is said that God beheld the
fmished product and exclaimed, "Behold, it is very
good." From that time forward God was acutely in
terested in everything that concerned His new ere-
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ation and He was ver:y attentive to it. Obviously, God's
prime concern was the man whom He had placed
here, for the man was created in God's own image.
God carefully provided for all of man's physical needs
and supplied an ideal place where man could dwell.
He was careful to warn him away from that which
would damage or harm him.
All of this reveals another side of our God. Love
is that disposition of heart and feeling of affection
that one intelligent being feels for another. God loved
His new creation and it filled His deepest desire when
He beheld His created ones loving and obeying Him
in response to His protecting instruction. It grieved
God deeply when His created man elected to forsake
His counsel and go another way for then He could
no longer associate with His man as He had before.
Even though the departure worked a separation be
tween man and God, yet God never stopped loving
and caring for the human family. As it is with other
of His characteristics, so it is with this one also. So
complete and intense is His affection for man until
He declares Himself the personification of love. So
deeply ingrained in God is His love for man until He
has dedicated Himself to man's spiritual recover:y.
God's sovereign majesty, excellence of wisdom,
unlimited power, perpetual duration, righteousness
of character and fervency of love presents Him to us
as an awesome Being and well it should. What an
encouragement and inspiration it is to us when we
realize that this selfsame awesome God has set Him
self in array to recover us from our fallen, sinful con
dition.
When all of creation was performing according
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to God's plan and obeying His rules, He was well
pleased with it and pronounced it very good. But the
introduction of sin into the man's sector ruined that
part of creation, for God is holy. He could no longer
associate with man and his sinful ways, so man was
put out of the garden lest he eat of the tree of life and
live forever in that sinful condition. That state would
be worse than this. However, God, being of the na
ture He is, was not satisfied to leave the man in his
fallen condition without making an effort toward his
recovery. His Son would later explain to man the
nature of the Father and how He felt. In Luke 15:35 He gave this account, "And he spake this parable
unto them, saying, What man of you, having an hun
dred sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not leave the
ninety and nine in the wilderness. and go after that
which is lost, until he find it? And when he hath
found it, he layeth it on his shoulders, rejoicing."
Remember, in the discussion of God's subjects, the
declaration was made that "all souls are mine."
Though transgression came and sin entered with its
defilement and guilt. yet God did not deny His own
ership of this property. While He could not associate
with it because He cannot abide sin, yet He still
claimed it as His own. He felt obligated to do what
He could to effect man's recovery. Nowhere do we
fmd God denying the ownership of man until after
the judgment has taken place. Then He will say to
those on the left hand, depart from me ye workers of
iniquity, I never knew you. (Luke 13:25-27.) This is
where the wicked are formally disowned by God.
We may assess this situation and ask, how could
God deny ever having known man when He is man's
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Creator? We may also recall the position Christ took
when He said, "Suffer little children, and forbid them
not, to come unto me: for of such is the kingdom of
heaven," thus indicating that all children are accept
able to Him in His domain. But as we ponder the
matter, we realize that no man is guilty of and held
responsible for sin until he has knowingly commit
ted sin. Children who have not come to an under
standing or concept of moral wrong are therefore
innocent of known wrongdoing and so are held guilt
less of willful transgression in the Lord's eyes. Their
own ignorance of sin will leave them uncondemned.
While this is true at the immediate present, it is also
true that the carnal nature is inherent in them. As
they mature enough to begin to comprehend, then
they will knowingly follow the promptings of the flesh
and its desires which will separate them from the
Lord. Known transgression is sin.
It is this carnal nature, so vividly described in
Psalm 58:1-5, that God refuses to know or give any
place to. All men who have spent their entire time on
earth under the influence of this Satan-introduced
and directed power, need not look for nor expect any
recognition from a holy God at the judgment for there
will be none.
The carnal nature so totally distorts the heart
until it automatically responds to the impulses of
the flesh. This fact makes men, from the womb, crea
tures that God does not know for such nature is for
eign to Him. Men who traverse this physical life are
exposed to the various and sundry promptings and
pleadings of God's Spirit to turn from the evil and do
right. If they still go on and leave this world unsaved,
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they may be justly classified as unknown to Him.
Though He has, indeed, brought them into the world,
yet, because the choice is theirs, they will never be
His unless they freely and willingly give themselves
to Him. If they will repent of their sin and yield them
selves to serve righteousness, He will forgive their
transgressions and claim them as His own.
That God was, and is, troubled about man's fallen
condition is plainly held forth in the Scripture. II Peter
3:9 reads, "The Lord is not slack concerning his prom
ise, as some men count slackness; but is
longsuffering to us-ward, not willing that any should
perish, but that all should come to repentance." He
wants every man to come to Him and be saved. His
possession was a valuable thing to Him in its origi
nal condition and He is willing to bring that condi
tion into being again if men will allow Him the privi
lege. Isaiah 59:16 says, "And he saw that there was
no man, and wondered that there was no interces
sor: therefore his arm brought salvation unto him:
and his righteousness, it sustained him." He then,
beingjust and righteous as He is, would become the
power and supply the means for man's escape. He
alone could meet the requirement of divine justice
and accomplish the task. John 3:16 says, "For God
so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten
Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not per
ish but have everlasting life."
Since the only means we know that can over
come evil is righteousness, we recognize immediately
the wisdom of God's choice. God is altogether righ
teous; then of course, His only begotten Son would
bear that same image. The qualities of character
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which God possessed would transmit on to His Off
spring, and so by placing this Offspring in the earth,
sufficient righteousness would be available to over
come all the evil present. He was sent to destroy the
works of the flesh and of the devil. (I John 3:8,
Galatians 5:19-21.) This one Son, begotten of God,
would be able to bring to all humanity who would
accept Him, enough righteousness to defeat all the
wickedness that had attached itself to man since the
fall. Little wonder then, that He is designated the
Author of eternal salvation.
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Not only was God concerned about the trans
gression of His people and the resulting breach which
it produced between God and man, but man was
also disturbed.
Man is by nature a religious being who naturally
seeks a higher power to worship. But he kept finding
his efforts frustrated because of his sin. Listen to his
pitiful cry. Isaiah 59: 11-12, 'We roar all like bears,
and mourn sore like doves: we look for judgment,
but there is none; for salvation, but it is far off from
us. For our transgressions are multiplied before thee,
and our sins testify against us: for our transgres
sions are with us; and as for our iniquities, we know
them." Every way man would turn, always there was
this specter of sin that kept looming up. It prevented
him from being in intimate contact with the kind,
tender and loving heavenly Father he so longed to
know and serve. Jeremiah 10:23 expressed it this
way: "O Lord, I know that the way of man is not in
himself: it is not in man that walketh to direct his
steps." Even though man should develop every fac
ulty available to him to the fullest of his ability and
exploit it to its highest attainment, yet it was never
sufficient to lead men into the way of holiness. Only
holiness would allow him to associate with a holy
God. There was no answer to the problem, when it
was traced to its roots, but to realize that if man ever
knew the joy of salvation it would have to be through
the influence of a power other than his own. The
only way he knew to pursue was his own way, and
his own always led him astray, so that he missed the
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mark. Little wonder, then, that we hear the plea of
Psalm 14:7, "Oh that the salvation oflsrael were come
out of Zion! when the Lord bringeth back the captiv
ity of his people, Jacob shall rejoice, and Israel shall
be glad." Man hoped for a day when provision would
be made. The search of God's Word gave some hope
that deliverance was forthcoming. But the prophet
realized that it was not yet revealed, and he longed
to see it appear. Such an experience, he knew, would
fill the longing of every honest heart and that heart
would burst forth with joy and gladness. He wanted
desperately to be a partaker of that wonderful bless
ing and so he sent forth his plea to his Maker that it
might come forth.
Job also recognized the barrier that existed be
tween God and his fallen men. Job 9:32-33, "For he
is not a man, as I am, that I should answer him, and
we should come together in judgment. Neither is there
any daysman betwixt us, that might lay his hand
upon us both." Job's human makeup was such that
he and God could not sit down together and work
out a solution to problems. Man was self-willed and
knew not how to direct his thinking into Godly chan
nels. God's efforts to instruct him were rejected, dis
believed and refused so that mutual communication
was utterly out of the question. We get a little inkling
of how great was the gulf from the text which says,
"And the light shineth in darkness; and the dark
ness comprehended it not." John 1:5. The light, even
though it was the light of life, when it reached to the
darkness of sin had difficulty penetrating sin's dis
mal depths. Even the Anointed One proclaimed,
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"...Except a man be born again, he cannot see the
kingdom of God." John 3:3. Man would have to be
removed from sin's clutches before he would be fully
able to comprehend the wonderful provision that had
been made for him and was being offered to him. In
the selection of His only begotten Son, God laid bare
His own right arm and sent it forth in righteousness
to meet the need of His fallen race. This was the
Daysman that was needed, the Intercessor that could
prevail, the One who could reach God with one hand
and fallen man with the other and bring about a rec
onciliation between the two. This was the Word that
was made flesh and dwelt among us, whose glory we
have seen, the glory as of the Only Begotten of the
Father. (John 1:14.)
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God's Plan for Man's Recovery

Creation was, has been, and is, God's own do
main and jurisdiction by virtue of His own crafts
manship. He did not steal. rob or coerce His posses
sions from anywhere else. He created His own and
consequently, justly and rightly seeks to recover that
which has been removed from Him. Remember the
text which states, "...All souls are mine; ..." saith the
Lord. Ezekiel 18:4. Since all souls belong to God,
then lefs inquire into the plan He devised and put
into operation to recover the ''lamb that was lost."
From His lofty throne on high, He began to foretell
events that would occur which would indicate the
method He would use. Psalm 2:6-8 reads like this:
"Yet have I set my king upon my holy hill of Zion. I
will declare the decree: the Lord hath said unto me,
Thou art my Son; this day have I begotten thee. Ask
of me, and I shall give thee the heathen for thine
inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth for
thy possession." God, the almighty God, who is and
has been from the beginning, and who is the Ruler
of all things, has now proclaimed that He would ap
point and establish a King to be the sovereign over a
territory which God would ascribe to Him. The rela
tionship which would exist between the Appointee
and the Appointer would be that of Father and Son.
We could expect. then, to find that appointed Son
bearing the identical image and characteristics of His
Father. We find Him exclaiming on one occasion,
"Have I been so long time with you, and yet hast
thou not known me, Philip? he that hath seen me
hath seen the Father; and how sayest thou then,
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Shew us the Father?" John 14:9. Jesus bore the true
image of His Father.
From Zion, under the old law, the decrees went
forth. Zion was God's chosen seat where He agreed
to meet with His chosen nation, and so this spiritual
jurisdiction that would come into being would oper
ate from His chosen location, also. Zion would still
be Zion, only under its new sovereign its precepts
would become spiritual and its laws would go clear
to the heart of man's need. Notice the constraint that
is placed on the candidate for office. He was not com
manded to go; He was invited to reach out or ask.
Not until He recognized the possibility of the offer
and was willing to apply for the opportunity was He
deemed worthy. Since He has come and won the re
demption of fallen man, it becomes obvious that He
asked of the Father and was granted the opportu
nity to come and win this inheritance.
Notice also that He was not given jmisdiction over
the entire universe. God would go ahead with that
administration the same as before; the Son would
realize His jurisdiction over "the heathen and the
uttermost parts of the earth." The heathen are those
who know not God and the uttermost parts are all
who are separated from God. He tells us that when
He came He concluded all in sin. (Romans 3:9.) He
also declared that unless they repented, they would
all likewise perish. (Luke 13:3-5.) The laws He en
acted applied only to this specific section of creation
and only those who willingly and gladly accept Him
are governed by Him. He made no attempt to exer
cise authority in any other segment of God's overall
domain. He came to seek and to save that which was
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lost and He confmed His efforts to that perimeter.
While He did, on occasion, control the tempest, the
sea, etc., yet He told them plainly, "the things I see
my Father do, that I do also." John 5:19. He oper
ated strictly under the regulations His Father had
already established and was using. He made no new
ones of His own, save in the sector which was as
cribed to Him.
Another prophet beheld the pattern and wrote
accordingly. Isaiah 9:6, "For unto us a child is born,
unto us a son is given:..... Notice here the acknowl
edgment of restricted jurisdiction. This one was not
coming to rule all of creation but rather to work spe
cifically with that segment that was in trouble. Here
is man acknowledging the mission. The same man
is recognizing the purpose and the need for the mission. He explains, "...Unto us a child is born, unto
us a son is given:..." Unto those who have sinned
and are defiled is this provision made. It is given
that men might be recovered from the defilement of
sin and again be able to associate freely in fellow
ship and unity with our heavenly Father. The gov
erning rules enjoined upon His subjects would be
appointed for them to follow. Beyond that He would
make no effort to rule or govern any other part of
God's overall domain. It was not given to Him; He
was sent only to us. "...And the government shall be
upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called Won
derful, Counsellor, The mighty God, The everlasting
Father, The Prince of Peace. Of the increase of his
government and peace there shall be no end, upon
the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order
it, and to establish it with judgment and with justice
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from henceforth even for ever. The zeal of the Lord of
hosts will perform this." Isaiah 9:6-7. Here again we
have the Father-Son relationship advanced, but no
tice the wording, "To us a son is born"-the normal
means for offspring, but this one would not be of
man's· lineage. It was not to be the result of normal
human effort or activity; it was to be "given." With
out this quality, it would be no different from any
other human offspring, and if such be true, it would
be able to accomplish no more than any other of
humanity. This Son was to be a Gift from the One
who made the promise. Since He was the One who
had declared the decree and had the power of su
pervision in His hand, then He, of course, could be
stow its government upon whom He would. This Son
was His chosen candidate. The Son would be famil
iar and acquainted with God's laws and manner of
administration. He would be able to set up a govern
ing structure that would be acceptable to the Au
gust Majesty who is over all. His name is called Won
derful for He did what no other man could do. All
who have found in Him the answer for sin, realize
what a great thing He has done and so His name
becomes even more wonderful. Being acquainted with
His Father, and the Father's image, He is able to coun
sel men in what the Father had designed men to be.
Sin has so distorted man's concepts of what man
was originally intended to be until he has no idea of
what is acceptable. This Son would be able to rees
tablish that divine image upon the earth again. Men,
under His counseling, could "measure to the stature
of the fullness of Christ," and be saved simply by
following His instruction. (Ephesians 4: 13.)
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The Pharisees of old became greatly offended
when Christ proclaimed Himself the Son of God. But
this was bequeathed to Him of the Father and He
would utilize it in the building of His Kingdom. The
characteristics He bore were those of His Father, and
so the Kingdom He would build and govern would
also be like that of His Father. Both were to be ever
lasting. He is the Prince of Peace, the very opposite
of the tumult of sin. The growth or progress of His
jurisdiction would not terminate or see any end, and
its constant characteristic would be that of peace.
Other earthly kingdoms have come and gone, but
this one, He has said, will abide forever. Notice again
the limitation of His jurisdiction. (Psalm 9:7.) It was
to cover only the territory governed by the throne of
David, namely the chosen people of God or those
born of the Hebrew nation. This new Kingdom would
govern and rule those who are born of His Spirit and
who are washed in His blood. God Himself set about
to see that all of this would come to fulfillment. We
also hear the Son saying, "I do always those things
that please my Father." (John 8:29.) The Son sent
forth His appeal to all, "whosoever will,·· to come take
of the water of life freely. (John 7:37-38, Revelation
22: 16-1 7.) For all who accept, entrance is granted
into the special Kingdom that was established to re
cover the lost. (John 1:12.) Thus the uttermost part
of the earth is brought under the jurisdiction of the
Lord Christ.
In Daniel 2:44 another prophet beheld this activ
ity. "And in the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be de
stroyed: and the kingdom shall not be left to other
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people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it shall stand for ever." Quite
often when we hear this scripture read and discussed,
we almost get the impression that God had no King
dom up until this time, but now He is going to assert
Himself and establish for Himself, finally, a King
dom. Not so. He has possessed His overall Kingdom
and been reigning in it ever since He created it. He
established its laws and put them in operation from
the beginning. All of His creation is observing and
obeying them except man. He is simply here an
nouncing again that at the appointed time He will
establish among the nations a spiritual Kingdom that
He will preside over through His chosen Delegate.
While other man-made dominions will crumble and
fall to decay, the one He will establish will abide for
ever. History so far has proven it to be true.
Isaiah 32: 1 says, "Behold, a king shall reign in
righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment."
The August Majesty on high is the King of righteous
ness and His Son is in His very image. His govern
mental administration will also be in like manner.
His ruling in righteousness means He is conquering
in righteousness. Those who are gathered to Him are
made righteous and able to reign over sin in their
lives. Thus they become princes ruling in judgment.
They are able, by sound judgment, to discern the
right and obtain power through the Spirit to per
form the right. They are indeed princes in His ever
lasting Kingdom, for righteousness endures forever.
Matthew 17:5-6 reads, "While he yet spake, be
hold, a bright cloud overshadowed them: and behold
a voice out of the cloud, which said, This is my be-
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loved Son, in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him."
What greater affirmation could the Father give His
Son than this, proclaimed even in the ears of those
who were reluctant to believe? ''This is indeed the
Son that I have given to you. Hear His counsel and
obey His commands." The indication was given that
all He was doing, and had done, was acceptable and
pleasing to the Father on high. If only man could
accept it, God and man could be brought together
and the longed for Daysman established. Why, oh
why, is man so dull of hearing and so slow of heart
to believe?
John 3:34-35 says, "For he whom God hath sent
speaketh the words of God: for God giveth not the
Spirit by measure unto him. The Father loveth the
Son, and hath given all things into his hand." Now,
we can understand more plainly what the Son meant
when he said, "No man can come to the Father but
by me." And again, ''There is none other name under
heaven given among men, whereby ye must be saved."
The heathen, the uttermost part of the earth, the
lost, He accepted as His inheritance. Then of course,
His subjects would of necessity have to go through
Him to obtain their need. He is the one the Father
recognizes when He comes to the Father in behalf of
the needs of His subjects.
II Peter 1: 16-19 says, "For we have not followed
cunningly devised fables, when we made known unto
you the power and coming of our Lord Jesus Christ,
but were eyewitnesses of his majesty. For he received
from God the Father honour and glory, when there
came such a voice to him from the excellent glory,
This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.
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And this voice which came from heaven we heard,
when we were with him in the holy mount. We have
also a more sure word of prophecy; whereunto ye do
well that ye take heed, as unto a light that shineth in
a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star
arise in your hearts." To the apostle this was no fairy
tale nor figment of someone's imagination. This was
actual fact and his reporting was of what he had
actually seen and experienced. Yet even then, real
as the experience was to him, he would not expect
them to receive only his testimony alone. He diverted
their attention to the great volume of prophecy that
had already been given concerning this very thing. It
is some of these same prophecies which we have been
considering. Personal testimony is wonderful, but the
Word of God is even more dependable than that.
Combined, they should by all means be sufficient to
convince the most obstinate skeptic to believe. If man
will but believe, the Day Star will arise in his heart,
ushering in the light of a new day. God was indeed
in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself.
When salvation work has been completed, when
the cup of iniquity is brimming full; when all has
been done that can be done and the heir of the in
heritance has recovered all it is possible to recover,
then we hear the Word again. I Corinthians 15:2428, "Then cometh the end, when he shall have deliv
ered up the kingdom to God, even the Father; when
he shall have put down all rule and all authority and
power. For he must reign, till he hath put all en
emies under his feet. The last enemy that shall be
destroyed is death. For he hath put all things under
his feet. But when He saith all things are put under
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him, it is manifest that he is excepted, which did put
all things under him. And when all things shall be
subdued unto him, then shall the Son also himself
be subject unto him that put all things under him,
that God may be all in all."
Now, we can plainly see that God did not relin
quish at all His supreme sovereignty of the universe
in any degree. He did not have in mind to replace
Himself with a succeeding generation. He simply used
a part of Himself to recover that which had gone
astray. The entire operation was under His supervi
sion all the time. It was carried out by His own faith
ful and obedient Son. That the Son was willing to
accept that position of subordination to the Father
seems evident by His own declaration. Revelation
3:21, "To him that overcometh will I grant to sit with
me in my throne, even as I also overcame, and am
set down with my Father in his throne."
Ephesians I: 17-23, ''That the God of our Lord
Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give unto you
the spirit of wisdom and revelation in the knowledge
of him: The eyes of your understanding being en
lightened; that ye may know what is the hope of his
calling, and what the riches of the glory of his inher
itance in the saints, And what is the exceeding great
ness of his power to usward who believe, according
to the working of his mighty power, Which he wrought
in Christ, when he raised him from the dead, and
set him at his own right hand in the heavenly places,
Far above all principality, and power, and might, and
dominion, and every name that is named, not only
in this world, but also in that which is to come: And
hath put all things under his feet, and gave him to
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be the head over all things to the church, Which is
his body, the fullness of him that filleth all in all."
Once again we notice the limit of the jurisdiction. He
is "the head over all things to the church." His do
main is the souls of fallen man. His laws are enacted
for them and are applied to them in accordance with
the faculties that belong to them.
Matthew 28:18, "And Jesus came and spake unto
them, saying, All power is given unto me in heaven
and in earth." In accordance with that declaration of
authority, He issued to them their duty and respon
sibility for the furtherance of the gospel of the King
dom. He pointed out specifically the pattern they were
to use. He also committed Himself to be their present
companion in all the journey. (Matthew 28:18-20.)
He is indeed a worthy Sovereign over His house.
Hebrews 1:1-4, "God, who at sundry times and
in divers manners spake in time past unto the fa
thers by the prophets, Hath in these last days spo
ken unto us by his Son, whom he hath appointed
heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds;
Who being the brightness of his glory, and the ex
press image of his person, and upholding all things
by the word of his power, when he had by himself
purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of the
Majesty on high; Being made so much better than
the angels, as he hath by inheritance obtained a more
excellent name than they."
Surely this text serves to substantiate the truth
that the Son was given a dominion over which to
reign. See also Hebrews 1:8-14 and Hebrews 2:6-18.
In John 3:3 this text is given: "Jesus answered
and said unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto thee,
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except a man be born again, he cannot see the king
dom of God." In our physical existence, no man has
anything to say about his birth. We are here through
no choice of our own in any manner. We had nothing
to say about whether or not we be here. We could
not select our parents, we had no choice of national
ity, we were given no color selection, we could not
pick the features we would prefer, we had no choice
of gender, we could not select the geographic loca
tion we would prefer to enter, nothing. In this new
birth, such is not the case. No man will be born again
without his own consent. When that consent is given
and the individual willingly and voluntarily yields
himself to his Savior to be His and His alone from
then on, that individual becomes "born again" or a
"new creature" in Christ Jesus. Only then, after this
voluntary submission, will he realize how the Lord is
ruling over His subjects and accomplishing His will
in them. It is by this means that Christ is their Sov
ereign, their ruling Monarch, their King. They will
begin to see the kingdom of Heaven.
Matthew 20:23 says, "And he saith unto them,
Ye shall drink indeed of my cup, and be baptized
with the baptism that I am baptized with: but to sit
on my right hand, and on my left, is not mine to give,
but it shall be given to them for whom it is prepared
of my Father." The Son seemed to be well informed
as to how far His authority extended and He was
careful not to overstep His bounds. Matthew 24:36
acknowledges to us that there are some things which
the Father has kept strictly unto Himself, not shar
ing them even with the Son.
Quite often the question is asked, "What is the
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difference between the Kingdom and the Church?"
To attempt to make a comparison between the
Church and God's universal Kingdom, over which
He reigns and is the Sovereign, is hard to do. All of
that domain is filling its placejust as He designed it
to in the beginning, except man. The planets keep
their appointed orbits. The sun and moon fill their
prescribed rolls. The stars continue as ordained. The
earth turns on its axis, an axis that no man can fmd
nor understand for sure how, or why. Yet God put it
into function and it continues. The physical world
continues according to His prescribed plan. We still
have day and night, four seasons of the year, seedtime
and harvest, rain and snow, sleet and hail, thunder
and lightning. The biological world is performing
according to the rules by which it was to be gov
erned, just as He told it to. It reproduces after its
own kind in the pattern which He prescribed for it to
follow. It migrates, hibernates and adheres to all the
characteristics ascribed to it. It remains in its allot
ted setting, doing what it was commanded to do .from
the beginning. The birds still find their place in the
air and the fish still occupy the water. The beasts
and creeping things are at home on the land. All of
this is performingjust as God commanded it to from
the beginning. Where then, do we fmd any need for
comparison or analogy for all of this with the Church?
The law of instinct is readily identifiable in the bio
logical world, but to what does it allude in the spiri
tual world or in the government of the Church? The
Church is governed by an entirely different system
as we shall soon discover.
Let us look for a moment at this new Kingdom
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which God, in His majesty, has erected. He has set
His own Son over it, ascribing all power and author
ity to Him for its administration. This is the King
dom whose function is to be specifically and only the
recovery of fallen man. We have no difficulty identi
fying this institution with the Church. Its purpose is
to reclaim the honest ones who desire deliverance
from sin. Its administration is in righteousness so
that sin and its influence is defeated. Its righteous
action is termed a new birth and the man who re
ceives it is proclaimed a new creature, removed from
the power of darkness. He is made a citizen in this
special Kingdom that was erected by God's own Son.
Those who obtain this experience are governed by
the laws which the Administrator of the Kingdom
prescribe for them. To each of them are given an
abiding Companion or Comforter. The assigned func
tion of this Comforter is to lead them into all truth
and to supply them power to conform to discovered
truth. This Kingdom of His dear Son we have no
trouble identifying with His Church. No further por
tion of God's vast domain was given to be under Him
and so we find His entire interest and effort being
exerted toward the salvation of men. His rules point
them in that direction and guide them unerringly
along that path. He, the Word that was made flesh
and dwelt among us, is indeed unto them, "the way,
the truth, and the life." (John 14:6.) Under His di
vine guidance our steps can be, and are led, in the
way everlasting.
Jesus Himself described for us the work that was
laid out for Him to accomplish before the salvation
of man could become a reality. John 10:1 reads,

"Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that entereth not
by the door into the sheepfold, but climbeth up some
other way, the same is a thief and a robber." This is
a well-known scripture and nearly all Bible readers
will agree that to attempt entrance into salvation and
consequently into heaven by any means other than
the Door would result in failure. But this text is not
dealing with candidates for heavenly citizenship. If
it is, then how will we intelligently explain verse two?
"But he that entereth in by the door is the shepherd
of the sheep." This would indicate that everyone who
gets converted becomes the shepherd of the sheep;
yet, the Word says there is one fold and one Shep
herd. (John 10:16.) What then, is the real meaning
of the text? The next verse says, ''To him the porter
openeth; and the sheep hear his voice: and he calleth
his own sheep by name, and leadeth them out." The
dictionary definition of a porter is: A person stationed
at a door or gate to admit or assist those entering.
Now, Jesus was made in the likeness of sinful flesh
with one specified design and purpose in mind. He
was to bring sinful man back into favor with His holy,
heavenly Father. In order to discover the barriers that
were erected and the doors that were closed that keep
men and God apart, we would need to go back across
the ages and observe what took place in the begin
ning. Genesis 3:24 says, "So he drove out the man;
and he placed at the east. of the garden of Eden
Cherubims, and a flaming sword which turned ev
ery way, to keep the way of the tree of life." This be
came an effective barrier. It was a closed door, which
man had no power nor ability by his own strength or
wisdom to reenter. It was guarded by duel agencies,
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the heavenly beings called Cherubims and the rotat
ing sword. Here is the porter, or doorkeeper, men
tioned in John 10:3. Any agency purporting to re
store enduring life to humankind would of necessity
have to be able to penetrate that barrier. It was spe
cifically charged with keeping the way of the tree of
life. God did not want His beloved creation living
perpetually in a sinful condition. This is why He es
tablished a watch of His own choosing and charged
them with that responsibility. No man would be able
to reach the goal of restored spiritual life without the
knowledge and consent of these porters. Ephesians
6: 17 mentions the sword of the Spirit and identifies
it as the Word of God. Here we recognize the magni
tude of the gatekeepers. The Cherubims, being of
heavenly or spirit-world origin, would be able to pro
tect the way of the tree of life from that sector. No
spirit-world being would be able to violate the de
cree. Likewise, the Sword, or Word, the very agency
that spoke earth and everything in it into existence,
would protect the physical or natural side of the de
cree. Nothing from this sector would be able to vio
late the decree either.
We recognize immediately the need for protection
from both the spirit world and the physical world
when we remember that it was a spirit-world being
who lured man away from his heavenly Creator in
the garden. In time to come the Word, or Sword, be
gan to speak through the mouths of prophets and
lawgivers. They identified a suitable Candidate who
would be acceptable to gain admittance back through
the gate. He would also achieve access to the tree of
life. This would be realized in the only begotten Son
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of God. In the meantime, by means of His Word, God
gave the Old Law and its attending ceremonies and
rituals. He outlined the literal structure and its at
tending functions. He proclaimed Himself a Partici
pator in the entire proceeding. Man likewise had his
part to play. If man performed faithfully and in good
trust, God would respond by performing His part
and the resulting product would be hope of attain
ing eternal life for man. The law process had many
details of ritual and ceremony. Each had its own
particular meaning, yet the outstanding feature of
the entire program was animal sacrifice? Animal sac
rifice offered for sin and animal sacrifice accepted in
atonement for sin became the accepted price for com
mitted sin. Thus the price, having been paid and
accepted, left the payer excused of his transgression
for one year. The next year it would have to be of
fered again. All of this was but a foreshadowing of a
complete sacrifice that at the proper time God would
offer for the price of sin, and it would accomplish its
purpose forever. Surrounding the Holy of Holies,
where God dwelt in the temple, were the facilities
needed to perform the various sacrifices. It was in
this realm that man performed his prescribed du
ties and made his sacrifices according to the instruc
tion of the Word or Law. In the Holy of Holies, God
dwelt and performed His part of the transaction.
Now, let us take some notice of the fixtures that
adorned God's quarters. There was the Ark of the
Covenant. This speaks to us of divinely contracted
commitment; a covenant that was offered by God
and accepted, and performed by fallen man would
lead men back into acceptable favor with their of-
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fended Creator, so far as their literal sacrifice was
able to achieve. The ark contained the Ten Command
ments and the tables of stone. These were the basis
for the offered contract. They, along with the other
detailed requirements given in Leviticus, constituted
man's instruction for duty. Also in the ark were
Aaron's rod that budded and the pot of manna. Both
of these speak to us of life and its sustaining re
quirements. The potential for life was present. Now,
apparently, access was being offered to it under
proper and acceptable circumstances. Overspread
ing the ark and above it was the mercy seat. God's
willingness to occupy this mercy seat, denoting His
intention to have mercy upon sacrificing humanity,
is all important in the program. Though man was
fallen, contaminated with sin and full of evil, yet, if
he would turn to his Maker and meet the require
ment, there was mercy freely granted. It was ready
and waiting to usher man on into the other bless
ings provided, namely life. Remember that it was
God's Word or given Law that spoke all of this to
man's understanding. The Word, which we have al
ready observed, is the expression of God and is found
demonstrated by His Spirit. (Ephesians 6: 1 7 .) Over
spreading the mercy seat, and all that it contained,
were two Cherubims. There was one on each side,
each looking toward the other and their wings were
spread out and touching over the mercy seat on one
side and reaching to the wall on the other. These two
Cherubims of beaten work, that were divinely de
signed and installed in the literal temple, were spe
cifically given to typify the heavenly Cherubims who
were divinely appointed to keep the way of the tree
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of life. Forgiven sins would mean canceled transgres
sion and where transgression was absent, life could
be reinstated. Since it was the Master Himself who
was instituting the plan, with His own person in at
tendance on the mercy seat beneath, then of course,
the Cherubims would allow access back to the tree
of life. The literal program of sacrifice and accep
tance was but a pattern of the true that was to come.
The divinely appointed porters were present and
aware of the entire process. They freely gave of their
consent. They are faithful at their post. Their perfor
mance reflects the mind and will of God in allowing
access back to the tree of life through forgiveness
because of acceptable sacrifice. The annual sacrifice
for the sins of the people was brought into this Holy
of Holies. That sacrifice was a direct requirement of
the issued Word. It was carried out under the watch
ful eye of the two Cherubims overshadowing the
mercy seat. Through the avenue of God's great mercy.
the hope of life would be available to man again with
the porters' sanction and approval. Man could offer
only the sacrifice of animals. which could not meet
the moral need of his soul. In time to come, God
would offer His perfect sacrifice and it would meet
every need of fallen man. So perfect and effectual
was it that only once did it need to be offered and it
would suffice forever. It met all the basic require
ments of the law program and was accepted by the
Author. It was so effectual that when the sacrifice
was complete, the veil covering the Holy of Holies
was rent asunder from top to bottom. This signified
that full and complete access to eternal life was now
available. The Word made flesh (the flaming Sword)
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had spoken and the way was now open. His sacrifi
cial blood, given for man's sin, opened the way di
rectly into the provision of life made in the promise.
The process possessed the full sanction and approval
of the way-keeping Cherubims. This makes clear
what He meant when He said, "...He that entereth
not by the door into the sheepfold, but climbeth up
some other way, the same is a thief and a robber.
But he that entereth in by the door is the shepherd
of the sheep. To him the porter openeth; and the
sheep hear his voice: and he calleth his own sheep
by name, and leadeth them out." John 10:1-3. Con
sider this in connection with the text which says,
''That was the true Light which lighteth every man
that cometh into the world." John 1 :9. All men will
hear His voice and those who respond and accept
His appeal become His sheep and He leads them out
of the bondage of sin. He is indeed the great Shep
herd of the sheep and the Door through which they
must enter. Others who proclaim to be able to fulfill
this need for fallen man have climbed up some other
way and are only thieves and robbers. The true por
ters will only open to the true Shepherd. Conse
quently, only He has access to the tree of life. Only
He has the ability to lead His sheep into this blessed,
holy experience.
We read of other kingdoms in the Word. One place
speaks of the kingdoms of this world. We have no
trouble identifying them. In Luke 4:5-6 when Christ
was being tempted, Satan acknowledged ownership
of the kingdoms of this world and declared that he
exercised jurisdiction in them. Christ did not con
test the claim. Various places speak of "the kingdom
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of Heaven." In a great many of these texts the appli
cation is obviously toward this Kingdom of His Son.
In those cases we get the impression that the term
"kingdom of Heaven" is referring to this divine insti
tution that was conceived by the mind of God in
heaven. It was divinely and supernaturally sent to
this world to accomplish what nothing else had ever
been able to accomplish. Its divine origin would set
it apart and distinguish it from the human kingdoms
of earth and so it was designated the "kingdom of
Heaven." It is also "The Kingdom of His dear Son,"
and likewise "A Kingdom of Peace." The Son is "The
Prince of Peace."
In the classic text, in which the Church is first
mentioned, we notice that Christ made some posi
tive and authoritative pronouncements. He not only
announced His intentions, but declared the infalli
bility of the structure when it was completed. Mat
thew 16: 13-18, "When Jesus came into the coasts of
Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying,
Whom do men say that I the Son of man am? And
they said, Some say that thou art John the Baptist:
some, Elias; and others, Jeremias, or one of the
prophets. He saith unto them, But whom say ye that
I am? And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art
the Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus an
swered and said unto him, Blessed art thou, Simon
Barjona: for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto
thee, but my Father which is in heaven. And I say
also unto thee, That thou art Peter, and upon this
rock I will build my church; and the gates of hell
shall not prevail against it." This declaration of Peter's
was a public acknowledgment that here in person
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was the fulfillment of God's promise of One to come.
That coming One was to be a King in His own right,
with jurisdiction over which to reign and subjects to
govern. The acknowledgment of this fact was the
rock-hard foundation of truth upon which He would
build. The result of that building He would call "His
,
Church.,. Men who are "born again . are born of the
Spirit, which makes them offspring of God. Jesus
was the offspring of God, being the Only Begotten,
whom sin never touched. All who are born again
become members of one big family, the family of God.
Salvation makes them citizens in our Lord's domin
ion, members of His Church and part of His Family.
There seems to be no practical way to distinguish
between these three classifications. All seem to be
referring to the one and selfsame thing, only under
different titles. The Kingdom God provided, the Fam
ily God heads as Father, the Church which His Only
Begotten built in God's name, are synonymous-they
are one.
Now, here is a truth of great significance that
begins to take shape in our understanding. It is God
who prescribed and established the porters who are
responsible for keeping the way of the tree of life.
Jesus and the plan of salvation He brought met the
porters' approval and so He was accepted past the
porters to the throne of mercy. The plan He presented
provided for His subjects deliverance from sin and
access to holiness, thus correcting the very thing that
had removed man from God in the beginning. No
other candidate known to man has been able to
achieve all of this. Religious systems come and go
and they spring from all kinds of sources, but the
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important thing is that unless the system and its
propagator are able to win the approval of the keep
ers of the way of life, they have no life to offer their
followers. Jesus described those who indulge in such
things as they who climb up some other way, and He
pronounced them thieves and robbers. Christ's abil
ity to satisfy the porters with His sinless, holy life
provided Him access to the Father, who is the Source
of all life. By this, He is able to offer eternal life to all
of His true followers. His true followers are those who
have been cleansed from sin in Christ's own blood
and who keep themselves free from sin by the power
of His Spirit. This cleansing, keeping process ren
ders them acceptable candidates to pass the
gatekeepers into God's divine presence also. Any
movement or system of religion, regardless of how
cunningly it is devised or how popular it may be
among the masses of the people, if it makes no pro
vision for cleansing from sin and keeping froin sin,
will not pass the gatekeeping porters. Then of course,
it can offer no access to God and eternal life. It can
provide nothing but false hope and final disappoint
ment. Christ's Kingdom was to be established in righ
teousness; therefore, we may justly expect that all of
His subjects will be made righteous or else they would
defile His Kingdom. Righteousness is required in or
der to pass the porters. Any establishment offering
its subjects anything less than true moral righteous
ness has not passed the gatekeeping porters and so
cannot possibly provide for anyone access to eternal
life.
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A Few Thoughts About Man
Man's transgression is the event that produced
the need for a special Kingdom; man's recovery is
the prime objective of that Kingdom. It would seem
profitable to consider how the new King in His juris
diction went about to accomplish His purpose. First
of all, let us give some thought to the depths to which
man had fallen. The great majority of humankind
had degenerated under the yoke of sin, both com
mitted and inherited, to the place that they scarcely
knew or were able to discern anything about God at
all. Their pursuits of life had been after their own
selfish, fleshly interests for so long until they no
longer had any concept of what a divine nature would
be like. So great was the darkness that when the
light did finally begin to come, it is said "the dark
ness comprehended it not." We get a glimpse of the
magnitude of this statement when we realize that
normally the deeper the darkness, the greater is ac
centuated the introduction of light. In this case dark
ness had deepened until light was not even able to
penetrate it. Yet, in the face of all of this, if man was
to be recovered, light would somehow have to pre
vail. Christ came, the Light of life. Life could come
from no other source for it was only to Him that the
porters opened. His assigned task was to penetrate
this veil of darkness with the illumination of under
standing. With understanding, men could compre
hend the true and living God and be drawn to Him
for their salvation. Unless that was to happen, they
had no hope. He was confident of His ability to fill
the place that was assigned to Him. His forerunner
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proclaimed in advance, ''This is the true Light that
lighteth every man that cometh into the world." He
was equal to the task.
The only gods man knew were the gods of his
own making. Since man has no ability to convey char
acteristics he does not possess, then of course, his
visualized gods would possess the nature and dis
position of man They were greedy and lustful, torn
with strife and contention, deceitful and dishonest,
cruel and heartless, bearing no resemblance to the
true and living God. (Psalm 115:4-8.) This is but a
glimpse of the condition of man, but these very con
ditions are what designated him heathen. These are
the very heathen who were to be the inheritance of
the Son made King. If they were to be reached, the
King would have to extend Himself clear to the depths
to which they were fallen and begin His work with
what He found available to work with.
One quality which He knew was there, evidently
placed there by a loving Creator, is the fact that all
men are by nature religious beings. All seem to have
a desire to worship something. This does not neces
sarily mean that all men are inclined to go to church
as we know it. It means that all men entertain some
feeling of reverence toward what they consider a su
perior being. They may not ascribe to it any visible
form, regarding it as a spirit. They may accept it as a
tree, a rock, the sun, the moon, stars, a river, a beast,
or an endless list of other objects, but always they
ascribe to it a power above and beyond that of nor
mal human ability. It would take a great deal of ef
fort. teaching and patience to bring them to an un
derstanding of the true and living God.
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Man has demonstrated a disposition to worship
from the ve:ry beginning. Genesis 4:3-4 gives the ac
count of the two boys of the first family unit who
came to offer sacrifice before the Lord. There is no
account of them having been commanded to sacri
fice. No custom had been established of which we
have any record. However, our God knew even then,
that in order to satisfy the requirement of divine jus
tice, blood would have to be shed before sin could be
remitted. He also knew that these young men, hav
ing never been taught in the principles of transgres
sion and sacrifice, would not understand the func
tions and purposes of the process. God knew the
requirements, and God is completely honest. It would
be unthinkable for Him to accept a sacrifice that shed
no blood for sin here and then later demand that
blood be shed in the same situation. That action
would confuse all men. Unless the process followed
a fixed pattern, how could anyone be certain his sac
rifice was accepted? The explanation given of the re
jected sacrifice was that it still left sin lying at the
door. That is the reason it was refused. If the pri
macy purpose for offering a sacrifice was because of
sin and it did not accomplish the purpose, then its
performance was useless. If God had accepted the
action under those circumstances it would have left
the boy with a false hope. God's honesty would not
allow Him to do that. In time to come, as men be
came able to comprehend moral values, He could
explain to them. Sin committed can only be remitted
by an unblemished blood sacrifice offered. The price
that must be paid for sin is death. This animal life
that was offered was brought in the hope that its
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lifeblood might be accepted for sin and the sinning
man be freed. The fruit of the ground had no life
blood to offer and so there was nothing to answer for
the man's sins. They were left lying at the door. These
young men had no way of knowing all of these de
tails at that time, but God did, and so He was faith
ful to what He knew to be true. It appears that they
simply felt a reverence and a need to worship a su
perior being.
This feeling of reverence toward a higher power
is basically the same feeling being experienced in
humanity today when we feel a desire within our
selves to live more virtuous, moral lives. Responding
to an impulse that prompts us toward what we feel
is a better quality of living makes us feel better about
ourselves. We feel that we are improving. It also leaves
us feeling more closely associated with whatever
power or influence it was that prompted us to such
personal upgrading. It is God who appeals to men to
live better lives, and the feeling of satisfaction that
we enjoy when we comply is what we call the bless
ing of obedience. It never fails. No man has ever de
liberately expended honest effort in service to our
Lord and gone unrewarded.
No doubt Adam and Eve had spoken to their sons
of the time they had spent in company with the God
they had once known, but with whom they could no
longer associate. Whatever their experience may have
been, there was obviously this inward desire to wor
ship in sacrifice before this Supreme One.
In Genesis 8:20 is given the account of Noah's
reaction and response to having been spared the
destruction of the flood by means of the ark. Under
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stress of no constraint whatever of which we have
any account, only the feeling of reverence and wor
ship which he felt from within himself toward his
divine Benefactor, he built an altar and sacrificed.
"And Noah builded an altar unto the Lord; and took
of every clean beast, and of every clean fowl, and
offered burnt offerings on the altar." Genesis 8:20.
This voluntary, spontaneous manifestation of appre
ciation and gratitude had a profound effect upon God.
His response was an expression of pity for man's
condition. Verse 21: "And the Lord smelled a sweet
savour; and the Lord said in his heart, I will not again
curse the ground any more for man's sake; for the
imagination of man's heart is evil from his youth; .....
God was realizing that it was useless to punish or
penalize a man for a thing he knew not how to pre
vent. Raw flesh burning has no pleasing odor. It was
not the burning of flesh that pleased God; it was the
attitude and disposition of heart that prompted the
burning that touched God's heart. Consequently, He
exclaimed, "It is man's imagination that leads him
astray. When he recognizes reality his response is
acceptable." Noah came face to face with the unde
niable reality that the great flood, for which he had
prepared so long, had come and gone and he and
his family had been spared. This was truth that could
not be shaken and so his gratitude overflowed. He
worshipped spontaneously, willingly, gladly and
genuinely. It touched God's heart then, it will touch
His great heart of love yet today.
Genesis 12:7 reads like this: "And the Lord ap
peared unto Abram, and said, Unto thy seed will I
give this land: and there builded he an altar unto
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the Lord, who appeared unto him." Here again is an
account of an individual who came in close, intimate
contact with the true and living Supreme Being. His
spontaneous reaction was a response to his feeling
of reverence to that Being and so he built an altar
and worshipped. So intense was his devotion and so
firm was his persuasion of the truth that he had been
receiving from his God, until he would not let it go.
He became the father of the faithful. He had not ac
cepted imagination or fantasy. What he had experi
enced was reality so convincing that he could accept
it as truth and believe in it, though the Scripture
says he never saw it! (Hebrews 11:8-13.)
We may wonder at what perhaps seems a quaint
pattern of worship to us, but before we criticize them
too severely, let us pause here and notice a little more
of what the fall in the garden exposed man to. In the
garden, the only existence man knew outside of him
self was God, the One who created him. He was a
God who was altogether holy in every way. He told
no falsehood, He practiced no deceit, He indulged in
no dishonesty. He was altogether dependable and
trustworthy in every way. Man lived in God's holy
presence completely free of all doubt or fear, for there
was no reason to doubt and man knew nothing to
fear. It wasn't until after the encounter with Satan
that man was exposed to deceit and dishonesty. Man
soon learned that scarcely anything Satan presented
could be depended on to be as it was presented. God's
true image was gone now, because of man's disobe
dience, so man was continually exposed to this ly
ing, deceptive, dishonest influence all of the time.
Littlewonder that he grew to distrust everything that
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came along and to fear for his own safety and per
sonal welfare in eveiything that was presented to him.
He soon learned that without God's holy presence to
guide him, he was helpless against the superior power
of the Devil. He could not even be sure of his own
assessments of right and wrong. The adversacy would
so cunningly twist what was wrong until it seemed
to be all right and so he would be snared again. When
we realize this, in a measure at least, we can under
stand how it was that humanity became reluctant to
believe or trust anything. We may say, "But God was
talking to him so he should have believed and lis
tened," but we have to remember that Satan is a
spirit being the same as God and that he presents
what he has to offer to man through the same chan
nels that God uses to present His information.
With a brief picture of this sad state of affairs
before us, we cannot help but see how important to
man becomes the issue of truth. We realize its es
sence more clearly by what our Savior brought to
us. Notice His words: "Pilate therefore said unto him,
Art thou a king then? Jesus answered, Thou sayest
that I am a King. To this end was I born, and for this
cause came I into the world, that I should bear wit
ness unto the truth. Every one that is of the truth
heareth my voice." John 18:37. In His previous teach
ing to the people He gave this: ''Why do ye not un
derstand my speech? even because ye cannot hear
my word. Ye are of your father the devil, and the
lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, be
cause there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a
lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the
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father of it. And because I tell you the truth, ye be
lieve me not." John 8:43-45.
Truth revealed will automatically expose deceit
that is hidden, and Christ is fully able and thoroughly
competent to accomplish the revealing. But that is
not the problem. What is accomplished when the
truth is revealed if no one is willing to accept and
follow it? This is what the Word means when it says.
"For. behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and
gross darkness the people: ..." Isaiah 60:2. When we
begin to realize the far-reaching effect a taskmaster
like Satan has had upon fallen humanity, we can
better understand how it is that one of the first things
our Lord does in each of our lives is to reestablish in
us concepts of truth that provide us something rea
sonable, stable and secure to attach our souls,' to
and believe in. To achieve this He begins to intro
duce us to undeniable and irrefutable influences
about us that testify of themselves to an existing
truth. Each of these influences, as we recognize and
examine them, reaffirm the testimony of the others
so that we are increasingly convinced of the truth of
the whole. As we recognize these various truths, we
become more and more aware that the Author of all
this is also One who is worthy of our recognition. He
is One to whom we can bring our honest and truth
ful worship and not be disappointed. Our natural
inclination to worship may be, safely brought to Him
for He will be honest and truthful with us. Truth
presents and establishes reality. Divine truth, faith
fully presented to honest human intelligence, pro
vides that individual with such irrefutable fact until
he feels safe to rest his eternal soul upon it.
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God, of course, is at liberty to reveal Himself to
every man as He sees fit and no doubt He does. But
there are also undeniable truths that are recognized
by all men. They are what are called primitive con
cepts and we would like to consider some here briefly.
They consist of recognized and established influences
of reality that have touched and affected all men of
all ages. Acts 14: 17 tells us, "Nevertheless he left not
himself without witness, in that he did good, and
gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful seasons, fill
ing our hearts with food and gladness."
Human mentality, being what it is and perform
ing as it does, helps us to understand how it is that
the perception of reality would lead men to God. When
we perceive and observe an undeniable function per
forming right before our eyes, our own personal in
telligence prompts us that something has caused this
action to take place. When we observe processes oc
curring which could only be caused by some Power
or Force greater than anything we know, we begin to
inquire above and beyond what we can intelligently
explain, and it brings us face to face with the true
Author. May we present a few examples.
One good example of primitive concept that wit
nesses to all is the fact of time. Time came into exist
ence before man and has influenced every human
that has ever:. lived. The Bible opens with this state
ment, "In the beginning." This is an expression of
time demarcation. It is the announcement of the start
of sequenced events, the process we call time. Thus
it seems that time is perhaps the first thing that was
created. Genesis 1 :3-5 tells us about the introduc
tion of time division. "And God said, Let there be
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light: and there was light. And God saw the light,
that it was good: and God divided the light from the
darkness. And God called the light Day, and the dark
ness he called Night. And the evening and the morn
ing were the first day." Time is a remarkable thing.
Were it divested of all of its identifying characteris
tics, man would be greatly handicapped in his ef
forts to cope with it. Men placed in conditions where
time divisions are not available soon lose all concept
of where they are in regard to time. None of the senses
man possesses provide him with any ability to mea
sure or identify time. How would we describe a
minute?We might say, "It is that time division found
between a second and an hour," but what have we
really said?We say we have clocks to tell us the time
but actually what we are measuring is mechanical
movement. We can set up a device which, when wa
ter is passed through it, will measure the exact
amount of water. We can do the same thing with gas
or electricity, but we are hard put to measure time.
We have the original demarcations of day and night,
winter and summer which, we have discovered, are
the result of the earth's turning on its axis, but with
out these, we would fmd the exact measure of time
difficult indeed.
The text tells us the Creator put into effect the
first division or measure of time when He spoke day
and night into existence. This reality becomes a truth
which all men of all ages have beheld and pondered.
Without fail it performs its function. Earth has never
missed a day since the Lord put it into op!!ration.
Not only did He divide the light and d·ark to make
day and night, He divided those up into seasons.
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Genesis 8:22, "While the earth remaineth, seedtime
and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and
winter, and day and night shall not cease." While we
cannot see nor feel what we think of as time, yet we
are fully aware of its passing and of its effect. Very
few things we know of are able to endure the effects
of time. All are aware that time, in relation to a great
many of its subjects, is rationed or allotted. Beyond
that limit they seem powerless to pass. All men have
time on their hands and nearly all men feel a sense
of responsibility for what they do with time. When
we consider time, we are compelled to acknowledge
it is here. We ask, from whence does it come and to
where does it go and what force causes it to progress
from the one to the other? We are grappling with
reality. Revelation 10:6 tells us, "And sware by him
that liveth for ever and ever, who created heaven,
and the things that therein are, and the earth, and
the things that therein are, and the sea, and the
things which are therein, that there should be time
no longer." God has acknowledged responsibility for
starting the element of time. He has fixed its denomi
nations, He has declared His ability to and His in
tention of bringing it to its appointed terminal. The
fact of time's reality and the undeniable presence of
its regulation surely ought to convince us of the truth
of its termination. The same source has prescribed
the function for all three. Thus this recognized real
ity points men to the existence of a higher intelli
gence. We are brought face to face with the One who
designed and created all of this and who even now
keeps it working. We are compelled to recognize a
living, active God.
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Another example of a primitive concept is that of
space. Here again we may trace its origin to the be
ginning. Genesis I :7-10, "And God made the firma
ment, and divided the waters which were under the
firmament from the waters which were above the fir
mament: and it was so. And God called the firma
ment Heaven. And the evening and the morning were
the second day. And God said, "Let the waters under
the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and
let the dry land appear: and it was so. And God called
the dry land Earth; and the gathering together of the
waters called he Seas: and God saw that it was good."
Here we behold the allotting of specific substances
to prescribed perimeters, or in other words, the as
signing of space. In subsequent activity of creation,
creatures would come into existence in response to
command. Each would be assigned its place of dwell
ing, or space, in the environment for which it was
prepared. Everything occupies a space. This is a com
mon recognition, normally taken for granted, yet a
fact of reality that cannot be denied.
Two objects cannot occupy the same space at the
same time. To attempt such a feat will result in ex
treme resistance and possibly even violence. One
auto, progressing down the highway produces no
complication whatever. But, should there be another
on the same highway, and each attempt to occupy a
given space at the same time, there is produced what
we call an accident and quite possible violence. Not
only that, but in a ver:y short time there will be some
one of authority on the scene wanting to know who
had right to that specmc space at that particular time.
Space is of consequence to all men.
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Space is also of great importance to the biologi
cal world. The puppy you bring to your home as a
household pet will accept your house and yard as
his domain. Just as soon as he is old enough he will,
by means of the scent glands provided him for that
purpose, begin to mark out the boundary of his do
main. He announces to others of his species that
this space belongs to him and any attempt at intru
sion will be met with fierce opposition.
The birds we hear singing so cheerfully in the
springtime are not vocalizing for pastime or enjoy
ment. They are, in fact, announcing to others of their
kind that this space belongs to them. They will sing
a few times at one particular location, then move to
another, then on to another until they have described
a perimeter. Their song is, in essence and fact, a
challenge to intruders that this space is necessary
in order to successfully produce and rear a brood.
Notice is hereby served that it is taken. Intrusion
will result in violent opposition.
The man who cares for and is concerned about
the welfare of his family feels a responsibility to pro
vide a space for them to occupy which will afford
them suitable protection and comfort. He will also
feel a need to defend their safety should there be any
attempt to intrude on the premises.
Man is also allotted space as an individual, which
most men are quick to identify and defend. This calls
to mind the proverbial "chip on the shoulder." One
of the most pronounced indications of development
from adolescence to adulthood is the serving of no
tice that the youth feels himself now able and is ex
pecting to handle his own space. Announcement is
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given in some form or other that he will, from hence
forth, make his own decisions and order his own
conduct without the intrusion of outside influence.
This is the essence of the account of the prodigal
son. There will come a time when the perimeter will
have to be respected.
The dignity of this perimeter is dramatically il
lustrated by the respect the Savior attributed to it.
Revelation 3:20, "Behold, I stand at the door, and
knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door,
I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he
with me." The "supping" the Lord offered was the
bread of life, without which no man can be saved.
But though the transaction took on the magnitude
of eternal life or eternal punishment, depending on
the decision of the householder, the Savior would
not violate the perimeter of the individual's space.
Unless the householder, of his own volition, saw fit
to swing the door open there would be no continuing
relationship between himself and the One who
knocked, regardless of the consequence.
Space, by virtue of commitment, can take on some
concentrated aspects. When two individuals conclude
within themselves by mutual vow to become one, that
space takes on a somewhat congested complexion.
Adjustments of activities, attitudes, etc. will be made
between these two within the confmes of their col
lective space. No one else is allowed or has any right
to participate. As intimate as this relationship may
be, yet there is reserved for evei:yone, married and
unmarried alike, a certain space that only God may
enter. While couples may be held responsible for their
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conduct as a couple, they are also, and at the same
time, held accountable as individuals.
By virtue of the wisdom of divine intelligence, it
was designed that from the intimacy of this shared
space there should proceed the origin of new space.
I Peter 3:7, "Likewise, ye husbands, dwell with them
according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife,
as unto the weaker vessel, and as being heirs to
gether of the grace of life; that your prayers be not
hindered." Reflective thought immediately tells us
that in just a matter of time that new life which emits
from a shared space will occupy its own space and
in further course of time will demand jurisdiction
over it.
One of the outstanding characteristics of Chris
tianity is the due respect and regard its subjects pay
to the space of others. A large proportion of the in
struction of the Word is dedicated to information
teaching the rules and methods acceptable in our
relationships with our fellow men. We are to acknowl
edge, accept and respect the space of others with
the same dignity and consideration that we feel due
our own. This is, in fact, the essence of the Golden
Rule.
Evei:y individual feels a sense of responsibility
for what transpires within his space. Man does not
know how he got the space. He knows not why he
has the space. He cannot tell what influence gives
him jurisdiction over the space. He cannot explain
his intuition that he will be held accountable some
where, sometime for his handling of the space. When
he begins to ponder these questions, he is grappling
with reality and sooner or later it will point him to
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the existence of a Higher Intelligence. He begins to
realize that something has caused all of these mani
fest situations and that something is prompting him
to the reactions he feels toward them. Sooner or later
his conclusions will bring him face to face with God.
Another primitive concept that is faced by all men
is the fact of self-existence. No man in his reason
able mind can deny that he is indeed alive and exist
ing. It makes no difference how he may feel toward
it. His reaction to it will not change the fact that he
has it. Irrespective of what may be his attitude to
ward it, he is still present and faced with what life
may present. The field is played from one extremity
to the other. Some men will grasp life with vigor and
enthusiasm and exploit it with great indulgence.
Some men will regard it as a common duty and re
sponsibility and seek only to fulfill its requirements
and expectations. Some men will loathe it and de
spise its responsibilities and its possibilities and
refuse to participate in either. They will even allow
their own minds and thought processes to deterio
rate and decay. Some men will regard it and what it
has to offer as nothing but despair and in the throes
of that despair relieve themselves of their own exist
ence. Some men will recognize in life bestowed the
expression of a great, loving and all-wise Creator
whose loving intent they are privileged to seek and
fulfill. They will dedicate themselves with all the might
at their command to that grand purpose. The apostle
described it thus, "That I may know him, and the
power of his resurrection, ..." Philippians 3:10. Re
member our previous observation in the consider
ation of God's subjects in His Kingdom? The text said,
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"Behold, all souls are mine, saith the Lord." Ezekiel
18:4. "What? know ye not that your body is the temple
of the Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye have of
God, and ye are not your own? For ye are bought
with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and
in your spirit, which are God's." I Corinthians 6: 1920. Regardless of how assertive a man may become
and how tenaciously he may seek to establish his
own independence, there is always this deep and
disturbing feeling that something, somewhere is ex
pecting something more of him than the pursuit of
his own self-interest and pleasure. He is grappling
with reality and sooner or later it will point him to
the existence of a Higher Intelligence. Again He is
brought face to face with God.
Another of the primitive concepts is that of ex
ternal existence. No one would attempt to convince
himself that he is the only one who exists or that
there is nothing going on around him. He sees the
sun rise in the morning and set at nightfall. He be
holds the gathering of the clouds and sees the flash
of the lightning. He hears and feels the accompany
ing crash of the thunder and he scurries for shelter
from the downpouring torrent of rain that follows.
He obseIVes that everything which falls from the heav
ens is not water that runs off or soaks away. On
occasion there are flakes that noiselessly come float
ing down, and instead of running away they accu
mulate and remain, leaving the earth robed in white.
On other occasions he finds the earth blanketed in a
garment of white and the sky clear, yet the hoarfrost
is on the ground. He sees all of these elements in
regard to the crops he plants and the harvests he
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reaps and he recognizes their influence on the other
creatures that share his environment with him. He
is aware and conscious of others of his own kind
who are living here on this earth. Somewhere along
the way he will fmd himself wondering, "Where did
all of this start, and where is it all going? What put it
into operation and what keeps it performing?" Con
sider the preaching of the apostle of old: "Sirs, why
do ye these things? We also are men of like passions
with you, and preach unto you that ye should turn
from these vanities unto the living God, which made
heaven, and earth, and the sea, and all things that
are therein: Who in times past suffered all nations
to walk in their own ways. Nevertheless he left not
himself without witness, in that he did good, and
gave us rain from heaven, and fruitful seasons, fill
ing our hearts with food and gladness." Acts 14:1517. The evidence the apostle was using to convince
these strangers of old supplies the answer for a great
many of the questions being asked at present. Men
observe the performance of the natural world around
them and here again they find themselves pointed to
the existence of a Higher Intelligence. They are
brought face to face with God.
Every one of the concepts presented heretofore
fmally bring us back to the same realization, namely,
the existence of an all-wise being who is capable of
design, and of construction, and of force. The ques
tions to which the consideration of reality bring men
are the automatic result of simple deduction. Since
men are beholding a recognizable and identifiable
effect, there must somewhere be a corresponding
cause sufficient in magnitude to produce that obvi-
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ous effect. Effects produced, which reveal no corre
sponding cause, leave men in bewilderment and con
fusion and lead to superstition. Even the slight-of
hand tricks performed by the vaudeville magician
send men away shaking their heads in disbelief. They
saw the produced effect but were unable to perceive
the corresponding cause and so they felt bewildered.
The scripture states that, "God is not the author of
confusion." He not only wants men to behold His
handiwork, He also desires that they would investi
gate and search it out until they discover its source.
The discovery of the source will reveal the cause. Ro
mans 1:19-20, "Because that which may be known
of God is manifest in them; for God hath shewed it
unto them. For the invisible things of him from the
creation of the world are clearly seen, being under
stood by the things that are made, even his eternal
power and Godhead, so that they are without ex
cuse." Obviously then, these primitive concepts were
ordained and put in place to testify to men of the
existence of a divine intelligence. That Intelligence
created all things and put them into operation and
is now, by presenting undeniable reality, seeking to
make contact with this inquiring segment of His own
creation. When men will acknowledge the existence
of Supreme Intelligence, they have found the cause,
the all cause, the uncaused cause, the self-evident
cause, the Originator of all things, the Founder of
the universe and the One who put it all into opera
tion and causes it to continue.
Now, let us examine a little more closely some
characteristics that are discovered in Higher Intelli
gence. Consciousness or sensibility, intelligence and
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will are the elements or attributes that are recog
nized in personality. When we can recognize effects
that identify these characteristics in the manifesta
tion of reality about us. we are brought to the real
ization of a truth. What we have called Supreme In
telligence is actually the manifestation of an under
standing, comprehending, intelligent Being. This
personality or Being is thoroughly capable of intelli
gent design and He possesses the means to execute
that design into reality. This is the very reality. in
fact. which brings men finally to Him. He is none
other than the almighty God, the true and living God,
the Great I Am. Hear the testimony of Scripture:
Psalm 19: 1-4, "The heavens declare the glory of God;
and the firmament sheweth his handiwork. Day unto
day uttereth speech, and night unto night sheweth
knowledge. There is no speech nor language, where
their voice is not heard. Their line is gone out through
all the earth, and their words to the end of the world.
In them hath he set a tabernacle for the sun."
Deuteronomy 10: 17. "For the Lord your God is God
of gods. and Lord of lords, a great God, a mighty.
and a terrible, which regardeth not persons, nor
taketh reward." When men come to know Him and
learn of His true nature, they invariably fmd Him to
be a kind, loving and benevolent heavenly Father who
purposes for them nothing but good. "For I will set
mine eyes upon them for good, and I will bring them
again to this land: and I will build them, and not
pull them down; and I will plant them, and not pluck
them up. And I will give them an heart to know me,
that I am the Lord: and they shall be my people, and
I will be their God: for they shall return unto me
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with their whole heart." Jeremiah 24:6-7. The hon
est soul who desires with all of his heart and soul to
know and understand the Lord and His ways that
he might follow Him in a manner acceptable, always
finds Him kind, congenial, helpful and encouraging.
God is pleased with that kind of devotion and is glad
to do all He can to assist it to thrive. It is His Spirit
that inspires individuals such as you and me to "do
better," to improve our moral condition, to become
more like what He is for He is the perfect individual.
II Chronicles 16:9, "For the eyes of the Lord run
to and fro throughout the whole earth, to shew him
self strong in the behalf of them whose heart is per
fect toward him...." When individuals have inquired
diligently enough after the Lord they will find Him.
Upon discovering Him, they will recognize in Him a
quality of virtue surpassing anything they have ever
known. They will feel a compulsion or desire to wor
ship Him. John 12:32, "And I, if I be lifted up from
the earth, will draw all men unto me." Acceptance
and acknowledgment of Him and what He is, and an
expressed desire to follow Him in all His ways opens
the door for intimate communication with Him. This
greatly increases His potential to instruct and teach
those principles which He had designed that men
should know. (See Matthew 5:6.) Such information
must be learned, for none were equipped with it at
birth. We were all conceived in sin and born in iniq
uity (Psalm 51:5). and we all go astray from our
mother's womb, speaking lies. (Psalm 58:3.) This
process of superior instruction is what we call divine
revelation.
Men who are void of this divine revealing, yet seek-
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ing to satisfy their urge to worship, create for them
selves their own object of worship. They fall down in
devotion to whatever they have erected but it will
miserably fail to produce the fruits of the real divine.
Men who worship man-made creeds or systems, be
they ever so strict, demanding and cleverly devised,
will never achieve the degree of excellence perfected
in the program given by Supreme Intelligence. (Read
Psalm 115:4-8 and Psalm 135:15-18.)
By recognizing the truth of the precepts here set
forth, we can understand why and how, guided by
the light of the gospel, men are brought to what we
term monotheism, or the worship of just one God.
Heathen men, responding to a desire to worship
something, and not lmowing for sure just how to
proceed, visualized a multiplicity of gods. They as
cribed various duties, responsibilities and jurisdic
tions to each. They also envisioned them in strife,
conflicts and disputes such as men would indulge
in. Consequently, they attributed to them the char
acteristics of men. With the presentation of the Word
of God came the concept that only one God is true
and living. He alone is all-wise, all-powerful and ev
erlasting. By His own declaration He proclaimed Him
self one of a kind and made it clear that there was
none His equal. Scientific study has discovered the
universe to be in harmony, in accordance and per
forming wonderfully after the pattern of advanced
intelligence. It is not torn, shattered and exploited
as by jealous, covetous, vindictive deities driven by
greed, hatred and strife.
We may inquire as to why the Lord chose the
method He did to attract men unto Himself. What
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better method could He have selected than to bring
men to understand and comprehend the actual re
ality of His own being by revealing to them His own
manifest handiwork first? He who comes by display
ing a work already done and presenting it in opera
tion, demands the attention and acknowledgments
of the beholder. Who can deny the accomplishment
when it is on display? The faculty of a man's own
intelligence will hold him to acknowledge what is
presented, for it is self-evident. Here is something to
consider: The Scripture spends no time attempting
to convince anyone of the existence of God. It wastes
no effort in attempted self-justification. It assumes
the existence of God without question and proceeds
to present Him as an acknowledged fact. The Scrip
tures do not come seeking to convince of a higher
power; they come pointing men to a higher power. If
a man and his accomplished work were standing
before us, we would deem it a foolish thing indeed
for him to embark on a lengthy discourse to con
vince us that he is actually there. Neither does God
waste His time on such an endeavor. He and His
handiwork are on display everywhere, all the time,
and need no further confirmation.
Here is another thought. Suppose we were to
encounter someone who had constructed a compli
cated machine which performed a lengthy operation.
And suppose we watched the machine perform the
first part of the operation to perfection, while the
operator explained the various details as they pro
gressed. But before the operation was complete a
call came and we were compelled to leave. However,
before we left, the operator explained in detail the
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rest of the procedure the machine would go through.
He also gave a running account of what it will have
accomplished at the operation's completion. We
would no doubt go away thoroughly convinced the
man was competent and dependable. We would
surely feel that he knew what he was doing and was
able to do it beyond question. When men can study
and see God's accomplishments manifest on every
hand, why do we doubt that He will or can do what
He has purposed to do in the future? The same Word
that spoke the first part also spoke the last part?
I Peter 1 :25, "But the word of the Lord endureth for
ever. And this is the word which by the gospel is
preached unto you." The same Power and Intelligence
that created the universe in the first place and that
has kept it operating up to this present, has also the
power and intelligence to bring it to its appointed
terminal. It will at the same time have accomplished
all that He had in mind for it to accomplish in the
process.
We may look at all of this and ask ourselves,
"What does God and believing in God have to do with
me being a better person, and why does my interest
in moral improvement always end up in a discus
sion of religion and God?" If indeed this line of think
ing has crossed our minds, then here are a few
thoughts we might consider: Separate and indepen
dent from God, the only concept of moral virtue we
possess is that of our own making. When we study
the recorded history of what we call civilization, we
do not find very much moral advancement in society
until the influence of God and religion is introduced.
David Livingston, the noted explorer and missionary
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to darkest Africa, reported that in his contacts with
those various, primitive tribes, he was surprised to
fmd them all recognizing, to some degree at least, all
of the cardinal, moral virtues upheld by civilized so
cieties except plural marriage. They all felt it was
unacceptable to lie, steal, cheat, etc. even in their
own ranks. We can clearly see here what our Maker
meant when He said that if humanity partook of the
forbidden tree he would acquire a basic knowledge
of good and evil. It is this basic concept, when it is
pondered by intelligent minds, that prompts men
toward the more virtuous side and away from the
baser side of his concept. But just as the basic knowl
edge of this concept did little to improve the primi
tive, unlearned tribes of old, so it will be powerless
of itself to do much for people of today for the virtue
of moral instruction does not come from the infor
mation, it comes from the Author, the One who gave
the information. Conveyed knowledge alone accom
plishes little, but bestowed knowledge that brings
humanity into contact with living, dynamic force that
propels men into superior performance is of great
worth. The old law system alone did very little for
man from a moral standpoint, but when the Christ
came, offering grace along with perceived truth, man's
moral possibility increased greatly until we are in
vited to bear the image ot our Christ who did no sin.
Human morality alone has never been able to even
come close to a performance like that. Not only that,
but what self-centered, human intelligence would
have ever been able to perceive and convey the vir
tue of Christian living? This is why any man who
honestly and sincerely seeks real moral improvement
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is soon brought face to face with God and religion.
for without God there is no true religion.
The greatest political dynasties this world has ever
known. when we study their internal moral stan
dards. reveal themselves saturated with the charac
teristics of the carnal flesh and its defiling influence.
In the same manner, when we study the internal
workings of the world's greatest religions, we find
them fraught with the same carnal influences and
offering no escape from such influence even though
they present themselves as being under the direc
tion of higher intelligence of some kind. Any system
that offers no release from and cure for moral defile
ment here in this life is not a system ordained by
and sent from the true and living God. Christ came
to this world to destroy sin in the flesh. (Ephesians
2: 13-22.) Sin in the flesh is the element that destroyed
moral virtue in the beginning; therefore, if sin be re
moved from the flesh. moral improvement will auto
matically occur. When such is not the case it is a
sure sign that the problem of sin has not been con
quered. The cause may be that the religious system
being followed makes no provision for sin's defeat,
or it may be that the candidate who is following is
not willing to abide by all the system teaches. What
ever the case may be, the end result remains the
same. Tolerated sin produces morally defiled hearts
and lives.
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Man's Place in Creation
May we spend some time in consideration of man
as he stands in relation to other of God's creation.
Genesis 1 :27 states. "So God created man in his own
image, in the image of God created he him; ..... It is
interesting to note that nothing else in the whole of
all creation received this kind of special designation.
If this be indeed true and God in His own Word has
said that it is, then it would seem a highly prudent
thing for man to inquire into the depth of its mean
ing. When we begin this kind of inquiry we are soon
brought to some of what we have already discovered
about God. Consciousness or sensibility, intelligence
and will constitute the attributes of personality. The
discovery of these attributes brought us to a recog
nition of God as an active, performing Being who
possesses identifiable characteristics. Now, since we
are created in His image, we may justly expect to
discover these same qualities in ourselves. Con
sciousness or sensibility would, therefore, be found
in those beings who by virtue of normal, mental de
velopment have come to the place that they are able
to deal with the duties and responsibilities of life in
a normal and sensible manner. They are alert, ca
pable and competent to conduct themselves in an
acceptable way. They are what we call sane.
Intelligence is that mental faculty that renders
man capable of understanding. Being exposed to in
formation, he is able to comprehend the meaning of
the information and he is also able to retain what he
comprehends. This constitutes the acquisition of
knowledge. He who possesses such capability is said
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to be intelligent. In man's case, as in God's case,
what is done or accomplished with the accumulated
understanding is determined by the will. Without the
function of the will, nothing can be accomplished
for, we say, he does not by. The Scripture, however,
in its declaration puts very little limit on what can
be accomplished with the force of the will in opera
tion. Matthew 7:7-8 says, "Ask, and it shall be given
you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you: For every one that asketh receiveth:
and he that seeketh flndeth; and to him that knocketh
it shall be opened." Man possesses the ability to per
form all of these qualifying requirements. He is con
scious of what is going on about him enough to know
he has a need. He is intelligent enough to recognize
where to turn for the help he needs, and his willing
ness to ask indicates that he is actively pursuing in
that direction, which is a manifestation of his own
will. Men are then functioning as personalities in their
own right. Genesis 1 :27-28 says, "So God created
man in his own image, in the image of God created
he him: male and female created he them. And God
blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue
it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing
that moveth upon the earth." God was explicit in His
designation.
The first sentence of this text carries consider
able importance. It seems quite obvious that God
was anxious for men to be fully aware of their origi
nal source and background. If He had only said, "So
God created man in his own image," it would have
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been easy for men to say. "He simply made us like
ourselves." To forestall any such interpretation as
that, God added, "In the image of God created he
him." Then He went on and specifically included both
genders of humanity in the designation. All of this is
so clearly stated until there is no possible way for
humanity to disassociate itself from God. Since God
Himself is the true pattern for the original pair, then
of course, all succeeding generations will bear some
form of that same likeness in themselves. None can
successfully disclaim relationship with God nor can
anyone deny responsibility before God. When we re
alize that God does indeed have a vested interest in
all of humanity. we can understand why He contin
ues to deal with humanity. He is interested in us
because we are aware. conscious, intelligent and
capable of asserting our own will the same as He is.
and He wants us to exercise those possibilities in
the pursuit of true holiness the same as He does.
The capabilities afforded man by the bestowing
of these divine attributes made him superior to other
of creation. especially in the area of intelligence. Be
cause of this, he could conceivably be entrusted to
have "dominion over them." Man is, then, of a little
higher classification than the other creatures of the
biological world. This unique characteristic also
places man in a separate bracket when it comes to
his government. Other of creation is governed by the
rules ascribed to them. The natural world is governed
or regulated by direct command. The earth and ce
lestial bodies pursue their respective orbits. The heav
ens accommodate the clouds and produce rain. The
tides of the sea ebb and flow, and time knows its
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days and seasons. The creature world, having a to
ken of intelligence but not enough to determine their
own destiny, are under the law of instinct. This means
that programmed into them from their birth are the
impulses that will regulate their conduct and exist
ence so. long as they live. Man, being a creature who
possesses intelligence and will, finds himself being
governed in accordance with his own capabilities.
While man is of the flesh and fleshly and in this
respect on an equal basis with the beasts, yet in the
intellectual sphere he is superior to the beasts and
over them. When we look in the other direction, to
ward the spirit world, man's fleshly characteristics
apparently diminish him to a status subordinate to
the angels. Psalm 8:3-8, "When I consider thy heav
ens, the work of thy fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou hast ordained; What is man, that thou
art mindful of him? and the son of man, that thou
visitest him? For thou hast made him a little lower
than the angels, and hast crowned him with glory
and honour. Thou madest him to have dominion over
the works of thy hands; thou hast put all things under
his feet: All sheep and oxen, yea, and the beasts of
the field; The fowl of the air, and the fish of the sea,
and whatsoever passeth through the paths of the
seas." Man, though he possesses a spiritual quality,
is also of the flesh and consequently subject to the
restrictions of the flesh. The flesh is ·subject to death;
therefore, it cannot possibly be eternal. Man's con
sciousness is of the fleshly rather than of the spiri
tual.
None of the physical qualities that belong to man·
make him aware and conscious in the spirit world.
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So long as man knows nothing but the flesh he is
dead in the realm of the spirit. He is no more aware
of what is going on in the spirit realm than the body
from whom physical life has departed is aware of
what is going on in this literal realm. Without a work
of regeneration in his heart, man is declared dead in
trespasses and sins. Man's physical senses do not
perform for him in the spirit world like they do in
this physical world. We do not see, feel. taste, smell
or hear spiritual things. We are made aware of the
spirit world by our intellect, our faculty for under
standing. Contact with the spirit world stimulates
our feelings. and emotions, but these faculties will
bear watching, for they of themselves are conscious
of no knowledge of good or evil. The ability to discern
moral virtue is invested in the intellect. That explains
why the gospel utilizes the avenue of teaching. Good
or bad spirits can either one stimulate human feel
ing and emotion into demonstration. This is why the
Word tells us that the divinely inspired spirit, who is
prompted by heaven's love, doth not behave itself
unseemly. (I Corinthians 13:5.) When the manifes
tations of feelings and emotion begin to run wild and
become extreme, it is a sure sign that the intellect
has either been ignored or else never been taught in
proper spirit conduct. I Corinthians 9:25 says, "And
every man that striveth for the mastery is temperate
in all things...." Philippians 4:5 says, "Let your mod
eration be known unto all men. The Lord is at hand."
It produces great emotional elation and stimulates
much physical action to follow the prompting of feel
ings, but unless the feelings are governed and di
rected by discreet, intellectual promptings from the
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Spirit of God, they will also lead men away from the
path of true spiritual virtue. Emotional stimulation
is accompanied by pleasurable feelings and men tend
to interpret the pleasurable as being the good. Such
is not always the case because the pleasurable will
too often be that which satisfies the self-interest. Self
interest is the influence that took God's place in man's
heart and life when he disobeyed God and fell away
from Him in the beginning. It is important then to
recognize the influences that we may expect to fmd
performing in human life that has actually been
quickened into spiritual life. The true Spirit of God
will never lead anyone into any kind of activity that
will leave true holiness diminished in human un
derstanding. The true Spirit of God will never ap
point or support human instrumentality when it is
attempting to fill a place that rightfully belongs only
to God. God's Holy Spirit is not directing the life that
exalts human action and thinking to a position su
perior to spiritual action and thinking. The Holy Spirit
never works in accordance with carnal self-interest.
Man will, of necessity, be required to accept what
knowledge he is able to procure of the spiritual by
faith, for he cannot behold it. On the other hand,
angels are total spirit beings and so are apparently
not able to be in direct communication with the
fleshly over extended periods. Hebrews 1: 13-14 says,
"But to which of the angels said he at any time, Sit
on my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy
footstool? Are they not all ministering spirits, sent
forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of sal
vation?"
In the development of God's program, man's sta-
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tus will transpose from the medium of the flesh to
that of the spirit. The process is to begin even now,
while we are here, for we are commanded to "sow
not to the flesh but sow unto the spirit." When that
instruction has been successfully carried out here,
and we lay this flesh aside to go and inherit a place
in that coming clime, our existence will be entirely
spiritual. Luke 20:35-36 reads, "But they which shall
be accounted worthy to obtain that world, and the
resurrection from the dead, neither many, nor are
given in marriage: Neither can they die any more: for
they are equal unto the angels; (the angels are spirit
beings, thus, we being equal with them, may expect
to be spirit beings also) and are the children of God,
being the children of the resurrection." I Corinthians
15:44 says, "It is sown a natural body; it is raised a
spiritual body. There is a natural body, and there is
a spiritual body."
This understanding helps us to comprehend a
little better how it was that our salvation fell on the
only begotten Son. It is said that search was made
in the earth and even under the earth to find one
who was worthy and only the Son could qualify. (Rev
elation 5:1-10.) Angels are altogether spirit beings
and apparently unable to transpose from one clime
to the other on a prolonged basis. While they are
able to appear in a visible form and be used at God's
option as messengers, etc. to man, yet they are not
able to "take on themselves the likeness of sinful
flesh." Whatever candidate would be selected to come
and effect the redemption of man would need to pos
sess some very exacting qualifications. He would need
to be able to perform effectively in both spheres, that
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is in flesh and spirit. He would have to be able to
take on Himself the likeness of sinful flesh. yet never
be contaminated with the defilement of fleshly sin.
He would be required to be thoroughly schooled in
the operation and regulations of both worlds. and
He would need to know absolutely how to lead His
subjects successfully along the path of transition.
Angels were not able. Only the Son, the Lion of the
tribe of Judah. was accounted worthy. As the Son
was moved into His place, He was made King over a
newly erected Kingdom whose purpose and aim was
to secure, for the spiritually lost and dying, an es
cape to the glory of eternal life.
One other scripture serves to accentuate the pro
gression from the fleshly to the spiritual. Hebrews
1 :7, "And of the angels he saith, Who maketh his
angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of fire." Spirit
is the quality that, so far as we know, angels have
always possessed. He made them that way from the
beginning. He was alluding then, in the latter part of
the text, to His fleshly. spirit-filled and spirit-called
ministers. No man is qualified nor has any right to
take up the office of the ministry without being spirit
filled. A perishing world was waiting for a saving gos
pel and an appeal was hanging heavy in their ears to
"pray the Lord of the harvest to send laborers into
the vineyard." (Matthew 9:37-38.) Yet, the direct com
mand to the apostles of old was to "tarry at Jerusa
,
lem until ye be endued with power from on high. .
(Luke 24:49.) God's ministers are to be spirit-filled
and on fire for God. They are to radiate the warmth
of His love and the comfort of His shelter. They are to
shine forth the illumination of the light of life that
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will dispel the darkness of sin and loose its shackles
from the hearts and lives of men. They are to be ac
tively busy opposing and resisting all evil, wicked
ness and sin. This is all spiritual activity and cannot
be done by a candidate who is not living after the
spirit and denying the things of the flesh. A quality
greater than that possessed naturally by man is re
quired to effect this kind of performance. This is why,
from the start, the Sc,n int!oduced man to the com
bined virtue of grace a,,-id i..,:uth. These elements were
introduced with the coming of the Spirit. Thus men
are commanded to be filled with the Spirit and in so
doing they come into possession of enabling grace
and revealing truth.
The magnitude and necessity of grace and truth
and other divine virtues are accentuated when we
take into consideration the condition man is in and
the opportunities and restrictions he experiences.
Being the possessor of intelligence and will, he is
also given the right of choice and presented with
option. The specific terms of the option are to obey
or transgress and he elected to transgress. Thus he
finds himself separated from his loving Creator. This
is the very Creator who is now seeking His lost ones
through the efforts of His dear Son. It is the Son who
is offering to man the forgiveness of sin and return
to peace and comfort. This state and condition we
describe as the Joys of Salvation. These are some of
man's opportunities.
Human experience also teaches of some restric
qpns. While man was given the opportunity to sin or
transgress His given command, he was not equipped
with means to extricate himself from the effects of
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that transgression should it occur. Disobedience
became sin and sin became abiding so that, loath
some and defiling as it might be, yet man had no
means by which to rid himself of sin's effect. Sin is
conceived in the spiritual or moral side of man and
finds its manifestation in the physical or fleshly side
of man. (See Matthew 15: 17-20 and James 4: 1-8.) It
is apparent, then, that if the sin which is being mani
fest by the actions of the body is to be conquered,
the process must start at the source or go to the root
of the problem. This is what man had never been
able to do. The entrance into sin brought the knowl
edge of good and evil and made known to man the
difference between the two. It also removed man from
the source of all good for he was separated from God.
Since God is spirit and man fleshly, whatever con
cept man is able to acquire of moral good will now
have to be obtained by understanding and that un
derstanding believed and accepted. Man's ability to
associate with the Lord physically, was lost at the
fall in the garden. While the spirit relationship was
made more remote and obscure by the fall into sin,
the fleshly part of man was accentuated so that man
is acutely aware of its demands. Automatically he
began to respond to the devices of the flesh. That, of
course, does not lead to the spiritual. The flesh, if
left to itself, is governed by selfish motivation. Since
no other influence is readily available, man fmds it
quite normal and acceptable to follow the impulse of
the flesh. Now we can see the necessity of truth. Man
was not designed to be governed by fleshly impulse;
he was designed to function in accordance with the
nature of his Maker. Because of sin his inbred incli-
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nation toward self-interest so distorts his view of di
vine nature until he must be instructed as to what
real. divine nature is. That is the job the Son crune
to perform.
This is in fact the "truth" that came by Jesus
Christ. (John 1:17.) If man were to have any hope of
recovery from sin and its effects, he must first of all
know that he is indeed lost and in need of a Savior.
Until he comes to a knowledge of that fact, he will
feel no need for any change. When he does finally
realize his lost condition, there is also presented the
truth that there is now, through Jesus Christ our
Lord, offered a means of deliverance from that con
dition. This understanding will prompt a response
from every man who possesses it. Either he will refuse
and cast it aside, which of course cancels his chance
of deliverance, or else he will begin to believe and
accept it. This believing is called faith, and is the
quality which the Scripture declares to be necessary
if man is ever to be pleasing and acceptable to his
heavenly Father. (Hebrews 11:6.) Truth may present
itself in such unassailable terms until it cannot be
denied, but until it is believed and accepted it will
produce no practical effect. Men, in mass, will and
do stoutly affirm that they believe in God, but very
few believe to the saving of the soul. Real belief or
faith that is effectual for the need of the soul, is some
thing more than the expression of an abstract senti
ment. Even the devils believe to that extent. (Jrunes
2:19-20.) In this same text, the apostle asserts that
"faith without works is dead." We realize, then, that
faith which stimulates to no action is a useless thing
so far as the need of the soul is concerned for, he
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said, "It stands alone." Hence, we conclude that man
needs and must have, not only a mental belief in a
Supreme Being but also a living, active, dynamic
acceptance of revealed truth. Such positive accep
tance will produce results in that man's life. The truth
says, "...the soul that sinneth, it shall die." Ezekiel
18:4. Along with that comes the promise, "...but the
gift of God is eternal life..." Romans 6:23. Any man
who recognizes and believes these truths will begin
searching how he may find and obtain that gill. (Mat
thew 13:44-46.) He has accepted what he believes to
be true and is acting to secure the salvation of his
own soul. (Matthew 5:6.)
Truth revealed, accepted and followed starts men
in a search for the real good. All truth is pure and
will direct men into an upward path. To know the
good is one thing, but to achieve the good is another.
Knowledge, within itself, presents only information.
It does not bestow ability to apply that acquired in
formation. Adam and Eve knew they were demoted
from their original state of innocence, yet that knowl
edge gave them no ability to reinstate themselves back
into their original condition. That is part of where
they were deceived by the tempter. His insinuation
was that to possess knowledge of good and evil would
elevate men to the status of gods. With that knowl
edge at their command, then they, as well as God,
would be able to handle sin that knowledge would
reveal. What in fact did happen was that men re
mained men, who now were aware of evil and its ef
fects, having participated in it. They were soon to
discover they had no ability to rid themselves of the
wrong they could now comprehend. While they now
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knew what evil was, what it was doing and had done
to them, yet they knew no way to halt the process
nor to avoid reaping its effects. Their best intentions
would miserably fail and their most noble efforts
would be defeated. Now Satan could "take them cap
tive at his will." (II Timothy 2:26.) Try as he would,
man would always find himself disappointed in his
own efforts until at last he finally realized the hope
lessness of his condition. Read the lament of men of
old. Psalm 51:3-10, "For I acknowledge my trans
gressions: and my sin is ever before me. Against thee,
thee only, have I sinned, and done this evil in thy
sight: that thou mightest be justified when thou
speakest, and be clear when thou judgest. Behold, I
was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my mother
conceive me. Behold, thou desirest truth in the in
ward parts: and in the hidden part thou shalt make
me to know wisdom. Purge me with hyssop, and I
shall be clean: wash me, and I shall be whiter than
snow. Make me to hear joy and gladness; that the
bones which thou hast broken may rejoice. Hide thy
face from my sins, and blot out all mine iniquities.
Create in me a clean heart, 0 God; and renew a right
spirit within me." Romans 3:23 says, "For all have
sinned, and come short of the glory of God." All men
recognize the presence of evil working in themselves
for they all practice deceit or dishonesty or some
thing of unvirtuous character to some degree. Such
knowledge causes them to feel condemned in their
own eyes, much less in divine eyes, yet they know
no means whereby to correct the cause and achieve
a cure. Jesus introduced truth or true information
to the hearts and minds of men. That truth would
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lead men not only to a good that man would recog
nize and acknowledge as good, but beyond that to a
plane of virtue that God would accept as good. Know
ing full well that man, with nothing but his own abil
ity, would never be able to achieve that high estate,
our loving Lord came prepared to supply the needed
ingredient. Man needed a force that would give power
over sin and make him able to achieve the right. Truth
was made available through the Spirit to enlighten.
Faith on hand would enable man to accept the truth
revealed. Along with that, grace was given to make
men able to perform what they realized truth was
requiring. By this means men could be led into a
state of holiness.
Only one thing was necessaiy now for man to
possess the reinstatement- he sought back into the
Eden relationship with his heavenly Father. Man
would be responsible to provide the motivation. Mo
tive is that influence in men that causes an indi
vidual to act. Whatever quality was selected to achieve
that accomplishment would need to be of great and
powerful merit. It would not only need to start the
process, but also keep it stimulated in time to come
lest the effort begin to dwindle and so fail. Our ap
pointed Sovereign knew exactly where to turn and
He lmew how to appeal to the quality that was needed.
Thus we hear Him saying, "If ye love me, ye will keep
my commandments." This is the only influence
known to man of sufficient strength to cause men to
obey our Lord's voice and do His will. Fear could
never be sufficient, for it provides nothing attractive
for the soul to attach itself to and cherish. Fear fills
men with dread and foreboding. The influences that
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incite fear tend to repel the human heart rather than
attract it. Love encourages men to strive the harder.
Outside force could never be a satisfactory me
dium, simply because it ignores and overrides the
built-in function of the personal will. How could a
soul be brought to any meaningful experience with
the Lord while he is spending his time resisting what
he feels is a foreign force that is compelling him along
a course he does not wish to follow? Coercion is ba
sically the application of outside force. Love never
drives men, it invites them. When the path of right is
pursued because that is the personal choice of the
traveler, that soul will prosper because he recognizes
the worth of true moral virtue and he loves that pat
tern of living enough to yield his own personal life to
it. Truth is informing, which is necessary. Faith is
accepting, which is also necessary. Grace is enabling,
which is likewise necessary. Now comes the motiva
tion of love which is the vehicle that puts the entire
process into action. We realize the importance of this
factor when we recognize that sin is indulged in with
the consent of the will. This is why some influence is
necessary to adjust the thrust of the will. Though
the intellect may perceive truth, and assurance be
confirming that grace is able, yet without the stimu
lation or motivation of the will, no progress is made.
Remember the experience of the children of Israel
the first time they approached the. crossing of the
Jordan River? Love is the only emotion known to man
which is able to permanently overcome or alter the
action of the will. Even hate, strong as it may seem,
is forced to fall in submission under the power of
love. Notice the priority ascribed to the attribute of
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divine love (charity) given in I Corinthians 13:8 over
other attributes and accomplishments listed. Though
it says these other attributes might fail and cease to
perform, yet love would continue faithfully. Certainly
it is a noble, desirable and necessary ingredient in
any successful Christian endeavor. This points up
the importance of the new birth. No man filled with
self-interest can imbibe divine love on a prolonged
basis. If any man would love with a true heart, fer
vently, he must of necessity experience a change of
heart. This change we recognize as regeneration, or
becoming a new creature in Christ Jesus. (II
Corinthians 5: 17 and Galatians 6: 15.) This new crea
ture, which is born of the Spirit, is born back into
God's likeness and possesses God's characteristics.
One of its most prominent qualities is love for God.
Love is an influence that flows from one to an
other. Usually it is conceived in one and then di
rected toward an object of its choice. It works in such
a way until the object becomes aware of the extended
affection. Should the intended object refuse or ig
nore the approach, there is no alternative but for
the extender to experience disappointment. On the
other hand, should the object respond and display
an interest, the extender will be encouraged to fur
ther demonstrate its feeling of affection. Continued
favorable response will allow the relationship to in
crease to full maturity. True love can only conceive
and flourish with the willing consent and conscious
effort of two participating parties. Each must be will
ing to give of its own love and at the same time re
ceive of an offered love. Only in this type of condu
cive atmosphere can a love affair be born and sue-
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cessfully continue to prosper in a relationship.
Individuals who find themselves being attracted
toward each other experience a feeling that they ought
to present themselves at their best to each other.
There is something about the realization of affection
bestowed that calls for an upgrading response in the
recipient. When we recognize ourselves being loved
and we feel inclined to respond to that proffered af
fection, we will automatically find ourselves seeking
ways to make ourselves more attractive to our lover.
We will make conscious effort to present ourselves,
as much as we know how, in accordance with what
we feel noble individuals ought to be. True love brings
out the best in people. It is this inward prompting
toward self-improvement that the Savior appeals to
when we begin to respond to the love He offers us.
He invites us to the level of His own virtue. Thus the
Savior bids His loved ones to "follow in His steps who
did no sin, neither was guile found in His mouth." (I
Peter 2:21-22.) He also invites, "Be ye holy for I am
holy." (Leviticus 19: 1-2.) When individuals have been
touched by the Savior's love and realize that He re
ally cares for them, they spontaneously find a desire
welling up within themselves to rise to this level of
purity. They begin to cast off bad habits, foul lan
guage, improper attitudes, etc. This is a direct re
sponse to the purity of life and love that the Savior
presents to those who are affected by His love. When
men in a natural, sinful state come in contact with a
pure, holy, loving Savior they soon realize that this
kind of life and quality of living is what the Father
desires of all men. They also become acutely aware
that they themselves are far below such excellence.
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This recognition of inferior performance also prompts
those who desire pure living to strive the harder to
achieve pure living. All, somewhere along the jour
ney of life, experience these realizations. John 1:9
says, "That was the true Light, which lighteth every
man that cometh into the world." No man will be
able to face the Lord in the judgment and honestly
declare, "I am not saved because no opportunity was
given me." All men are brought to an understand
ing, at some time in life, that they are something
less than they ought to be and are offered opportu
nity to do better. Their own indwelling concepts of
right and wrong are already urging them to perform
the right and avoid the wrong. Then, this new con
cept of the purity of holy beings adds to their yearn
ing toward more virtuous living. Now this recogni
tion of divine love, extended so intensely to them
personally, convinces beyond the shadow of a doubt
that they are being invited to a more noble plane of
living. The only thing that stands between an indi
vidual and virtuous living, when he has reached this
position, is the freewill consent of his own mind and
heart. Only he can provide that and when he does,
his moral improvement will begin immediately. But
man would be presumptuous indeed to feel that he
is able to talce this discerned framework and by force
of his own abilities effect the salvation of his own
soul. Man cannot love selflessly until he is regener
ated into his Malcer's image. God is love. Pure love
cannot be obtained from any other source. Human
love will bear the characteristics of its own source,
and so human love is selfish, self-satisfying, self-grati
fying and cannot possibly propel the soul to God,
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the Author of pure love. In our observation of the
laws which govern the subjects of Chrisfs Kingdom,
we must keep these ingredients before us at all times,
namely: truth, faith, grace and love; all of which are
divine elements directly given to man by the Son of
God.
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God's Dealing With Man
With God the ruling Force in the dominion in
which men live, we may reasonably expect that God
and man will be in contact with each other. The ini
tial effort will have to come from God. Self-centered
man makes no meaningful room in himself for any
thing but himself and his own interest. Most men
are not greatly interested in cultivating any other
influence in their lives. The regression into this sin
ful state did, however, leave man equipped with a
primary knowledge of good and evil. This knowledge
or information is present and functional in every
normally developed human being. It is recognition
and awareness that is present without conscious,
rational thought or influence. It is an immediate ap
prehension and conviction provided by what we call
intuition. We are unable to explain its presence, yet
we are all aware of its function, for we recognize its
prompting. All men recognize a liar. Everyone is able
to detect a thief. Adultery is identified by all people.
By the same token, all men are able to identify truth
fulness. Everyone expects marriage chastity. We all
feel everyone should be honest. These are only a few
of many moral opposites but they serve to illustrate
the point. This ability to identify and distinguish be
tween two opposite moral elements is found in ev
eryone. It is what we might term moral apprehen
sion, for it demonstrates basic knowledge of good
and evil. We noticed previously that God, being King
over His own domain, has the right to establish and
enforce the laws for that domain. No one is supposed
to be ignorant of the law. It would neither be just nor
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fair to condemn and punish a man for failing to abide
by a law of which he had no knowledge. If a law is
established and compliance demanded, then it would
be the duty and responsibility of the lawmaker to
see that the subjects covered were aware and con
scious of the law's provision. Now we can understand
how it is that all men everywhere, through all gen
erations of time, have known and recognized the dif
ference between good and evil. Our God has been
faithful to make the plimary requirement of His di
vine law known to all humanity.
The presence of existing law, when it is revealed
to its subjects, necessitates further information. This
additional information does not come by intuition
but by pronounced decree. Man violated the law given
to him in the garden, which made him a transgres
sor. That transgression provided man a basic knowl
edge of good and evil, and that acquisition of moral
understanding demands an explanation of moral
responsibility. Thus the Scripture begins to speak:
"Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and doeth
it not, to him it is sin." James 4:17. "Whosoever
committeth sin transgresseth also the law: for sin is
the transgression of the law." I John 3:4. "The soul
that sinneth, it shall die...." Ezekiel 18:20. This in
formation makes it clear to man that the transgres
sion of known, divine law carries with it a prescribed
penalty. "For if the word spoken by angels was
stedfast, and every transgression and disobedience
received a just recompence of reward; How shall we
escape, if we neglect so great salvation;..." Hebrews
2:2-3. According to the plainly stated decree, no man
sins with impunity.
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In further faithfulness to man, God has revealed
clearly where the source of all sin is found. "He that
committeth sin is of the devil; for the devil sinneth
from the beginning. For this purpose the Son of God
was manifested, that he might destroy the works of
the devil. Whosoever is born of God doth not commit
sin; for his seed remaineth in him: and he cannot
sin, because he is born of God." I John 3:8-9. With
these facts plainly stated, there can be no doubt in
the human mind as to who he must follow if he would
aspire to achieve real good. This helps us to see how
futile indeed is human effort alone in the pursuit of
moral improvement. Man was never able to improve
himself to the point that he could avoid sin by his
own effort; neither is he able since the coming of
Christ, except he embrace the Christ and follow His
divinely prescribed instruction. "Abide in me, and I
in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit of itself, ex
cept it abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye
abide in me. I am the vine, ye are the branches: He
that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth
forth much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing."
John 15:4-5. Now we can see why human morality
alone is very little more than an exercise in futility
so far as the need of the soul is concerned.
As we inquire into moral essence and the forces
that propagate it, we become increasingly convinced
that this is the realm where God is the Ruler. He is
not interested in worldly acclaim nor political juris
diction. His interest is to destroy iniquity and to se
cure the release of those who are held in the bond
age of sin. Being altogether righteous, then of course,
He will conduct His campaign in accordance with
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the requirements of righteousness. We need not be
afraid that God will deal unjustly or unfairly with
.any of us.
The Lord has already informed us that He is
knowledgeable as to the thoughts and intents of our
hearts. (Hebrews 4:12.) Possessing that capability
provides for Him a continuing knowledge ofjust how
much of His divine law we understand at any given
time. When He knows how much we know, He knows
exactly how much we may justly be held responsible
to obey.
Another factor utilized by the Lord in His deal
ings with man as we have previously observed, is
the knowledge He has that all men were created to
worship. The events and circumstances of life bring
men occasionally to a realization of the nearness of
God. A near tragedy, the death of a close loved one,
some dreaded calamity, all bring men into immedi
ate awareness of divine presence. It is in times like
these that they become aware of God as a Power or
Force who is willing to be friendly and helpful to them
personally in their hour of distress. In these con
tacts men are also touched by God's divine chastity
and wholesomeness. The purity of divine holiness
prompts within man a desire to possess that same
quality of being. It is under the influence of these
convictions that men quite often begin making effort
to improve the quality of their lives. Man's first ef
forts toward improvement will probably be a response
from only his own strength and wisdom, for he knows
no other approach. As he pursues the quest for bet
ter living, it will inevitably lead him to God. When
this happens, he will soon learn that carefully obey-
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ing his Lord will provide him the elements he needs
in order to live a virtuous life. This process is the
work of the convicting Spirit of the Lord. If men will
allow it to prompt them, it will eventually lead them
to full salvation and complete deliverance from sin.
We may inquire as to what it is that caused the
Father to provide for man's recovexy. We find the
answer in God's own Word. John 3: 16 tells us, "For
God so loved the world, that he gave his only begot
ten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not
perish, but have everlasting life."
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Moral Advancement
Moral improvement is the innermost desire of ev
·ery honest heart. Genuinely honest men will admit
that unsaved men are not what righteous men ought
to be, and the Word will quickly tell us why. We are
made acutely conscious of the sins we have commit
ted and for which we stand guilty before a just God.
Obviously then, if we would aspire to gain more vir
tuous living, the first thing we will need to do is make
some satisfactory disposal of the sin we currently
possess. Since we are the offenders in the matter, it
will be up to us to go to the One whom we have of
fended and seek His pardon. With God and His righ
teousness being the Ones we have wronged, it is to
Him we will have to come and present our plea for
pardon and absolution. He has already anticipated
such a move on our part and so His answer is ready
and waiting. Jeremiah 31 :33-34, "But this shall be
the covenant that I will make with the house of Is
rael; After those days, saith the Lord, I will put my
law in their inward parts, and write it in their hearts;
and will be their God, and they shall be my people.
And they shall teach no more every man his
neighbour, and every man his brother, saying, Know
the Lord: for they shall all know me, from the least of
them unto the greatest of them, saith the Lord: for I
will forgive their iniquity, and I will remember their
sin no more." With this kind of divine commitment
clearly stated, our believing and accepting is all that
is needed to make the promise a reality for us. When
this believing and accepting has been done, we be
gin to walk with our heavenly Father. It is significant
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to note here that this divinely prescribed transac
tion was to take place personally, individually, be
tween God and the seeking candidate. Nowhere in
the entire volume of His Word does God relinquish
or delegate to anyone or any agency the right nor
authority to act for Him and His interest in these
matters. Since the Father and the Son are one to
gether, then of course the Son is included, but other
than that, the dealing is strictly between the indi
vidual human and God. No earthly church dignitary
is given that commission. No synod or church creed
is authorized to fill such a place. When it comes to
individual, moral requirement, God has stated that
He, personally, will inscribe the requirement on ev
ery heart and His declaration is that the inscription
will be so plain until every candidate will understand
its stipulation. (Isaiah 35:8.) In the event we find our
selves uncertain or confused as to what is the proper
way for us to take, then the proper place to turn for
such information is to our Lord. The textbook He
uses is His own Word, and the teaching agent is His
own Spirit. Since these agencies are both of divine
origin, we may be certain that they will never con
tradict each other. God will never be divided against
Himself nor will He, His Son, His Spirit or His Word
ever lead contrary to the ways of righteousness. Re
member, it is God's responsibility as a Lawgiver to
make known to His subjects the provision of His pre
scribed law.
At first we may feel perplexed and somewhat
baffled as to how to go about Christian living, but
keep in mind, we are now experiencing an entirely
new life that is following a course we have never trav-
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eled before. It is the way that leads to the highway of
perfect holiness and all we have ever lmown has been
to face a life of sin. It will require time, effort and
much perseverance, along with a great deal of divine
assistance, for we will have to learn the ways of ho
liness. The old life caine equipped with a carnal mind
and it automatically prompted us into the ways of
the flesh. Now, all of that will have to be deliberately
put aside and out of our lives and our hearts, and
our minds filled with the mind and likeness of our
Christ. (Philippians 2:5.)
Let us pause here briefly and obseive for a mo
ment the great work Christ did for us that we might
receive this blessing. Man is a twofold being, both
spiritual and physical. Sin reaches both sides of
man's being for it is conceived in the heart and mani
fest in the body. Animal sacrifice could not atone for
that depth of transgression, for it has nothing to of
fer for spiritual deftlement. The animal is innocent
in its flesh and so could be offered for the defilement
of the flesh but it has nothing to offer for the defile
ment of the heart. Man is the only being we know
who has spiritual dimension, but all men have
sinned. Justice demands that sacrifice for sin must
be without blemish, which means that a thing which
is steeped in defilement itself could not be offered as
sacrifice for atonement from defilement and purchase
anything, for it is not clean within itself. Sacrifice
meant the shedding of blood, or, in other words, the
taking of life in order to avail, but the sinning soul is
devoid of spiritual life itself. Thus it has no life to
offer spiritually even though it were to give itself
physically. This is where Christ enters the picture.
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God gave His only true offspring, His only begotten
Son. Likewise the Son, of His own free will, gave Him
self to pay the penalty for man's committed sin. He
was a sacrifice without spot or blemish for He "did
no sin, neither was guile found in his mouth." (I Pe
ter 2:22.) Yet, He paid the full price for sin as though
He were the vilest of sinners. Consequently, He paid
a price for sin although he had not committed sin.
That price He used to pay the sin-debt of fallen man,
who had no acceptable price to pay for himself. Hear
the testimony of the Word: "Though he were a Son,
yet learned he obedience by the things which he suf
fered; And being made perfect, he became the au
thor of eternal salvation unto all them that obey him."
Hebrews 5:8-9. We must never lose sight of the fact
that our salvation is not a thing we earned; it is a
thing Christ bought and paid for and gave to us.
The primary and paramount task facing those
who become partakers of the provision Christ has
made, is obedience to His instruction. As we have
previously observed, fallen man is governed by his
own self-life, which responds to the built-in influ
ence of the flesh. Since that is all we have previously
known, it would seem quite plausible and reason
able that the pattern would continue. It would seem
quite normal and proper to us that our newly-found
expertence should provide us pleasure and so we
begin to associate what we feel is moral goodness
with our feeling of pleasure. In other words, we will
conclude that because these newly-found sensations
make us feel good, they must be virtuous. Though
this may seem acceptable to our candid thinking,
yet when we begin to examine it closely, we discover
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that the pleasurable will not always stand the scru
tiny of true holiness. Pleasure is that state or feeling
of personal enjoyment or satisfaction derived from
what is pleasing to one's own self. It consists of per
sonal gratification and delight and quite often self
enjoyment is the sole end it seives. True religion is
not designed nor intended to satisfy the pleasure of
this earthly flesh; it is that process whereby men
recognize and pay to true righteousness the esteem
and dignity that rightfully belongs to righteousness.
Pleasure can be broken down into a wide variety
of manifestations. Some pleasure man has in com
mon with the beasts. They seek the shade from the
hot sun and a shelter in the time of storm. They en
joy the pleasure of food and drtnk, and men likewise
enjoy these same pleasures. These we call creature
comforts. Some pleasures man experiences are pe
culiar to himself alone. Many men find great plea
sure in the pursuit of ambition. To set a goal and
achieve a purpose provides a great deal of personal
satisfaction. Accomplishment is their reward. Some
pleasures are acute and intense but they are short
lived. Such is the pleasure of passion. Some plea
sures are durable and continuing, such as good
health, family relationships, neighborhood, commu
nity, etc. They are rewarded with a feeling of per
sonal security. Some pleasures are great but uncer
tain. There are those who find great pleasure in the
thrill of daring. They enthusiastically rtse to the chal
lenge of chance and vigorously indulge themselves
in pursuits fraught with danger to accomplish feats
which heretofore have not been achieved. Their re-
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ward is the acclaim that accompanies the accom
plishment of the unusual or difficult.
These are but a few general categories of human
pleasure that perhaps evecyone will recognize, but it
is also quite well-known in the societies of men that
pursuit of pleasure can be, and usually is, of spe
cific individual application. Experience will also soon
teach us that one man's pursuit of his own pleasure
may well have effect on other lives as well as his
own. The individual who finds his pleasure in exces
sive use of intoxicants does so in violation of the com
mand of the Giver of righteousness, so that law is
violated. He offends further by abusing his own body,
which the Word tells us is the temple of the Holy
Ghost. Some will even rob the table of their own loved
ones in order to satisfy their own selfish indulgence.
This is a transgression against their own family. Such
pursuit will lower an individual in his own eyes as
well as in the eyes of his fellows. It violates the dig
nity God ascribed to man when He created him. God
made man upright.
The individual whose pleasure is wicked lewd
ness defiles his own body. He is also helping some
one else to defile theirs. If he has a home, then he
violates the sanctity of that home and defrauds the
one to whom he has given his marriage vow. Such
conduct would not at all be in keeping with the pur
suit of good.
All pleasure pursuit may not carcy· this kind of
pronounced, adverse effect, though it still may carcy
some. It may be pleasurable to eat, but to overin
dulge to the point of excess can become unaccept
able. Hence we have the admonition of the Word to
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be temperate in all things. It may be pleasing to the
flesh to wear scanty or see-through clothing when
the weather is hot and humid, but our Lord directs
us to practice decency and instructs us to keep our
bodies covered, even if the weather is hot and humid
and the clothing somewhat uncomfortable. Idleness
may present itself as pleasurable, but the prompt
ing of the Word is to be diligent in business, fervent
in spirit, serving the Lord. (Romans 12: 11.) It may
sometimes seem pleasurable to wish vengeance on
someone whom we feel has done us a wrong, but the
way of righteousness teaches us to forgive rather than
seek to vindicate ourselves. We are to give no place
unto wrath but rather to be kind, tenderhearted and
understanding.
We also soon learn that the disagreeable or un
pleasant is not always bad. It may be embarrassing,
humiliating and unpleasant to go to someone and
confess that we have done them a wrong which we
wish to correct, but the reward of obedience will more
than repay the discomfort. Industry and persever
ance may seem difficult and demanding at times,
but when we practice them in compliance with our
Christian duties and responsibilities, they become
rewarding and profitable. It may seem a hard thing
to arise early and go out into the bitter cold of winter
to secure a livelihood for ourselves and our loved
ones, but the Word says that failure to provide for
our own indicates we have denied the faith and are
worse than infidels.
All of these illustrations serve to convince us that
human pleasure and displeasure are not at all de
pendable guides when it comes to judging moral ac-
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ceptability before God. We must remember that hu
man pleasure is dictated by human impulse and so,
of course, it will tend toward self-interest. But those
who would follow Christ must no longer be governed
or guided by self-interest; they must seek to please
Christ. This means that Christ's mind and will must
always be respected above our own. This concept
convinces us that some actions, attitudes, etc. that
have not been in our lives before must start up and
be active now. In like manner, some things that have
been in our lives and active before will need to be
brought to a close now. In this process of adding
and eliminating we soon discover that what pleases
us does not necessarily provide a very accurate guide
as to what is actually virtuous. Some things that righ
teousness may require are not always pleasant and
some things that are pleasurable do not always con
form to the requirement of righteousness. This helps
us understand why some actions and patterns of
life which we enjoy and find pleasure in practicing
we feel reluctant to discard or bring to a close in our
lives. It is issues such as these that we tend to jus
tify and continue practicing. Even though they may
reflect on true virtue and leave the image of righ
teousness a bit blurred, yet we will declare, "But there
is no evil intent in me, I simply enjoy this sort of
thing for my own personal pleasure and so what will
it hurt or what difference will it make?" Thus we are
ascribing virtue to our own personal pleasure and
are actively defending it even though the practice
may be questionable morally. These are the influ
ences of human thinking that we must deliberately
and intentionally resist and conquer in ourselves if
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we ever expect to achieve the true good. Our think
ing must no longer be our own but we are to think
with the mind of Christ. If we honestly have to say in
our hearts that the issue we are defending is casting
the way of true virtue in a bad light. then that in
itself is ample reason for us to bring it to a close in
our lives, regardless of the pleasure it may have pro
vided us. For us to conduct otherwise would bring
reproach upon our Lord's cause.
These thoughts introduce us to the idea of use
fulness or utility in moral behavior. Since moral
choice is always an option and every individual is
his own chooser, it becomes obvious that to gain the
goal of moral virtue the paths that will lead to that
desired end must be consistently selected and fol
lowed. Thus we can see that a pattern of conduct
which adds nothing to our moral upgrading has no
utility for us in moral pursuit, and so, of course, we
will be wise to seek one that will. It is the prudent
man who sees to it that he walks the path that will
produce the greatest righteousness in his life. This
is the path that offers the most usefulness to him.
The wise man termed it "the way of wisdom." But
the pattern still leaves us somewhat perplexed or
puzzled sometimes for it provides no clear and posi
tive guidelines that all men may safely follow. We
readily recognize the principle and all will agree that
if moral improvement is to be achieved the immoral
must be eliminated from our lives and the virtuous
cultivated. All will acknowledge that prudent selec
tion and diligent application are ingredients neces
sary in the quest for moral good, but the path that
one man chooses in his effort toward moral achieve-
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ment may be of little value to another man in his
pursuit of the same goal. None of our personalities,
dispositions, sentiments, backgrounds, ambitions,
etc. are the same and so, obviously our needs will
not be the same either. What one man may have to
resist hard and long may not even be a temptation
to another man. Yet. every man, the Word says, has
his own "besetting sin" which must be conquered
and overcome if he is to enjoy any hope of moral
excellence. It is the responsibility of every individual
then, to diligently pursue the path that, so far as he
is able to understand, will be most likely to provide
for him the moral virtue he desires. Thus we can see
that utility will vary in every life according to the
needs of that life. There seems to be no positively
defined formula provided that may be clearly under
stood and universally expected of all men, that will
meet the present need of every life individually. It is
true that the Scripture does set forth moral and im
moral designation and positively requires the one and
faithfully denounces the other, but it still leaves lati
tude that can only be covered by individual prudence.
May we consider a text: Galatians 5: 19-21, "Now the
works of the flesh are manifest, which are these;
Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness,
Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance, emulations,
wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, Envyings, murders,
drunkenness, revellings, and such like: of the which
I tell you before, as I have also told you in time past,
that they which do such things shall not inherit the
kingdom of God." At first glance it would seem that
such an all-inclusive listing as this would certainly
cover everything contrary to virtuous living and in a
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general sense it does, but who is to decide what all is
included in a heading such as uncleanness? Where
are the guidelines which tell each heart where ha
tred begins or ends? Who defmes the boundary for
variance or emulation or strife? While the general
categories are identified and listed, it is also quite
obvious that the application is a personal matter in
volving the integrity and degree of chastity that is
present in every life involved. There are a number of
scriptures in the Bible that itemize for us unbecom
ing conduct for virtuous living. Colossians 3: 5 and
Colossians 3:8-10 are quite comprehensive and they
are given even greater dimension when we consider
them along with the instructions of Christ? "And if
thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it
from thee: for it is profitable for thee that one of thy
members should perish, and not that thy whole body
should be cast into hell. And if thy.right hand offend
thee, cut it off, and cast it from thee: for it is profit
able for thee that one of thy members should perish,
and not that thy whole body should be cast into hell."
Matthew 5:29-30. Certainly this scripture teaches
the importance of utility in virtuous living. If what
we are currently practicing in our daily lives is not
assisting us in our closer walk with our Lord, then it
has no usefulness for us in that capacity and so, of
course, it should be pared away. But the fact still
remains that in the Scripture listing no specifics are
mentioned, so then no positive demands can be
made. One man's right eye might be filled with fleshly
lust while his neighbor's eye might be filled with
greed. One man's right hand might be prone to vio
lence while another man's right hand might be given
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to thievery. What the Word provides in the matter is
a moral principle, but obviously it is left up to each
individual to assess his own case and execute his
own convictions as he feels them required of him
before his Lord. His own personal integrity, directed
by his own personal convictions, will have to guide
him in the path most useful for him to follow in his
case in order for him to achieve the greatest moral
advancement.
Now, here is another point that is worthy of our
notice. These guidelines are not the built-in impulse
of some divinely implanted instinct that happened
to us when we were born again. Our new birth did
bestow upon us pure minds but those minds will
have to be taught in the ways of moral virtue. The
Word and the Spirit are both active agents in the
process but we each have our part to do as well. The
Word is positive declaration issued under the influ
ence of divine anointing. It is offered as fact and com
pliance is mandatory if right living is to be achieved,
but the performance is left strictly up to the per
sonal choice and individual determination of the can
didate involved. It is made known to men what is
required in order to live right, but every man must,
of his own will and initiative, perform what is right
in order to achieve what is right. It becomes quite
obvious, then, that man will not be guided into moral
virtue by following his own pleasure but rather by
obeying what he recognizes to be morally right and
correct in his own understanding. Thus we can see
that every individual is responsible to meet his own
concept of moral virtue for himself.
Now let us consider another dimension that must
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be developed if we would achieve the real good. Let
·us suppose for a moment that an occasion has arisen
in which someone is at fault. The apparent evidence
is that my neighbor is the offender, but the actual
fact is that I am to blame. Someone will obviously
pay the consequence. If the case be such that if I
remain silent no one would ever know the truth, my
neighbor included, utility or usefulness, in an effort
to protect my own self-interest. would dictate that I
remain silent and let my neighbor suffer the blame.
This, however, would not be the path of true virtue,
for it is dishonest. We may readily see that some
thing more is involved in real good than either plea
sure or utility. All men experience pleasure and dis
pleasure, even though every man may be different in
his individual choices. We tend to measure utility or
usefulness to a great extent by the pleasure the ac
tion affords; therefore, individual pleasure will gauge
utility to a great extent for every man. But now, here
is a dimension that is applicable and required of ev
ery man, in every situation of life, regardless of plea
sure or utility. Let us mark it well. Usefulness or
utility and the pleasurable, all find their real value
in the pursuit of good only when they are accompa
nied by personal honesty.
To engage in any relationship with ourselves, with
our fellows, or with God, with anything but absolute
honesty will consistently lead us away from the very
virtue we seek to achieve. Man cannot possibly be
lieve a thing to be true and at the same time know it
to be false, for such an attempt would violate his
own honest concept of what he knows to be true.
This realization has its greatest impact on man as
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he confronts his own self and the understanding he
possesses in his own heart. Honesty presents itself
in straightforward fairness of chaste conduct that
adheres to established fact. The divinely appointed
characteristics of right and wrong were established
for man by God when man fell from his original pu
rity in the garden. Every individual, then, who de
velops to the point that he begins to understand,
recognizes the basic characteristics of true and false,
good and bad, whether he wants to know or not. The
almighty God has declared that it would be so. This
is factual material of divine origin that is bestowed
by divine appointment, and it provides the frame
work and pattern by which all other knowledge and
understanding is measured. When a human mind
begins to tell itself a thing is true when he knows it
is not, it is but a matter of time until he will be per
plexed and confused as to whether or not anything
is true. It is God, working through the Word and the
Spirit, that establishes in every man's understand
ing the basic difference between right and wrong.
When man divorces himself from these established
moral moorings and declares them null and void in
his life, he severs himself from the only influence
that can establish moral truth in his own under
standing. Without these moorings man has no con
cept of what is truth and so he, like Adam and Eve of
old, will abandon himself to the pleasures and lusts
of the carnal flesh for he has forfeited his concept of
any other path to follow. From then on they blunder
and stumble in moral darkness, telling themselves
that their own pleasure and fleshly satisfaction is
sufficient. Little wonder the Savior declared, "If the
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light which is in you become darkness, how great is
that darkness!"
The necessity of this quality of honesty in moral
concept catapults us into an entirely new and ad
vanced sphere of thinking. Men's lives and men's
conduct are made up of more than simple pleasures
and selfish utility that we indulge in or refrain from
according to our own personal whims. To inject the
quality of honesty into all of our doings, that is, the
acts performed and the thinking patterns enter
tained, and keep them all in harmony and accor
dance with what we perceive as being true, right and
good, stabilizes the entire system of our moral en
deavor. Honesty will identify truth and truth is un
changing.
When people of normal intelligence begin to com
prehend and understand the meaning and intended
application of the plain Word of God, they have met
truth. Then it will require a measure of dishonesty
for them to convince themselves otherwise. The ap
plication will cover every phase of human existence
and moral concept. Let us consider an illustration.
Since the Word clearly specifies virtuous conduct in
the matter of fleshly pride, then, only the dishonest
person could deck himself in fleshly ornamentation
and superfluous extravagance and still honestly de
clare himself free of fleshly pride. Those who cater to
the fads of the world, practice the habits of the world,
and indulge themselves in the activities of the world
will have a hard time convincing anyone, even them
selves, that they are free of worldly influence. Simple
honesty will expose the fact that such is not the case.
This principle is true whether we are observing an
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individual or an entire body of individuals. Self-plea
sure and self-satisfaction can be tolerated en masse
as well as individually, and quite often is. Thus, when
we observe a congregation or body of people who are
not practicing the clear teachings of the Word of God,
we have to know that they are not being honest with
the truth, for the truth of God's Word clearly states
otherwise. It is not the patterns and practices of so
ciety that identify for us the requirement of moral
virtue, it is our divinely revealed concept of what is
just and right before God. This is the understanding
that our Maker will hold every man accountable for,
because it is true. No man can knowingly violate these
personal convictions and ever meet his Mak.er in
peace, for he knows better, even if the crowd is doing
otherwise.
True honesty will run true to form wherever it is
found among men, regardless of nationality or gen
eration. Hence, it may justly be termed a true uni
versal law. All will agree that the pleasurable is not
the same for all men. All can see that the useful would
not be the same for everyone. Consequently, they
would neither one constitute a universal rule that
all could be expected to observe, but honesty does.
All men will expect the good man to be honest, and
justly so, for God expects the same thing. It is never
impossible to do right, for right is always obvious
and self-evident. We may not always be so sure of
pleasure or utility for they are more or less tied to
self-interest. Honesty exerts its requirement irrespec
tive of self interest. The honest man will starve be
fore he will steal. He will go to prison before he will
tell a falsehood. He will go to the stake or to the rack
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before he will deny his Lord. In short, the honest
man will adhere to what he recognizes is right, re
gardless of the circumstance or condition of life in
which he fmds himself. Any individual who fails to
be honest has disregarded the basic requirement of
moral achievement.
The truth, same as any other knowledge, is ef
fectual in us only as it is acknowledged and put into
practice. To know the truth and perform the truth
will bring us into contact with the Author of truth.
He is the One who gave Himself for us that we might
know how to come to Him, and likewise, be able to
come to Him. Here again we find the combined ele
ments of grace and truth and we realize that without
honesty in us they are useless so far as we are con
cerned. This establishes a truth that none can deny.
All good men are honest.
Let us observe some of the effect adherence to
honesty will have on our application of pleasure and
utility. We have already seen that all men are not
alike, and that usefulness would have different mean
ing to different people. We also are aware that both
pleasure and usefulness are closely associated with
self-interest and will bear watching. The useful will
demand competence and urge men to excel and will
present the opinion that such action will advance
moral standing. While we are instructed in the Scrip
ture to be industrious and labor faithfully, etc., yet,
it is never acceptable to conduct ourselves in any
way that would not conform to the requirements of
honesty.
The useful would demand skill in order to achieve,
but the accomplishment of applied skill is not the
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basis for moral achievement. No man is required to
be skillful or competent. physically. in order to
progress morally. A person may not be an accom
plished carpenter, a skillful mechanic, or understand
how to handle money advantageously. Some may not
be fastidious housekeepers or immaculate in per
sonal appearance. Some may not be well coordinated
and athletic. Some may not be systematic and punc
tual in all of their affairs. Some may not possess
musical ability, etc., but all men are capable of be
ing honest.
Coupled with our concepts of what we recognize
is right or wrong, honesty will leave us with a feeling
of obligation to perform the right and avoid the wrong.
Failure to do this leaves men expecting to reap a
chastisement or punishment for that failure. That
feeling is also confirmed in the Scripture. James 4: 17
says, "Therefore to him that knoweth to do good, and
doeth it not, to him it is sin." This concept could not
be understood if we accepted the useful only as the
requirement for good. Moral good does not come by
physical dexterity, as usefulness might-suggest. Men
are not made better moral beings by being skillful
craftsmen, and that fact covers the entire spectrum
of human endeavor whether it be mechanical. musi
cal. oratorical or whatever. Just because an individual
is a dynamic speaker does not make him holy. It is
freedom from sin that makes men holy. Musical tal
ent does not necessarily indicate a holy life. It is the
absence of sin that leaves men holy. This is why moral
virtue is judged on the basis of moral purity rather
than on the basis of physical aptitude. No man could
be justly punished for inaptitude. All men do not
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possess the same capabilities; therefore, it would be
neither just nor fair to punish one man for failure to
possess what another man has possessed from birth,
nor would it be just to declare a man unspiritual
because he is not physically skillful. However, since
it is well within the power of all men to be honest,
therefore, all may be justly held responsible to per
form in accordance with true honesty. We are judged,
then, according to the principles of action we recog
nize and the basic honesty with which we apply them.
Luke 19:22: "And he saith unto him, Out of thine
own mouth will I judge thee, thou wicked servant.
Thou knewest that I was an austere man, taking up
that I laid not down, and reaping that I did not sow.''
Honesty, accepted and practiced, will run true to
form regardless of the circumstance under which it
fmds itself. It will perform the same in all societies
and all generations of men. It may safely be accepted,
then, as a solid footing upon which any man may
build. It provides a dependable gauge by which any
man may be judged. This consistent manifestation
of true pattern is necessary in the true performance
of the real good. Without this stabalizing quality, men
find themselves building on the unsure footing of
shifting sand. It is interesting to note that the basic
characteristics of divinely established moral virtue
are recognized and respected in all nationalities of
people. All men know it is wrong to steal. All men
despise the liar. All peoples frown on adultery and
everyone recognizes cruelty, hatred, jealousy, envy,
etc. At the same time these same people recognize
kindness, gentleness, forbearance, love, good will,
etc. From whence came these identical concepts that
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all men recognize? There is but one satisfactory an
swer. These are the values and principles that God
recognizes and so, of course, they are the elements
that He would establish in all men's understanding.
Honestly interpreting these understood elements
establishes for us what we recognize as truth.
Though information is presented as being true,
yet, if the source of the information can be proven
dishonest, the credibility of the information is auto
matically questioned and quite possibly it will be dis
credited. Without truth and honesty there is no abid
ing foundation for anything, and so whatever moral
structure is built, void of these ingredients, is doomed
to failure. Any time we knowingly make room for a
wrong premise and treat it as though it were true,
we are giving way to dishonesty and weakening our
moral structure. Then there has to be more to being
good than the performing of acts or the conforming
to social patterns. There is a response necessary from
within the soul to the more noble qualities of char
acter that are found in moral virtue. This is a re
sponse that can come from no other source than the
heart of the individual involved. No man has the
power to bestow upon another man the virtue of hon
esty. Men may establish and require rules for each
other to observe and go to great lengths to see that
their rules are respected, but men who are dishon
est will still find ways to violate the rules whenever it
is to their own selfish advantage.
Individual response covers the entire scope of
human life. One man might enjoy and appreciate
music while another would prefer peace and quiet.
Neither would necessarily be right or wrong. Then
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who could say that either had chosen the wrong
pursuit? The man who enjoys a crowd, who finds
great pleasure in social contacts, in meeting people,
and in conversing with others, etc., will of course
find utility or usefulness in mingling with the throng.
Another man who fmds great pleasure in reflective
thought and concentrated thinking will find it use
ful for him to be alone and quiet for that provides an
environment conducive to that activity. No need to
require or expect that these two individuals be the
same for there is no wrong in either choice. It is,
however, fitting and proper to require and expect that
both of these men be governed by honesty in their
pursuits. Honesty is not a thing springing from natu
ral impulse or any other personal characteristic. It
is a quality of character within itself. It may, conse
quently, be required or expected of all men. It is also
worthwhile to note that the requirement of honesty
may, and sometimes does, cut directly across the
natural impulses. A natural inclination for music
might suggest that all music is acceptable to true
virtue, but an honest observance of truth will prompt
us that some music and the spirit it carries is not
acceptable for those who would pursue righteous
ness. Concentrated thinking would be no unaccept
able activity within itself, but the field of application
would need to be governed carefully by an honest
observance of truth. It would be unacceptable to de
liberately concentrate on how to cheat or take ad
vantage of our fellows. Recognition of these truths
adds dimension to the text of Jeremiah 10:23 for he
says, "O Lord, I know that the way of man is not in
himself: it is not in man that walketh to direct his
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steps." If man would aspire to achieve a level of per
formance that is acceptable to the Lord, then he must
be lifted above the influence of natural impulse. Sin
cere honesty, springing from a devoted heart, opens
the avenue through which the soul may rise to di
vinely accepted virtue.
Honesty is a virtue of divine origin that is per
ceived by all men. When it functions within the frame
work of right, as opposed to wrong, it begins to el
evate men beyond the good and into the virtuous.
Men, by natural impulse, may perform some good.
They will help one another in times of need, speak
encouraging words in times of trial, share of their
abundance with others less fortunate, etc., but all of
this can be and often is nothing more than the mani
festation of natural goodness. Some do good simply
because they feel it is expected of them. Some re
spond because of the publicity it will afford, but all
of this is included in the Scripture when it said,
"...and all our righteousnesses are as filthy rags; ..."
Isaiah 64:6. When men select and do the right, the
good, the honest, simply because it is right and hon
est and for no other reason except that they prefer
that course of action, that is virtue. True virtue needs
no other prompting. It will willingly and voluntarily
perform the right simply because it is right. Natural
impulse will say, "I owe him nothing because of the
wrong he has done to me." Honesty with truth will
tell us, "His doing of wrong to me will not add virtue
to my doing of wrong to him. I prefer to seek the way
of virtue; therefore, I will do good to him even though
he has done wrong to me." Real honesty, when it is
properly observed, will perform in consistent har-
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mony with established truth. Natural impulse will
say, "Well, it is no worse for me to wear a dress that
is too revealing than it is for them to keep and watch
a television." Honestly acknowledged truth will
prompt us that neither action is conducive to moral
virtue and therefore neither could be justly tolerated
before God. No truly honest man would attempt to
justify one form of unacceptable conduct with
someone's practice of another form of faulty conduct.
When we admit the truth, then we all must ac
knowledge that unless we fmd some help beyond our
own ability we are doomed to destruction. We are
guilty of known wrongdoing and may justly expect
to be cast into outer darkness for our transgressions.
We know that we are without hope and without God.
True honesty, then, will prompt us to personal hu
mility. When men become honest enough.to admit
their hopeless condition and humble enough to cast
off their pride and cry out for mercy, divine assis
tance is ready and waiting to answer that plea. Natu
ral impulse resists all of this process, for natural
impulse finds its fulfillment in personal interest and
personal interest fmds it distasteful and degrading
to admit itself at fault. He who seeks nothing but his
own personal interest is commonly recognized as a
selfish man. These are the attributes of a self-life.
Anything that would diminish one's self in his own
estimation or mar the image of what he feels himself
to be, will be rejected by natural impulse. Its reason
ing will be that such would not be in the best inter
est of personal interest. Honesty, on the other hand,
will unwaveringly contend that unless and until per
sonal interest is denied in favor of what is known to
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be t.Iue, no real virtue can be achieved. It becomes
readily apparent that the path to moral virtue leads
away from and in direct contradiction to the self-life.
There is no real moral virtue nor real moral good
ness without unselfishness. The honest man who ac
knowledges the shortcoming of natural impulse and
honestly desires to achieve the virtuous, will go down
in the dust of humility, embarrassing and humiliat
ing as it may seem to be, and cry out for the help he
realizes he needs. Now, we have the basis for an
other universal requirement.
Selfishness, self-interest, natural impulse, the
self-life, must all be sacrificed in favor of the honest.
Hear the proclamation of the Scripture as it invites
us to that more virtuous plane. "I beseech you there
fore, brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present
your bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto
God, which is your reasonable service. And be not
conformed to this world (fleshly, selfish gratification):
but be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind,
that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable,
and perfect, will of God." Romans 12:1-2. Here is
truth that no honest man can deny: To whatever
degree selfishness or self-interest injects itself into
our lives and our activities, to that extent the t.Iue
virtue of the effort is damaged.
We may vehemently uphold some particular seg
ment of Scripture which is apparently being ignored,
and the truth of the subject may be well established,
but if we have as a side issue a desire to diminish,
embarrass or injure someone else, we have a per
sonal self-interest involved which will hinder the vir
tue of our campaign. We want to convey the impres-
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sion that our prime motive is the promulgation of
the truth, and we stress that for all to see, but there
is also an opening this effort provides which allows
us to expose and accentuate someone else's fault or
shortcoming or failure. Such is not altogether hon
est nor is it at all virtuous.
One may be busily involved in a ministry, spend
ing full time in the field and keeping himself very
active, but if his efforts are affected anywhere by self
interest, the virtue of his effort will suffer. He may be
an articulate and dynamic speaker, with remarkable
ability to attract and to hold the attention of a crowd,
but if at any time he should allow any of those quali
ties to begin to affect his own personal self-interest.
it will soon begin to detract from the virtue of his
message. Personal interest can take any one of a great
number of avenues or even use a combination of sev
eral to accomplish its purposes. Some may use their
abilities with the thought of monetary gain in mind.
Others may have little concern for the monetary but
be greatly interested in popularity. They want to en
joy the applause rather than the affluence of the
people. Others may have very little concern for the
aforementioned qualities but have great concern for
power or control. They love to dominate and have
others in subjection to them. In any issue that may
arise, they want to be heard, and they become dis
turbed if their voice is paid no heed or given little
regard. They are hungry for power.
Preaching is by no means the only activity where
self-interest may be manifest. All will agree that giv
ing is good and that Christians are expected and re
quired to share their means with others. but when
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the act is performed with the idea in mind and in
such a way that it lifts up or extols the giver, there is
self-interest involved and it will injure the virtue of
the entire transaction. Little wonder then the Savior
said to us, "Take heed that ye do not your alms be
fore men, to be seen of them: otheIWise ye have no
reward of your Father which is in heaven. Therefore
when thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trum
pet before thee, as the hypocrites do in the syna
gogues and in the streets, that they may have glory
of men. Verily I say unto you, They have their re
ward. But when thou doest alms, let not thy left hand
know what thy right hand doeth: That thine alms
may be in secret: and thy Father which seeth in se
cret himself shall reward thee openly." Matthew 6: 14.
Suppose we take the Scripture that teaches us of
the gifts of the Spirit and their various manifesta
tions and begin to seek after one of them. We are not
out of the bounds of the Scripture for it admonishes
us to desire spiritual gifts. But if somewhere along
the way we begin to give room for a little feeling that
to possess this particular gift will magnify us a bit,
or will add something to our reputation as being a
spiritual person, or will cause people to acknowledge
in us someone who can "get a prayer through," we
are courting personal self-interest, and the true vir
tue of our endeavor will come into jeopardy.
One may be zealously busy in the neighborhood
"witnessing for the Lord," urging folks to meeting,
etc., but if there be anywhere in the effort a feeling
that "winning souls is a credit for me," or a finding of
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pleasure in mentioning how many "I have won," it is
time to be on the lookout for self-interest.
Self is ready and willing to do all sorts of good
works, perform many good deeds and make great
sacrifice, but somewhere at the proper time it will
also demand some recognition. Jesus has said, "And
I, ifI be lifted up ...will draw all men unto me." John
12:32. He ls not selfish in His assertion; He is own
ing what rightfully belongs to Him, for He is the origi
nal Maker and is seeking to recover what has been
wrested from Him. He has come with power and vir
tue to perform in behalf of man's needs and will per
form to accomplish men's good, whereas self-inter
est would perform to magnify its own self. If men
would know the blessedness of real virtue, self-in
terest must be laid aside.
These are but a few illustrations, yet human ex
perience will compel us to acknowledge that eve:ry
facet of human existence is susceptible to these in
fluences, and that if we would know the virtue of
real good, then selfishness must be put to the cross
and crucified. Only those who are totally honest will
be able to accomplish that feat.
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Under a former heading we considered man as a
twofold being, not only as possessing a fleshly, earthly
body but also as being crowned with glory and honor.
It was pointed out that this crowned condition was
applying to a spiritual, abstract form. By this we are
able to recognize, in ourselves, beings who are made
up of a physical, fleshly body that is occupied and
controlled by an abstract, spiritual entity. It is this
combining of flesh and spirit that has produced the
human race. We also remember the instruction of
the Scripture to sow to the Spirit and not to the flesh.
Let us pick up this line of thinking and inquire into
some of its provisions. To every individual is given
that part of him which is physical and is made up of
flesh and bones. It was created out of the dust of the
earth as testified by the Scripture. (Genesis 3: 19.) It
was also declared that back to that same dust it
would return. No one would attempt to deny that
process. While this body, when considered by itself
alone, is nothing more than an inert, inanimate lump
of helpless clay, yet, when it is combined with the
attributes of the abstract part, it becomes very much
animated and alive. This unification is what the Scrip
ture is referring to when it said, "...and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a
living soul." Genesis 2:7. Apparently man came into
being in two stages: First the body alone, then the
breathed life and he became soul and body. The body,
or the flesh, of itself, is nothing. It makes no demands,
it selects no choices, it offers no preferences, it in
dulges in no animation, nothing. Consider the body
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in the casket. All of these various activities come into
being and become dynamic only when the breath of
life is present. The body, then, is simply a vehicle to
accommodate the soul. The choices made by the in
ner man are the influences that regulate the actions
of the physical man. Matthew 12:33-35. "Either make
the tree good, and his fruit good; or else make the
tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for the tree is
known by his fruit. 0 generation of vipers, how can
ye, being evil, speak good things? for out of the abun
dance of the heart the mouth speaketh. A good man
out of the good treasure of the heart bringeth forth
good things: and an evil man out of the evil treasure
bringeth forth evil things."
From this, we can readily see that if we would
aspire to influence the conduct of the physical, we
must first gain control of the spiritual. (Mark 7:2023 and Matthew 23:23-28.) The apostle of old recog
nized this when he declared in Ephesians 6: 12, "For
we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world, against spiritual wicked
ness in high places." The hearts and lives of men are
some of the highest places known to man in this
world. James 2:26 makes this observation, "...The
body without the spirit is dead,..." This twofold be
ing is further portrayed in the text which says, "The
spirit of God hath made me, and the breath of the
Almighty hath given me life." Job 33:4. Job 33:6 says,
"...I also am formed out of the clay."
With this information to guide us, we can readily
see that the physical side of man is not where the
seat of sin lies. Jesus told us in Matthew 15: 17-20,
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"Do not ye yet understand, that whatsoever entereth
in at the mouth goeth into the belly, and is cast out
into the draught? But those things which proceed
out of the mouth come forth from the heart; and they
defile the man. For out of the heart proceed evil
thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, thefts,
false witness, blasphemies: These are the things
which defile a man: ..." Though the actions are per
formed by the physical body, yet the prompting that
spawns the action comes from the soul, the inner
man. Without that inward prompting, no action from
the body is forthcoming. Left to itself alone, the body
is completely dormant. Consider the man whom we
say is unconscious. When the soul or spirit and the
body separate, the body becomes what we call life
less and it immediately begins to compost back into
mother earth the same as all other organic matter.
Ecclesiastes 12:7 says, ''Then shall the dust return
to the earth as it was: and the spirit shall return
unto God who gave it." This undoubtedly refers to
the living spirit that was breathed into the physical
body. The spirit was a part of, or a projection of, God
Himself, extended into physical man. It produced in
man what God termed a living soul.
This living soul was a being in its own right. It
was, however, different from God in at least one de
tail. It is a being made up of soul and body while
God, the Word says, is totally spirit. That man is a
separate and independent being in his own right is
attested to by the fact that he possesses the right
and necessity of selecting the moral influence he will
follow. God is a spirit and God is good, but all spirits
are not good. God breathed into man of His good
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spirit which made man a living soul. That soul is
governed by spirit influence but the spirit selected
to do the governing is left entirely to the discretion of
the soul-possessing man.
Since all of the choosing and directing is done by
the inner man, from the heart, then we can under
stand why there is no need to summons the physi
cal body to a moral judgment. It made no right or
wrong decisions, it did nothing of itself that would
fJX blame or merit reward. All of its action was con
ceived in a mind and was prompted from a heart. It
is the soul, the spirit side of man, that directs the
heart. Then the soul may justly be held to give ac
count for the deeds the body performs. The physical
body will be discarded and it will decay back to dust,
but the soul will endure forever somewhere. "Marvel
not at this: for the hour is coming, in the which all
that are in the graves shall hear his voice, And shall
come forth; they that have done good, unto the res
urrection of life; and they that have done evil, unto
the resurrection of damnation." John 5:28-29. Hav
ing observed that the body is merely a vehicle, an
object governed and directed by another acting force,
let us give some consideration to that force.
The soul, or abstract side of man, is also made
up of two parts. One is superior from a moral stand
point, the other is inferior. The one tends toward the
more noble, the upright, the true, the virtuous. The
other is more carnal, more material, and tends to
ward the body, the flesh. As might be expected, the
former, which tends toward the spiritual side of man,
is sensitive to intelligence, to moral sentiments, and
to the will. The other side is more easily influenced
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by the senses, the emotions, the appetites and the
passions. The influences preeminent in the inferior
side of the soul, the senses, the appetites, the pas
sions, and that find their expression in selfishness
and egotism are the ones found prominent in all flesh.
The lower animals are subject to many of these very
impulses and justly so, for they know nothing bet
ter.
The natural, biological world is not under moral
law but under the law of instinct. Thus when fleshly
instinct or impulse dictates a self-interest, the flesh
responds to accomplish its own satisfactions regard
less of what the consequence may be to another, even
if the other be of its own kind. The larger, stronger
swine will gorge on available food, rooting its weaker
litter mate away even though he may be starving from
lack of food. The stronger feels no guilt or condem
nation from such action for he possesses no higher
intelligence. All his governing law required of him
was to attend to his own self-satisfaction, desire and
welfare.
The distinguishing quality that elevates man
above the status of animals and puts him under
another governing law is the more virtuous moral
side of his being. It tends toward the abstract, the
spiritual side of man, and as we have observed, has
for its influences intelligence, moral sentiment and
will. Those influences that tend toward the flesh we
recognize as the carnal or self-nature. Those influ
ences that direct us toward the more virtuous we
recognize as the divine nature. The elevating factor
that man possesses is his ability, by his own choices,
to rise above the appeals of passion, appetite, self-
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ishness, etc., that influence the animals, and to ex
ercise the faculties of his own will. By thinking, rea
soning, loving, we tum to the more noble influences,
thus imitating the divine nature.
This provides quite a broad field of thought. By
this we become aware that whatever influence is pre
dominant in our lives is the result of one or the other
of two factors. Either we are performing as we are
because we know no better or else we are perform
ing by choice. To follow the virtuous is to prefer what
is best in us and to strive to achieve it, and to refuse
what is less good and strive to avoid it. This clarifies
the scripture which states that man was crowned
with glory and honor. (Hebrews 2:7.) That crowned
condition is realized in man's ability to prefer the
virtuous qualities of the soul, the dignity of superior,
moral nature to the qualities of the body, the de
grading defilement of the fleshly lusts and passions.
While man does not possess total ability to will him
self into divine moral virtue by his own effort, he
does possess the deciding power of choice. If he elects
to follow the good, at the prompting of his own intel
ligence and will, and turns to the Savior for His as
sistance, he will "obtain mercy, and find grace to help
in time of need." (Hebrews 4: 16.)
With that divine assistance he may successfully
achieve the real good he desires. The virtuous indi
vidual prefers the more noble affection of the heart
to the less virtuous and degrading influences of his
selfish flesh. Noble men who discover their lives less
virtuous than they would like for them to be will make
effort to improve the situation. Such action is auto
matically moving toward the good, the virtuous, the
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righteous, and it will without fail attract the atten
tion of the Lord. (II Chronicles 16:9 and Matthew
5:6.) He, knowing that they will not be able to suc
ceed in their quest by their own strength, is prompt
to make Himself available to them. He generously
offers to supply the only ingredient that will insure
their success. He has grace available in abundance.
Man, we remember, is of a religious nature from
birth, desiring to worship. Moral improvement in
humanity is automatically associated with religious
activity. It involves worship. Thus, any man's volun
tary move toward a higher plane of living opens the
door wide for the Savior to do His work. He is the
Author of a better way. He demonstrated its feasibil
ity when He lived it Himself. He stands ready and
anxious to lead all men along that more virtuous
path to the way of holiness.
Now, let us consider the influences of some other
crowning characteristics. Man is of a free will, that
is, he is able to make choice of which influences he
would prefer to pursue. He possesses intelligence
which makes known to him which choice is more
noble and virtuous. He has the enlightenment of rea
son to verify the validity of his selection. Armed with
this information, it would seem a simple thing to al
ways make the right choices and thus be automati
cally catapulted into divine virtue. It would perhaps
be a blessing if such were the case, but a little reflec
tive thinking will soon teach us that such is impos
sible. We must remember the declaration of the Word
which points out to us that it is not in man to direct
his own steps. By the prompting of the Holy Spirit,
men are guided into the paths of right. Void of the
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Spirit men revert back to human impulse which ca
ters to the fleshly, and so they go astray. Man does
not possess the intellectual capability of directing
himself into divine nature. Such reasoning would be
on the same level as expecting a manufactured au
tomobile to rise up in its own capability and produce
an engineer to drive itself. The apostle of old points
out this same principle in Romans 9:20. "Nay but, 0
man, who art thou that repliest against God? Shall
the thing formed say to him that formed it, Why hast
thou made me thus?" Since all men are made sensi
tive to the prompting of spirit influence, it is of vital
importance which spirit it is that he allows to influ
ence him. Here again we have the Scripture: "For
the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath ap
peared to all men, Teaching us that, denying ungod
liness and worldly lusts, we should live soberly, righ
teously, and godly, in this present world." Titus 2: 1112.
Jesus came teaching a doctrine that produced
astonishment in His audiences. They had never heard
any such instruction, yet, He proclaimed it the only
way of eternal life. He also taught the need for divine
rescue and obedience to divine instruction if man
was to ever achieve divine nature. Hence, we must
be born again, which is divine rescue, and receive
the assistance of divine grace which provides
enablement, if we would aspire to become the sons
of God. The stated fact that man must be taught into
such virtuous living is clear evidence that he does
not possess this knowledge of himself. If he ever ob
tains it, it will be through the avenue of divine in
struction.
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Notice the avenues of approach He used in reach
ing out to fallen man. He did not approach through
selfish, fleshly appetites and passion. His appeal is
to the intellect, the reason and the will; the more
noble side of man's being. Some men never lend
themselves to the influences of the more noble. They
choose rather to remain satisfied and contented with
the rewards of self-satisfaction and fleshly pleasure.
They will never know the wonder and beauty of di
vine nature. Men who will lend themselves to and
seek after those more noble attributes have God's
promise that they will be rewarded. (Matthew 5:6.)
Going back to the description of the changes that
took place in man at the fall and the influences that
became predominant in man when God withdrew, it
is not difficult to discern that salvation is a program
divinely designed to salvage man from that fallen
condition. It will require, as we have observed previ
ously, the removal of all selfishness, for selfishness
is of the flesh and carnal. It will neither admit nor
submit to the requirements of divine nature.
The voluntary acceptance of regeneration or sal
vation subjects the individual reasoning back to the
will of God and His truth. Until this takes place a
large proportion of man's judgments are false and
undependable for the soul. The achievement of di
vine nature, we would expect, if transposed to us,
would be identical to what we perceive in Him. We
would expect to become holy for He proclaims Him
self holy. To expect to achieve moral excellence or
divine nature and not possess holiness defies the
logic of reason. There is no way such could be the
case. God is holy. He designed His children holy. Sin
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ruined that condition. Then if man is to be restored,
sin must of course be eliminated. If sin is eliminated
from our hearts, then what other condition than
holiness could prevail? Sin is what destroyed that
condition in the beginning. We have previously ob
served the yearning of men's hearts, languishing in
despair and crying out to God for divine deliverance.
(Psalm 14:7 and Psalm 53:6.) In Christ this deliver
ance was fulfilled and the original state of man re
stored. Our past sins He took upon Himself, nailing
them to His cross, suffering their blame in our stead.
(Colossians 2:13-14.) He paid the supreme price for
our guilt with His own blood, thus satisfying the re
quirement of divine justice which was holding us.
(Ezekiel 18:4.) That transaction put us in His hands.
(Romans 8:7-15.) Then, instead of accusing us and
exploiting us as being under obligation to Him as
though we were some sort of purchased slaves, He
quickened us into new life. We were born again of
His Spirit and made new creatures in Him. He in
vites us now, by the power which He gives us through
His abounding grace, to keep ourselves free from the
entanglement of sin which had us under such bond
age. He then proclaims us on an equal with Himself;
the sons of God. (John 1:13.) It is easy to see, now,
why the flesh and the spirit, the selfish and the di
vine do not and cannot mix. His constant directing
and consistent teaching is away from the influence
of selfish flesh and toward the more noble virtues of
the spirit. Thus He teaches us of truthfulness, hon
esty, fairness, uprightness, purity of heart and life,
etc. (I Peter 2:9-12.) He purchased our redemption
with His own blood and then secured the success of
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our continuing purity by sending to us the third per
son of the blessed trinity. He, as our Redeemer and
Intercessor (Hebrews 8:1-2), would of necessity be
required to return unto His Father and perform His
intercessory duty. Yet, He would send one to us to
dwell with us and abide in us. (John 16:7-15.) He
also proclaimed that when this Comforter would
come, He would give us power beyond the normal
ability of humanity to perform or achieve moral ex
cellence. (Acts 1:8 and Hebrews 9:11-14.) That Spirit
would lead us into all truth. The power He would
bring would enable us to walk in, or perform, that
revealed truth which would develop in us the divine
likeness or image. (II Corinthians 3:17-18.) The guid
ing would always be away from the fleshly, the sen
sual, the devilish and toward the noble, the upright,
the truthful and the honest.
This achieving of moral excellence or divine na
ture finds its expression in varied application. Its
first and prime manifestation is as it pertains to the
individual personally. When man becomes ac
quainted with God, he recognizes a need in himself.
At the same time he perceives, in God's offer, the
fulfillment of his need. His response to that offer is
all on an individual basis-man and God reasoning
together. (Isaiah 1:16-20.) Until and unless that need
be taken care of completely, man's moral advance
ment will never take place. Sin has taken every man
captive as proclaimed by the Scripture and as is
taught by human experience. Then sin is the prob
lem and deliverance is the need, but how to achieve
is the question. God's offer to man is the perfect so
lution. Since sin has occurred on an individual ha-
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sis, then of course the solution must be applied on
that same, identical basis. This adds dimension to
the scripture which says, "That was the true Light,
which lighteth every man that cometh into the world."
John 1:9. No man will be able to meet his God in
judgment and declare, "I am not saved because I did
not know how." Jesus makes it His business to see
that every man knows how and is given opportunity
to be saved. If men know how to be saved and yet are
not, then the only other excusable plea is that "I am
not able." God's reasonable offer to man, as He ap
proaches each man, confronts him with the infor
mation that now, by virtue of divine inteivention, an
avenue of escape is made available. Man may suc
cessfully elude the clutches of sin that has, until now,
kept him under its bondage. He is made aware that
if he will but seize this opportunity and act upon it,
honestly and faithfully, he may actually achieve de
liverance from his sins. What has, in fact, happened
is that the proffered grace of our risen Lord Jesus
Christ has stepped in between an honest, seeking
heart and the enemy of his soul. Christ's presence
has made that enemy stand back and take his power
off of the man, providing the man opportunity to make
his own uninterrupted choice of which he would
rather pursue, the ways of the flesh or the more noble
ways of the Spirit. Men who are made knowledge
able of the need for salvation and who are provided
the means for deliverance have no excuse for con
tinuing unsaved except that they do not want to be
saved. To knowingly and voluntarily remain in a sin
ful state when full and complete deliverance has been
provided and rejected will, of course, leave the indi-
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vidual subject to the rewards and punishments pro
vided for that action. A halfhearted preference, par
tially accepted and carelessly lived, will result in what
we call a hypocrite.
Accompanying the offer of grace and deliverance
is a feeling or awareness, of caring, of concern, of
loving. This feeling is so intense and pervading until
its genuine sincerity cannot be denied or even
doubted. The individual is acutely aware that God
really is interested in and actually cares for him. For
the soul who spurns this offer away and elects to
continue in his old way, the feeling soon fades. He
soon goes on as before pursuing his own fleshly �
terests in sin. The individual who accepts the offer
and responds to the appeal has made his choice in
favor of our Lord and will submit himself to Him. He
will cry to Him for mercy and forgiveness. That man
is blessed beyond description. His plea is heard and
forgiveness is granted. Sins that are forgiven no longer
demand atonement or penalty. If justice is satisfied,
then it no longer demands reconciliation. This re
lieves the guilt and condemnation that accompanies
sin's presence. With the sin gone, the guilt is gone
and the individual life takes on an entirely new di
mension. He realizes a great change has taken place.
His conduct is radically altered. His interests are
changed. His thinking is changed. His desires are
changed. He is, in fact, a new creature and he lives
in a new world. He has been born again and is trans
lated out of the power of darkness into the Kingdom
of His dear Son. The feeling of love, that he was made
aware of at the first, becomes a pervading, over
whelming, consuming force that engulfs and satu-
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rates his entire being. Never before has he ever known
affection of such intensity and magnitude as the love
he feels in his heart now. This is normal, for God is
love and this individual who has been made a new
creature, is a product of divine love. Of course he
would possess his parent attributes. This that he is
experiencing is the development of a maturing love
affair between himself and his God. Our Lord has
offered of His divine love, and this individual has
responded with the offering of his own love in re
turn. Love offered and love accepted provides the cli
mate and surrounding necessruy for love to mature
and produce. The apostle of old put it this way: "We
love him, because he first loved us... I John 4: 19.
This is the motivating force that will keep him pur
suing in the pathway of his Savior as the Word has
said, "If ye love me, keep my commandments... John
14: 15. The choice the individual has made is but the
beginning of a long series of choices. If he would as
pire to continue in favor with his new-found Savior,
he must diligently and consistently make those
choices day by day and hour by hour that meet his
Lord's approval. Our Lord will always lead in the more
noble and virtuous path of holiness. Man's response
to that divine leading will determine the spiritual
quality of his life.
Now, let us consider briefly another aspect of our
human composition. We noticed previously that the
abstract side of man, the soul, was made up of two
parts, namely the more noble side and the baser side.
According to the teaching of the Scripture as we un
derstand it, these two poles are governed by contra
dictory forces. We find the champions of these two
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forces meeting head on in the fourth chapter of Mat
thew. Both were quoting Scripture, but one was
making the wrong application. Here is a noteworthy
observation. The Holy Scripture is true and was given
by divine inspiration to holy men of God who wrote
under the unction of the Holy Ghost. But, when they
are interpreted and applied by carnal, fleshly think
ing minds they will always miss the mark. The car
nal mind is not subject to the law of God, neither
indeed can be. (Romans 8:6-8.) It finds its expres
sion in the self-life, and all its application is self
oriented. As we have already discovered, there is no
room for selfishness in a life of moral excellence or
holiness. The champion of the self-life offered to his
opponent all the kingdoms of this world and their
glory if He would but fall down and worship him.
The Lord of glory did not contest his right of owner
ship, and so we conclude that he actually has power
of jurisdiction over the kingdoms of this world. He is
portrayed in the Scripture as the father of lies, the
ruler of the darkness of this world, one in whom no
good dwells, the accuser of the brethren. His origin
is from beneath. He is the prince of the power of the
air, etc. All of these, and a great many more that
could be listed, go to describe and identify the do
main over which he reigns. It portrays the diabolical
work which he is doing. This work is conceived in
the mind of spirits, and by exerting their influence
upon the souls of men, they find their fulfillment in
human action.
The Savior, on the other hand, came offering truth
instead of lies. He brought proper and profitable in
terpretation of Scripture for misconceptions. He pro-
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vides the Light of life for spiritual darkness. He of
fers the blessing of the virtuous in lieu of the pas
sions of the selfish flesh, etc. This, too, is offered to
interested humanity through the avenues of the
Spirit.
Consider for a moment what these facts mean to
humanity. There are, so far as we know, only two
poles-the good and the bad. Each is dominated by
a champion, and each works its works through the
agency of spirit. We have no knowledge of any neu
tral or in-between ground; in fact, the Scripture tells
us that all men are serving or lending themselves to
one or the other of these two masters. It states that
it is an impossibility to serve both at the same time.
(See Matthew 7: 17-18). Jesus told some, "Ye are of
your father the devil, and his works ye will do." In
Job 1 :8, Job was designated by God to Satan as be
ing one who was perfect and upright. He obeyed God
and the Holy Spirit.
Man's service to God and His Spirit is never co
erced nor forced. It is never demanded nor extracted.
It is always and constantly the spontaneous response
of the man's consenting will. It is the demonstrated
expression of personal preference. It is the manifes
tation of yielded volition. It is the public demonstra
tion of willing consent. In short, men serve the Lord
simply because they want to and for no other rea
son. No man will be dragged nor pushed into heaven.
None will be tricked or deceived in, nor will any fall
in there inadvertently. Men will arrive in heaven be
cause they chose to be there and want to go more
than anything else in the world. No sacrifice will be
too great if failure to comply will keep them out.
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When the selection is made to yield to the virtu
ous at the invitation of the Father through His con
victing Spirit, they receive of the power of His Spirit.
This power, working in them, will sever all former
earthly ties. Later, when they are able to compre
hend and receive, that same Spirit will teach those
who are willing how, of their own volition, to conse
crate and dedicate themselves to God for Him to use
as He sees fit in His sacred service. They may be
perfected in holiness, for that voluntary dedication
surrenders forever the old, selfish, self-life. It com
mits the soul to God and His complete jurisdiction,
to be governed and directed by His spirit from then
on. (Romans 12:1.)
Note well the work of the convicting Spirit. He
tells us that no man can come unto Him except the
Spirit draw him. Men do not get delivered from their
sins and live holy lives by "making resolutions" or
"turning over new leaves" or "making decisions." They
must receive the powers of divine deliverance that
will break and loose the binding chains of sin and
this world. With that done, they may successfully
tum their backs on the old life and begin anew. It
will be a walk with a new Master, a journey to an
eternal and everlasting abode with the Lord. The axe
has indeed been laid to the root of the tree and it has
been hewn down and committed to destruction. The
problem of sin has been squarely faced and the so
lution is proven effective. Beauty has taken the place
of ashes and holiness has replaced selfishness and
sin. A new creature has been wrought in Christ Jesus
our Lord. Divinely instituted moral excellence has
been realized and accomplished in the heart and life
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of an individual as it applies to him. He is made clean
in the all-cleansing blood of the Lamb. He finds his
heavenly Father·s pleasure and favor falling upon him
as it did on the forefathers in the garden of old. He
has been translated out of the power of darkness
into the Kingdom of His dear Son. He has laid aside
the spirit of the world and the spirit that rules the
world. He has taken upon himself the spirit and na
ture of Christ and Christ now rules in him. Read the
account of the apostle given in the sixth chapter of
Romans.
None could deny the fact that the conduct of our
lives will proclaim the quality of spirit influence that
we are yielded to. Thus Jesus could safely declare.
"By their fruits ye shall know them." The knowing is
noteworthy for others, but it is also of great value to
the achiever of divine nature. One of Satan's oldest
ploys is to put the idea in the mind, "How can I know
I am really saved?" We have already shown that with
out divine assistance no man can get saved nor yet
keep saved. If we are living a life of moral excellence,
how else did we achieve it? But, we say, "I don't feel
like it. I don·t really feel like anything different has
happened to me!" Remember this, we were not con
verted in the first place by great emotion or feeling.
We were converted by heavenly teaching. Teaching
is not great demonstration, it is the conveying of
understanding. When we realize that we are saved
because He said we could be saved and that He would
in no wise tum us away. our faith mounts up and
we reach out to receive the promise. Then, as we
realize the fruits ·of our lives are proving the validity
of our testimony, that gives us courage and bold-
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ness to lay hold upon the expertence more vigorously.
·we boldly declare it to be so.
Herein lies a secret of strength. Achievement of
moral excellence and the bearing of acceptable spirt
tual fruit adds dignity to that expertence and com
mands a respect not only from others but also from
ourselves. It is the consciousness of this accom
plished achievement that gives us what we call "the
victory." We have, with the aid of His divine assis
tance, been able to successfully maintain a level of
acceptable moral excellence. We feel trtumphant be
cause of the accomplishment. This expertence has
put many an individual to leaping and shouting for
joy, and justly so. The confidence we have in Him
and the work He has done in us is vital to our expe
rtence. It provides us the courage and stamina we
need to remain true when nothing else but accom
plishment is evident. In other words, I may not feel
saved but here is the evidence of my virtuous life to
prove I am saved even to me? I am living free from
the guilt and condemnation of sin. That is victory.
All of this transaction has to do, by and large, with
the individual as it pertains to the individual. Its
accomplished result we call virtue. It provides for
the one who possesses it a basis for personal, moral
dignity. He feels himself of some moral worth in his
Lord's Kingdom.
Now, let us go back a bit and pick up an idea
expressed in an earlier section and observe its appli
cation here. In the discussion of the primitive con
cepts, we spent some time with the idea of space. We
observed that every individual possesses his own
space and is responsible for it. When we behold the
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virtue of holy living and conclude that this is the
kind of life that we want to live, we set out to achieve
this blessed experience. We respond to the Savior's
knock, swing wide the door and invite Him to freely
come in that we may sup with Him and He with us.
The supping, we soon discover, is not the eating of a
physical meal. It is rather the imparting to us of the
ingredients that produce growth and maturity of the
soul. This is the kind of food that was presented to
the woman at the well. It is also the food that satis
fied Jesus Himself in the transaction. This is the
spiritual food that will build strong and dependable
spiritual bodies. It will also produce sturdy and un
shakable footing for the soul. This food will so work
in us until we, with confidence, can present our
selves to ourselves and declare before the Lord, "So
far as I know and am able to understand, my life is
acceptable before You." At one time we were defiled
in sin and contaminated with iniquity. The guilt of
that committed sin left us feeling degraded beneath
the level God intended us to occupy. Now, by virtue
of His provision, we can, with boldness and courage,
come and present ourselves to Him. Because we have
obeyed His instruction, we feel ourselves accepted of
Him. This means that He has bestowed upon us the
dignity that now belongs to us as sons of God. Men
who are defeated possess no dignity. They are treated
as scum by themselves as well as others. Men who
have triumphed in battle are victorious and are quick
to demand the dignity that conquest affords. Those
who succeed in the conquest of sin in their lives will
do well to present themselves before the Lord with
out condemnation and manfully declare themselves
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partaker of the dignity of a child of God. His Word
instructs us, "Let the redeemed of the Lord say so, ..."

Psalm 107:2.

Now let us explore this a little further. The first
place we need to feel our experience acceptable is
before ourselves. We are the ones who possess the
basic honesty that can judge our condition correctly.
The next place we must offer our experience for ac
ceptance is before the Lord. When we feel assurance
that we have His sanction and approval, then we
have confidence to place it on public display. We de
clare to all, "I am now a Christian, a child of God." I
am here and now declaring that I have so occupied
the space allotted unto me in honesty and virtue until
my loving Lord is willing to publicly accept it as His
own. His declaration of me is, "The space he now
occupies belongs to Me, having been committed to
My jurisdiction fully and freely by his own will and
consent. I hereby accept it as My own and bestow
upon him the dignity of a child of the King." Chris
tians need not and ought not go around with their
heads down. He declares them a chosen generation,
a royal priesthood. They are individuals who can,
and have, offered acceptable sacrifice before the Au
gust Majesty on high. They have received the recog
nition of His extended royal scepter. Holy people are
a dignified people and worthy to be presented as such
to all. Now keep this in mind for future reference.
When our lives please us and we feel confident they
please our Lord, then we are ready to present them
to our fellows for their acceptance. We boldly declare,
"I am saved."
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The Just
Now let us consider this application of moral ex
cellence. It is fitting and necessary that the first pri
ority for moral advancement will be as it pertains to
the individual alone and his relationship with God.
It is likewise understandable that following closely
in the wake of that accomplishment would be moral
excellence as it applies to others. It is one thing for a
man to behave himself properly as it has to do with
himself. It is quite another thing to behave himself
properly as it pertains to his fellow man. A great vol
ume of New Testament teaching is instructing folks
how to get along acceptably with other people. We
may examine our lives. as they pertain to us. and
conclude that we are free from selfishness and self
interest. But the supreme test will come when other
people begin to enter the picture.
Here is an illustration. One may experience dis
appointment because some desired advancement did
not come as he had hoped it would. He may be able
to obtain satisfactory victory over the disappointment
until he discovers that someone else obtained the
position he desired. That is when he discovers that
he not only wanted the position. but he also did not
want someone else to have it and. perhaps. espe
cially not the particular individual who did obtain it.
True Christians who are free of self-interest are with
out partiality. They do not allow themselves to in
dulge in resentments nor unkind thinking. much less
unkind words and actions. It would be unthinkable
for the Christian to actually indulge in tactics that
would make the job more difficult for the other fel-
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low simply because he did not want him to have the
job in the first place. To contemplate such issues
brings us face to face with the scripture in Matthew
7: 12, "Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that
men should do to you, do ye even so to them:..." This
text made no room for individual characteristics, nor
did it make any provision for personal preferences.
It did not take into account prevailing social atti
tudes or opinions. All men are to be treated as we
would like to be treated ourselves without respect to
our personal likes or dislikes, or the attitudes and
opinions of others. This type of conduct will indeed
require a freedom from selfishness, for selfish pref
erence would not admit of such practicing. Think for
a moment what this implies when we consider it in
connection with the scripture of Matthew 7:3-5 where
he tells of the beam and mote. Self-interest, moti
vated by disappointment and resentment, when given
an opportunity, would be quick to slash, tear, hurt
and destroy. It would justify itself with the idea that,
"I did not think they should have this position in the
beginning; therefore, I am under no obligation to help
them succeed." It is a difficult task indeed to remove
a mote with an eye filled with a beam. True, selfless,
divine nature would lend all possible assistance to
ward the other fellow's success even though he is
succeeding in the very position I had hoped to fill
and when I know that he could not possibly succeed
without my assistance. Not only that, but divine grace
would enable that one to lend his assistance pleas
antly, graciously and even rejoice with the other fel
low in his achieved success.
In the household of faith we are admonished by
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the Word to "let each esteem other better than them
selves." All men are to be regarded as equal with us
but the brethren are to be regarded as "better." Think
for a moment what this implies when we project our
thought into heaven. There will be none but breth
ren in that clime; therefore, all are to be considered
better than ourselves.
Go to any or all of the various catalogs of unac
ceptable human indulgences listed in the New Tes
tament and note how many of them have to do with
us as we relate to others. Of the seventeen works of
the flesh cited in Galatians 5: 19-21 only four or five
would normally be thought of as being indulged in
by one individual alone. All the rest involve other
people some way or other. With this understanding
comes also the conviction that in our endeavors to
achieve moral excellence, we must conduct in such
a way that our fellows will be convinced and satis
fied with our accomplishment as well as ourselves.
(Matthew 5: 16.) Our fellow man has concepts of right
and wrong, the same as we do. If we would do justice
to him and his understanding, we must give some
consideration to his concepts as well as to our own.
(Romans 14: 14-16.) Christians need to practice rec
ognizing, accepting and treating every one of our fel
low beings with the dignity and respect that belongs
to them as fellow beings in our Lord's creation. Our
faithfully paying to them their due regard is what we
call "The Just." All who profess moral excellence may
reasonably be expected to be just in their dealings
with others. It has, for its prime objective, the well
being and happiness of others, and its reward is re
alized in Christian fellowship and brotherhood.
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Now, let us pick up the last thought of the pre
ceding topic. When our lives satisfy us and we feel
confident they please the Lord, then we are ready to
present them to our fellows for acceptance. No man
has the right to present his life, expecting it to be
accepted by others, until it is in complete accordance
with the teaching of the Word so far as he under
stands the teaching to be. No man has the right to
expect to be loved as a brother until he has presented
himself lovable as a brother from a Christian stand
point. This points up the necessity of some adminis
tered regulation in the Lord's Kingdom. The com
mands and requirements that I have obeyed have
brought me to a state and condition of acceptable
holiness. I may justly expect that the same com
mands, obeyed in my fellow man's life, will produce
results comparable to my own. If this be true, then,
when we meet we will recognize spontaneously the
corresponding results in each other, and we will feel
comfortable in brotherhood.
There is abundant reason why the divine Mind
so studiously instructs us in the matter of our rela
tionships with each other. Job in his trial asked,
"What is man, that thou shouldest magnify him? and
that thou shouldest set thine heart upon him?" Job
7: 17. Job was looking at and inquiring after a hu
man race that had been marred and defiled by the
contamination of sin. He perhaps had some percep
tion of what men were like in the beginning, and he
certainly possessed a working knowledge of what they
were in his day. His exclamation of his own life was,
"I loathe it; I would not live alway: let me alone; for
my days are vanity." Job 7:16. He saw no way for
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man to be restored to the lofty position he had held
before the fall. Without that position, man's life was
only vanity or emptiness. It accomplished nothing.
In Hebrews 2:6-8, the writer gives us this: "But
one in a certain place testified, saying, What is man,
that thou art mindful of him? or the son of man, that
thou visitest him? Thou madest him a little lower
than the angels; thou crownedst him with glory and
honour, and didst set him over the works of thy
hands: Thou hast put all things in subjection under
his feet. For in that he put all in subjection under
him, he left nothing that is not put under him...."
With this information at our disposal, our concept
begins to broaden. Glory and honor are abstract at
tributes that belong to beings who possess intelli
gence and will. These are the qualities that render a
man capable of determining the course of his own
conduct. When the choices he makes in life are noble
and virtuous, then he is worthy of the honor that
accompanies such sensible decisions. It provides for
him a degree of gloiy or recognition. Such prudence
is honored of the Lord, and a dignity and respect is
extended to the candidate who is performing so pru
dently. It demands the respect of all honest, intelli
gent beings. Sin warped and mutilated the judgments
and purity of man until his choices were no longer
virtuous. With unholy choices his conduct becomes
offensive, and so the dignity and honor that should
have been his is lost.
Here is another place where Christ becomes in
volved. In Hebrews 2:8 it is pointed out, "... But now
we see not yet all things put under him." It was re
ferring to fallen man, and the chief thing that was
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not under him was the sin nature he acquired at the
fall. The writer went on. "But we see Jesus, who was
made a little lower than the angels for the suffering
of death, crowned with glory and honour; that he by
the grace of God should taste death for every man.
For it became him, for whom are all things, and by
whom are all things, in bringing many sons unto
glory, to make the captain of their salvation perfect
through sufferings. For both he that sanctifieth and
they who are sanctified are all of one: for which cause
he is not ashamed to call them brethren."
Here we can clearly see that salvation's work was
designed and intended to bring fallen men back to a
state of moral chastity that would restore the glory
and honor that rightfully belongs to nobly perform
ing, intelligent beings. So thorough is the work until
the only begotten Son of God declares He is not
ashamed to own kinship with them. He calls them
His brethren and further points out that they are
made all of one in Him. But what is it that they are
all one of? Since Jesus is the Captain of the enter
prise, and the manifest Pattern for the whole, let us
consider Him first. In the text just cited in Hebrews
2:6-11, when it was referring to man and likewise
when it was referring to Jesus, it specifically stated
that both were crowned with glory and honor. These
are characteristics or attributes ·that are found in
beings who are of what we call higher intelligence.
These beings possess intellect and will, and they are
capable of perceiving and following the more noble
requirements of moral law. Conformity to moral law,
obedience to divine prescription, is the most honor
able life that any man can live. It is this kind of per-
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formance that provides for the performer what we
call a good name. He who wins a good name will
possess a degree, at least, of public acclaim or es
teem. Because of the moral virtue of noble living,
there comes a showing of merited respect and dig
nity. It brings recognition when lived to divine speci
fication, and it produces divine approval.
Glory is the acclaim, honor and distinction that
is extended by common consent to a commonly ac
cepted, worthy candidate. It supplies him with what
we term renown. Thus his meritorious living is a glory
to himself as well as others.
Jesus had already won acclaim and recognition
in His Father's presence before the world ever was.
Now, God "Hath in these last days spoken unto us
by his Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things,
by whom also he made the worlds; Who being the
brightness of his glory, and the express image of his
person, and upholding all things by the word of his
power, when he had by himself purged our sins, sat
down on the right hand of the Majesty on high." He
brews I :2-3. It was not in heaven where Jesus needed
to win acclaim; it was here on this earth, for here is
where the dignity and respect that belongs to intelli
gent beings had been destroyed. Jesus is the first
Being ever known to man who lived His entire lifespan
on this earth without ever once betraying the pre
scribed moral law of His Father's Kingdom. It won
for Him the acclaim, praise, honor and dignity of the
August Majesty on high. What greater merit than
that exists that could be obtained?
But let us keep in mind that Christ was not here
winning acclaim for Himself. He was here purchas-
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ing salvation for fallen men. It was by His faithfully
measuring to the requirements of divinely appointed
moral law that He became the Captain of our salva
tion. With this perception before us, we have no
trouble understanding why He would lead and in
struct us, as His constituents, into this same pat
tern of virtuous living. But there is more. It is not
only necessary that we, each one, be performing in
accordance with virtuous living; it is also imperative
that we all be performing together in accordance with
virtuous living. The text said He made us all of one,
Him and us together. Obviously He never intended
that His followers should be a multitude of unat
tached, unconforming, individualists, each going on
his own separate, independent way, paying no re
gard to anyone else. He said He made them all of
one. Now we can see why, when our experience
pleases us and we feel like it pleases Him, that we
are then ready to present it to our fellows for their
approval as well. This will be perhaps what we could
term the supreme test for the plan of salvation. One
of the very basics for deliverance from sin was that
before deliverance could take place we would have
to get rid of the self-life. Nearly all of selfs interest
involves other people. Then, of course, this will be
one of our greatest hurtles. We have previously ob
seived that we have very little trouble with self-in
terest when we are alone. Almost eveiyone gets along
all right with himself. It is when we begin to interact
with others that our problems begin to escalate.
The Captain of our salvation addressed the prob
lem straightforward and head-on. "Therefore all
things whatsoever ye would that men should do to
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you, do ye even so to them: for this is the law and
the prophets." Matthew 7:12. What is it that men
desire the most of all from their fellow man? It is the
dignity, honor and respect to which all men feel they
are entitled as intelligent. sensible, rational beings.
In our Christ we are able to observe self-dignity in
perfect example. There is a dignity, an honor, a re
spect that belongs to every individual who performs
nobly and virtuously. It is a recognition that is justly
and rightfully his, and he is entitled to accept and
enjoy it as his very own. The fact is, the time will
come as he walks with his Lord that he will have to
stand up and own what he has rightfully won through
Christ or else Satan will take it away from him. On
the other side of the ledger is the fact that this fac
tor, like all the rest of man's nature, is subject to the
influences of self-interest. When self alone is enter
tained in the heart, it will go beyond and demand
more praise, recognition or honor than it is right
fully due. It will seek credit which the life does not
merit and it will demand recognition when the per
formance does not testify of prudence. It seeks the
acclaim of renown without having worked the works
of renown. Thus our Captain was telling us, "Do not
present to your fellow man a loosely lived, carelessly
kept life, expecting his wholehearted acceptance and
acclaim any more than you would want him to do
you that way." This puts all of our Lord's subjects
under obligation to everyone else in His brotherhood
to live just as clean and pure before them as we want
them to live before us-our Lord included. When pro
fessed Christians cannot get along in Christian fel
lowship, it is a sure evidence that some self-interest
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is working somewhere. When we comprehend these
basics, then various Scripture begins to accentuate
in our understanding. "Finally, be ye all of one mind,
having compassion one of another, love as brethren,
be pitiful, be courteous." I Peter 3:8. "Fulfil ye my
joy, that ye be like-minded, having the same love,
being of one accord, of one mind. Let nothing be done
through strife or vainglory; but in lowliness of mind
let each esteem other better than themselves. Look
not every man on his own things, but every man also
on the things of others. Let this mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus: Who, being in the form of
God, thought it not robbery to be equal with God."
Philippians 2:2-5.
There are vital and fundamental requirements of
moral excellence that all are called on to observe and
obey, for they are divinely prescribed and divinely
required. There are other dimensions that seem to
come from personal concept, social requirement, etc.
Jesus expects us all to be just as lenient and toler
ant with our brethren as we want Him and them to
be with us. "Nay, much more those members of the
body, which seem to be more feeble, are necessary:
And those members of the body, which we think to
be less honourable, upon these we bestow more
abundant honour; and our uncomely parts have more
abundant comeliness. For our comely parts have no
need: but God hath tempered the body together, hav
ing given more abundant honour to that part which
lacked: That there should be no schism in the body;
but that the members should have the same care
one for another." I Corinthians 12:22-25.
The suggestion would present itself to our minds,
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"But if we extend such leniency and tolerance until
the very basics of moral requirement are undermined,
how can that be God's doing?" It is understood in
the giving of divine requirement that those who are
receiving divine provision are being provided the long
ing of their souls. This being the case, they will gladly
and willingly accept and measure to what they per
ceive is correct. This measuring may sometimes be a
struggle and require a span of time in order to
achieve. The apostle, in the text, is pleading for tol
erance until this normal growth process can have
time to function. That is an entirely different situa
tion than the one where folks are deliberately. know
ingly, intentionally performing beneath divine re
quirement. The Scripture instructs us. in such cases,
to have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness but rather reprove them. When there is
open and flagrant violation of the rudiments of moral
chastity and flat refusal to make any adjustment or
consider any admonition toward greater conformity,
then there comes a time of rejection. The mind of
Christ does not accept flagrant moral betrayal. It is
none of His. All men then, who honestly follow Christ
to all they know and understand, may justly expect
to find that same quality of moral performance emit
ting from their professed brethren. When this condi
tion exists, we automatically accept each other in
brotherhood. The individual who presents himself
for acceptance, whose life is not manifesting the re
sults of obeyed, divine instruction is damaging the
image the instruction was designed to portray. He
has diminished the dignity which the life should have
produced. He is not pleasing his Lord; therefore he
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need not be surprised when he encounters reluc
tance of acceptance among the brethren. Thus we
realize the critical importance of each individual ex
perience. My experience must not only be accept
able to me but to my brother as well if there is to be
brotherhood. The degree of confidence my brother is
able to invest in me will be gauged directly by the
quality of life which I present to him. Likewise the
confidence I place in him will be meted by the same
measure. This exchanged confidence is the sole ba
sis of Christian unity. Any factor that damages or
impedes that transaction weakens the unity of the
entire structure. Thus we can see that excess leniency
or excesses of fanaticism will either one destroy true
brotherhood, for neither of these portray the true
pattern of moral conduct.
In Matthew 12:25, we are informed that any
household or kingdom that is divided in its own ranks
against itself is proceeding toward collapse. Let us
note this lesson well: I have accepted my Lord and
Master and made Him the supreme Sovereign in my
heart and life. The requirements and regulations of
righteous living which He brought to earth and dem
onstrated to men, I have embraced and initiated into
function in my own life. Since I know of no other
who has ever advanced such a virtuous pattern of
living to humanity before, I may justly conclude that
He is the only Propagator of such virtuous living. If
all of this be true and valid, then I may reasonably
expect that any other candidate who receives the
same Author that I accepted will be introduced to
the same pattern of performance that I met. With
each of us accepting and practicing an identical set
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of regulations, then, of course, we would expect to
find the same pattern developing in our separate lives.
If such is not the case, then the laws are not uni
form nor universal, and they do not reflect the result
of intelligent design. The fact is, they are uniform in
character, requiring the same austere observation of
all who aspire to follow them. They are universal in
scope, requiring the same exacting commitment of
all men of all nationalities and generations. They do
indeed produce uniform results in all men's lives who
sincerely follow them. They are what makes the
Church of God, the Kingdom of God, the household
of faith, the body of the saints, a royal priesthood,
an holy nation, a peculiar people, zealous of good
works. They are one body in Christ, having been so
wrought in true holiness. They are filled so completely
with His likeness until they present to the world His
image. They are saturated with His divine love. Pro
duce an individual who cannot blend with this blood
washed throng and you will be looking at someone
who has failed somewhere to meet the requirements
of true holiness in his life. Not only is God's King
dom not divided, His subjects are commanded to have
no schism among them. (I Corinthians 12:25.) This
explains, then, how His subjects can be drawn from
all nations and His Kingdom made up of individuals
taken from the four points of the compass through
out the whole world. All generations will be repre
sented in the gathering and each one given the dig
nity, respect and recognition he rightly deserves.
These are they who have come up through great
tribulation, who have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb. These are they
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who have hated sin and its author. They are the ones
who have despised self and its corroding works and
who have received with gladness the invitation to
accept the pardon of their Lord and Master. They
have availed themselves of His grace and Spirit and
have ridded themselves of these other defiling influ
ences. They have fought the battle against wrong and
conquered until holiness reigns in them. They have
been willing to crucify self and put it to the cross
until it expired, no more to work its diabolical works
in them nor produce its destroying effects in their
lives. These are men who recognize spontaneously
this quality of character when they see it in others
for they have prayed, labored, struggled and battled
to perfect it in themselves so that others might be
able to receive them. Oh, my brethren, could we dare
to do less? May God help us to strive the harder, to
press the stronger, to persevere the more diligently
to uphold in dignity and respect the banner of that
blood-washed throng of which we are one. To dimin
ish these values is to betray that vast multitude who
have held them sacred through the ages, and such
betrayal would deny the plain teachings of our lov
ing Christ. Those who have lived and conducted
themselves in such a way until they have won the
respect and confidence of their fellows are what we
term "The Just."
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Holiness
When we pursue our quest for moral improve
ment to what we feel is its ultimate achievement, we
find that we have arrived at what we call holiness. If
such is the case, then to what have we come and
what may we expect to find now that we are here?
First of all, let us do some background thinking. Of
all the various, so-called religious systems offered to
humanity, only one presents a divine Being who de
clares himself "the Father " of the human race. He
does not offer Himself as a working part of what we
call nature; He declares Himself the Author of na
ture and the Maker of everything that nature em
braces, man included. (Isaiah 44:24.) Moreover, His
statement to us, given in what we accept as His in
spired Word, is that we were originally created in His
very image. (Genesis 1:26.) This means that as He
is, so in the beginning He designed men to be and
Isaiah 5: 16 pronounces Him a God who is holy. Man's
deviation at the beginning did nothing to change the
character of God. He was holy at the outset of cre
ation, He has remained holy throughout His entire
experience with man and He is holy yet today. He
will always be holy. In all of His contacts with man
that we have any record of at all back through the
ages, His consistent desire has been the restoration
of man back to the lofty plane man once held in His
image. The image man lost at the fall is not a physi
cal form; it is a moral likeness. It involves the pow
ers and influences that affect sane and intelligent
beings and cause them to be the kind of personali
ties they actually are. Since sin is what changed man
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from his original state, then of course, at the root of
the issue will emerge the elements of good and evil.
The Champion of all good, so far as men are con
cerned, is realized in Christ for He is presented to us
the only begotten of God, or, in other words, He is
the only Being known to man who has taken on the
same form and likeness that we possess and re
mained holy. He did no sin, the Word says, and no
guile was found in His mouth. (I Peter 2:22.) Obvi
ously, it was His refraining from sin and His practice
of no deceit that allowed Him to retain His Father's
divine image and remain holy in His Father's eyes
even though He was here in this present, evil world
that we know. All of His example and teaching to
men has been on how to regain our Father's lost
image and how to so conduct our lives that we main
tain that newly acquired image when we gain it. So
far as humanity is concerned, Christ is the 'True
Type," 'The Moral Ideal" in whom is found the apex
of moral attainment. He is the One who, after having
lived here upon this earth that is saturated with all
kinds of known sin, was still able to leave here un
touched and undefiled by that sin and be caught
back up to God in heaven. (Luke 23:46.) For Christ,
that means He entered this world in His Father's
likeness in holiness, and He never, one time, allowed
Himself to be defiled with the contaminating forces
of evil. Consequently, He could be received back to
His Father's dwelling for He had remained holy in all
of the transaction.
For man it means that just as soon as we volun
tarily commit known wrong, the purity of our inno
cency is defiled and we become another host for evil.
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We perish spiritually in trespasses and sins and are
separated from the influence of divine holiness. Our
voluntary, individual plea for mercy and forgiveness,
when we come in repentance, will touch the great
heart of our holy God, and He will hear and extend
the forgiveness we need. This provides for us a deliv
erance from the sin or defilement that we have ac
crued by voluntary wrongdoing. Then He sets about
immediately to instruct us in how to maintain that
forgiven, holy state so that we need not fall or revert
back to our formerly deftled, sinful condition. Let us
notice here in Rom 12: 1-2, "I beseech you therefore,
brethren, by the mercies of God, that ye present your
bodies a living sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God,
which is your reasonable service. And be not con
formed to this world: but be ye transformed by the
renewing of your mind, that ye may prove what is
that good, and acceptable, and perfect: will of God."
Our bodies are made holy in our forgiveness for sin
by virtue of the all-cleansing blood of Christ that was
shed as an atonement for our committed transgres
sion. It washed away our guilt and made us accept
able again at Father's throne. Now, He is inviting us
to bring our cleansed body and offer it voluntarily
and of our own accord to Him who is holy, vowing to
Him, with all of our heart, that by His proffered grace
we will keep and maintain in us that holy image He
has so graciously recreated in us when we were born
again. We make our solemn vow to Him that from
henceforth we will live holy as He is holy.
Then He turns to the opposite side of the ledger
and identifies exactly for us what will be necessary
in order for us to maintain this holy state. There is
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to be no conforming to this world whatever and even
the thinking patterns of our minds are to change so
that they will reflect the mind and will of our heav
enly Father. It is quite positively stated here that if
holiness is to remain in us, then the world and what
it has to offer must be laid aside from us and re
fused.
In this present, evil world is where the works of
the flesh are catered to and practiced, and where sin
and evil of every kind and description is cultivated.
Since we have all been victims of the fallen flesh, we
can understand how it is that "the world" seems to
encompass so much. Up until our conversion, the
world was all we had ever known. Little wonder He
told us that we would have to learn to do right. (Isaiah
1: 17.) The body presentation that we are to make
was to be acceptable to God. That means it is to be
holy, for nothing else is acceptable to Him. But true
holiness can only be realized where there is a total
absence of all known evil.
As we begin to pray, examine ourselves and elimi
nate that which is unacceptable before our Lord, we
become amazed at the depth to which evil has pen
etrated our lives. Jesus told us in His teaching, "Thou
shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy soul. and with all thy mind. This is the
first and great commandment." Matthew 22:37-38.
Obviously His divine understanding told Him that to
love the Lord and the holiness He embodies to any
lesser degree would not be sufficient to prompt us to
carry out the adjustments we would have to make in
our lives in order to be acceptable before the Father
of all holiness. It will be necessary, then, for all who
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aspire to be what our Lord would have them be, to
love Him and His divine ways more than they love
any other possibility that is offered them. That will
include, of course, all of the pleasures, influences
and ambitions that tend to tempt this present flesh
away from the virtue of true holiness.
Since sin has penetrated to evecy facet of our
human lives, so by the grace of our Lord, it will have
to be ferreted out and eliminated from our lives if we
would hope to remain holy. When we begin this pro
cess, we soon learn that it involves not only the com
mitting of acts with this body, but it has to do with
the attitudes, opinions, intentions and feelings as
well. True holiness covers the abstract or spiritual
side of man as well as the physical or fleshly side of
man. This fact is what prompts such Scripture as
this: "This I say then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil the lust of the flesh. For the flesh lusteth
against the Spirit, and the Spirit against the flesh:
and these are contrary- the one to the other: so that
ye cannot do the things that ye would." Galatians
5:16-17. In Galatians 5:24-25 we read this: "And they
that are Christ's have crucified the flesh with the
affections and lusts. If we live in the Spirit, let us
also walk in the Spirit."
Now we can see that real heart purity, genuine
holiness before our God. can only be obtained by a
complete and entire surrender of the self-life and the
self-will to the ways of His righteousness. We also
recognize that it has be�n His divine leading that
has brought us to this depth of spiritual understand
ing. As we continued to walk with Him we became
more and more aware of what it took to make us
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holy and what it would take to keep us holy. At His
request, we began to repent of our committed sins
and beg forgiveness and we began to correct the
wrongs that we knew we had done in our lives. His
guidance was leading us toward holiness of life and
His presence was there to help and encourage us in
our efforts to comply.
Now, let us notice for a moment the stability that
is found in holiness. True holiness will never betray
itself. It will not declare itself holy when it knows it is
practicing something that is morally wrong. It will
never indulge itself in deceit or half truths or dis
honesty of any kind, in any facet of human behavior,
when it is occupying the dedicated heart and life.
These practices and patterns of conduct are mani
festations of unholiness. It is our Lord who makes
known to us the path of right, and it is likewise our
Lord who supplies us the grace to do the right, but
the will to perform the right will always be the prod
uct of our own desire. We serve Him because we love
Him and want to pursue the paths of His holiness
for ourselves. One vecy accurate gauge we have that
indicates the fervency and sincerity of our service to
Him is this: How quickly and how thoroughly do we
move to make His known will for us effective in our
daily lives? When we recognize reluctance to comply
or a dilatocy stance in regard to promptness of obe
dience, we are observing a regression of our own sin
cerity and fervency. Our performance will soon be
gin to wane and decline.
The more we examine ourselves and our Lord the
more we become aware of the stark difference there
is between us and Him. We were conceived in sin
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and born in iniquity, which means that our natural
impulse will be toward the flesh and the fulfillment
· of its desires and pleasures. We will refuse and pro
test anything that conflicts with our own wants and
desires, and we will do everything we can to see our
own pleasure fulfilled. It is only as we come to value
and respect the ways of righteousness more than we
desire the satisfaction of the flesh that we become
willing to voluntarily turn from the one to the other.
Unless and until we come to that place, we will never
acquire the beauty of holiness. But such progres
sion from the one to the other is not the result of
human endeavor alone. The Word says, "For by grace
are ye saved through faith; and that not of your
selves: it is the gift of God: Not of works, lest any
man should boast." Ephesians 2:8-9.
This means, then, that if any mortal would walk
in true holiness, he must have and maintain a close,
effective, working relationship with his Lord and
Master. Such intimate relationship with the Lord will
set a man apart from this present, evil world and all
it has to offer, for this world is polluted and satu
rated with that which caters to and satisfies the lusts,
pleasures and desires of the flesh. All of this is easy
to read in words and think in thoughts but the real
magnitude of it reveals itself when we recognize it in
actual function in human life. Jesus told those of
His day that their righteousness must exceed that of
others who were professing around them. (Matthew
5:20.) When we search the reason why He told them
such as that, then we can see that the same reasons
that made superior performance necessary for them
apply to us yet today. By the grace that He supplies.
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His own, He may justly expect a performance of moral
virtue that exceeds anything else that can be pro
duced by humanity alone. I John 2: 15 instructs us,
"Love not the world, neither the things that are in
the world. If any man love the world, the love of the
Father is not in him... Thus we are able to see how
pronounced is the contrast between these two moral
elements and what the effect would be if we attempt
to mix the two, No man can remain holy and at the
same time tolerate and entertain elements of known
unholiness in his own life. Hear again the Word of
the Lord: "No man can serve two masters: for either
he will hate the one, and love the other; or else he
will hold to the one, and despise the other. Ye cannot
serve God and mammon... Matthew 6:24. It becomes
obvious, now, that for anyone to walk the way of true
holiness will require that he put evecything else aside
that might hinder that holy walk.
As for the matter of our personal inclinations,
only a glance will convince us that to yield to them
will only open the door to our old self-life and its
natural impulses. But the temptation, nevertheless,
does come, and the battle against them is real and
very personal. Our Lord met the battle in a very real
sense in the Garden of Gethsemane, and it was no
easy struggle. It did, in fact, produce sweat as it were
great drops of blood. It produced agony of soul and
required dying out to self in order to take the posi
tion He took and make the decisions He made. The
final report that He made of the struggle to His Fa
ther was, "...Nevertheless not what I will, but what
thou wilt ... Mark 14:36. This surrender that He made
emphasizes for us more acutely the total and com-
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plete submission of our Lord to what He knew was
heaven's will for Him, even though His own personal
preference would have been otherwise.
This performance portrays for us very vividly the
absoluteness of His dedication to the principles of
divine truth and right and His willingness to follow
the prompting of divine intelligence that was bidding
Him obey what He knew was proper. But the matter
did not end with Him. Those who were there and
who embraced His doctrine for themselves found it
necessary to separate from this present, evil world
and to maintain a complete and absolute separation
from the world and all of its influence the same as
He did. As they did that, the world became increas
ingly antagonistic and even belligerent toward them.
The account of Stephen in the first part of the book
of Acts depicts the same dedication that our Christ
portrayed. But his was only a beginning. Subsequent
history is overflowing with accounts of men by the
multitudes who have found and dedicated themselves
to these same principles of truth and holiness and
who, after having found them, would rather perish
physically than to allow them to depart from their
personal lives. They are what we call martyrs for the
faith. But we must realize that the same identical
dedication to truth and right that they embraced,
along with the same rejection and conquering of the
flesh and the world that they achieved, must be re
alized in us of today if we are to have any hope of
becoming a part of that blood-washed throng in eter
nity where they are.
It is in the facing and conquering of these un
wanted, soul-defiling elements that the battle for
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truth and right is fought in human lives. Every man
must recognize and conquer sin as it applies to him
and his own life, and, the Word tells us, every man
has his own besetting sin. (Hebrews 12:1.) In other
words there is something in every individual heart
that, without the grace of God, he will never be able
to overcome. This is the reason our Lord is willing to
play an active part in every individual's salvation. It
is also why morality alone is unable to propel a soul
into the holiness of heaven.
As we noticed previously. divine holiness covers
every facet of human existence, which means the
spiritual or abstract side as well as the physical or
fleshly side. We also discover that the fleshly, physi
cal side is subordinate to and controlled by the ab
stract or spiritual side. It is the spiritual side where
values are formed, where preferences are forged and
where decisions are made. Thus the Word tells us:
"Either make the tree good, and his fruit good; or
else make the tree corrupt, and his fruit corrupt: for
the tree is known by his fruit. 0 generation of vipers,
how can ye, being evil, speak good things? for out of
the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh. A
good man out of the good treasure of the heart
bringeth forth good things: and an evil man out of
the evil treasure brtngeth forth evil things." Matthew
12:33-35. This makes it very plain indeed that the
quality of fruit brought forth by the body is a direct
result of the values and preferences of that individual
heart. When the heart is fully and completely yielded
and submitted to the ways of holiness because holi
ness is what it loves, the conduct of that life will
faithfully reflect the ways of moral excellence. It is
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just as plainly stated here that it is a virtual impos
sibility for moral excellence to emit from any life which
does not possess that virtuous attitude and condi
tion of heart.
For the honest man who is sincerely seeking to
please his Lord and Master, the Word offers guide
lines. "Now the works of the flesh are manifest, which
are these; Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, las
civiousness, Idolatry, witchcraft, hatred, variance,
emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies,
Envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings, and
such like: of the which I tell you before, as I have
also told you in time past, that they which do such
things shall not inherit the kingdom of God. But the
fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, longsuffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, Meekness, temperance:
against such there is no law. And they that are
Christ's have crucified the flesh with the affections
and lusts." Galatians 5:19-24. Jesus stated in the
Word previously given that it is by the manifest fruit
that the ruling influence of every life may be identi
fied.
Now, we can see that holiness is not merely a
characteristic found in a virtue listing; it is the em
bodiment of all moral virtues blended into one func
tioning, performing entity. That quality of virtuous
living will be accepted at the throne on high for it
constitutes holiness. This caliber of holiness will al
ways run true to character, or, in other words, it will
always be true to itself, for no matter what situation
or condition of life it may encounter, it will still per
form in holiness. The life which loves holiness enough
to perform to this degree of intensity will give up life
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itself before it will betray the holiness it loves. Any
candid mind can see, now, that this quality of moral
performance is what our Maker and Savior has de
signed and intended for all of those who love to fol
low Him. These are the possibilities that have been
offered to all generations of the past, and they are
still being offered to all nationalities of men yet to
day. They may be justly termed, then, a universal
law, for wherever they go they will call for conformity
from all who perceive them.
We have observed a bit of the scope that holiness
covers; now let us observe briefly some of the depth
to which it penetrates. Perhaps our first conscious
perception of influence that affects us along these
lines comes when we recognize the element of basic
honesty. We observed some of how that would affect
a human life; now let us inquire some into the result
produced when honesty is combined with holiness
in the pursuit of moral virtue. The Word has said
that one would chase a thousand and two would put
ten thousand to flight. If such be true, then we could
expect to see some dramatic results proceeding from
this compound effort. All men will expect a holy man
to be truthful but a true holy man will tell the truth
even if he knows it will send him to prison. He will
perform in accordance with truth even if no one else
in the world knows what the actual truth is but him
self. He will be honest with what he believes to be
true regardless of what the consequence may be. He
will not steal food even if he is starving. He will not
steal clothing even if he is freezing. He will not know
ingly misrepresent a truth for any consideration. He
will make every possible effort, at his command, to
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make his word good when he has made a commit
ment to his fellow man. He will not speak unkindly
of another though he has been abused by that one.
He will not seek to retaliate though he has been done
grossly wrong. He will continue to love and do good
to others even when they present nothing at all lov
able to him. He will do good to them even when they
are doing bad to him, and he will not murmur and
complain of the treatment. Go on down the list and
we discover that in each case we find the holy man
performing over and beyond human expectation. This
is the doctrine that astonished men of old when they
heard it from the lips of Christ, for they had never
encountered anything like it before. (Matthew 7:2829 and Matthew 22:33.) James 2:10 tells us that
though we keep the whole law, yet if we offend in
one point we are guilty of all. One may be ever so
truthful and faithful to be honest, but if when some
thing does not go just right he gets ugly in action
and abusive in speaking, he is not manifesting an
example of true holiness. (I John 3:17-18.) This prac
tice of consistent, holy living is what makes God's
people a peculiar people for they are zealous of good
works. (Titus 2:13-14.)
There are, however, issues of moral worth which
touch all men's lives, of all generations, which are
not so easily identified or defined. Part, at least, of
the problem may be geographic, some may be social,
some may involve generation influence, but the uni
versal gospel is still sufficient to cover all of this. He
did not and does not regiment His subjects into cos
tume or uniform nor confine them to any certain color
or pattern. He does require them all, regardless of
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what generation or society they may find themselves
in, to clothe themselves in modest apparel with
shamefacedness and sobriety. They are not only to
present themselves decently covered, but they are
also to be void of the pomp and fashion that denotes
the pride of their current society. We are commanded
to be not of the world. This also establishes a pat
tern.
The world is to be avoided, action by action, item
by item, step by step, but we are also to avoid its
"tone," its pattern, its current, its spirit if you will.
Fashions of the world can and do change, but the
true child of God, seeking holiness in his life, will
not allow worldly fluctuations to sway him from his
purpose. God did not specify dress lengths nor ma
terial consistency. Yet, nearly every one who is in
fringing on these requirements is aware of their in
fringement and feel uncomfortable before the Lord.
Somehow we know when our clothing is too reveal
ing, or patterned in such a way until it is not shame
faced, or worn in such a manner that it is sugges
tive. All of these various practices, along with many
others that could be added, are violating the law of
holiness. It is also noteworthy that such devious con
duct is violating the principle of honesty. If we can
not honestly say, before our Lord, that our conduct
is pleasing to Him, we betray our own honesty to go
ahead and declare it acceptable because that is the
way we want it to be.
Since the Scripture does not specify certain pat
terns, certain consistency. certain color, etc., men
are prone to declare the option open and left up to
personal preference, but such is not the case either.
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Clothes that are revealing spring from and cater to
the lusts of the flesh. All of such indulgence will mar
the image of holiness in that life. Remember, God
will not accept a blemished sacrifice at His altar. It is
great folly to attempt to thwart the requirement of
the principles of holiness on the basis of some tech
nicality. One may stoutly protest, "This brother says
my dress length is satisfactory and this sister fmds
no fault with my clothing." But when the individual
himself is aware that, in certain positions, under
some circumstances, the body is not sufficiently cov
ered and indecency is being displayed, then they must
know that they are violating the law of holiness as it
applies to them. It will make no difference what oth
ers may say. We have already obseived that holiness
is a pattern of consistent holy living. One careless or
thoughtless moment can cast a shadow upon the
entire holy image we seek to build that could mar
that image for years to come or even for eternity.
In the assessment and evaluation of such issues
there are various features that need to be given con
sideration. In the clothing issue again, one of our
prime objectives is the covering of the body. The rea
son for this necessity is because of the strong and
uncontrollable influences of the flesh. Remember
David's experience? He was a man after God's own
heart, but he had no Holy Ghost to give him super
natural power; consequently, the flesh was able to
overcome him. Men today have no such excuse, but
they are still commanded not to tempt God.
In the Eden state, where Adam and Eve first dwelt,
they associated freely in a nude condition without
any condemnation, for they were innocent. Their
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thoughts were holy for they possessed no self-moti
vation. They needed no protection from fleshly car
nality for they were not carnal. In fact, their rela
tionship was pure and unselfish, insomuch that the
Lord instructed them to multiply. We would have
thought that function a spontaneous reaction, need
ing no prompting, until we realize that they were not
motivated by fleshly desire. There was nothing un
holy about the relationship in that original setting.
Immediately, upon the transgression, all of this in
nocence changed. The first realization they had was
that they were nude, and that seemed to be their
greatest concern of the moment. Because of the over
powering drives they were experiencing within them
selves toward each other, they fashioned aprons of
leaves for themselves in an effort to shield themselves
from this awful, consuming influence.
Sexual satisfaction is certainly one, and quite
possibly the most prominent, of the drives of the flesh.
It is also one that demonstrates, perhaps, the most
prominent self-drive. Likewise, it pleads loudest and
longest for fleshly fulfillment. That the Scripture was
correct in its instruction toward decency is readily
verified when we realize that every civilization that
has fallen to decay, of which we have any record,
started down that path of regression by prominently
indulging itself indecently sexually. It will, does and
has regressed to the point that parents will even ex
ploit their own children sexually to satisfy their own
selfish, fleshly lusts. Decency, in shamefacedness and
sobriety, presents itself an effective barrier and
suppressant against this tidal wave of fleshly lust.
The more people will adhere to the laws of decency,
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the less of the degradation of fleshly deftlement they
will have to endure.
In the Eden state people were pure because of
their innocence, but with the coming of the fall and
self-prominence, the exposing of the body became a
shameful thing, to be avoided. Shame, remember, is
the result of indulgence in those activities that lower
one in his own eyes and in the eyes of others, God
included. The discovery of the mysteries of the hu
man body is an experience to be shared by a man
and a woman alone and only then after suitable vows
and commitments have been made to each other
before the Lord. Those commitments are to be made
for life and honored accordingly. It is shameful and
morally wrong to share the secrets of a married rela
tionship with others outside the marriage bond. What
a striking contrast this presents to what we see on
every hand today where people, married and unmar
ried alike, go about with such scanty clothing until
there is scarcely anything secret any longer. What a
shame and disgrace to the world, much less to those
professing godliness. Certainly anyone honestly seek
ing would not hesitate to decry the practice as unac
ceptable and defiling. If this be true, then it seems
indeed strange why it is so difficult for some to add
some to their dress length or select material of a
heavier consistency.
Decency was not given as a sort of obstacle course
to see if we could meet the requirements for heaven;
it was given for a defense and protection against the
ravages of depraved human nature. When we expose
ourselves negligently, carelessly, or purposely we are
openly inviting an accosting from the depraved world,
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for they are constantly on the alert for just such open
ings. To actively and knowingly encourage or give
permission to such indulgence will result in a blem
ish on our own image of holiness. We may be keep
ing the pattern act by act, requirement by require
ment, but be losing out to the overall current about
us. Certainly, anyone honestly seeking the way of
right would readily agree that such practice would
not be acceptable.
This matter of body covering, although it is im
portant, is not the only factor to be considered in the
matter of clothing. There may be an abundant suffi
ciency of material utilized until the body is gener
ously covered, but the patterns and accompanying
frills and decorations may be such until the image of
holiness is still marred, not because of the lust of
the flesh but because of the pride of the flesh. Either
of these will deflect the triumph of holiness. The pur
pose is different, the motive is different, the method
is different, but the end result is the same-a ruined
holiness. Without that holiness, men forfeit their re
lationship with God.
We realize, then, that Satan, our adversary, is
not above using any issue, or even combination of
issues in a compound application, if it will assist him
in his efforts to defeat us. Notice some of the various
applications of this one issue. We are to be aware of
our clothing and be sure that it is sufficient to cover
our nudity. No man can be holy and expose himself
promiscuously. As well as sufficient, it must also be
adequate. That is, it must be of such consistency in
substance and body until it will properly clothe the
body in decency. The covering must be more than a
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token gesture; it must fill the present need. Since
the teaching of holiness is temperance, we would not
expect to fmd a costume that is gaudy or outlandish
or extremely unusual. All of such is used to gather
attention to oneself. Temperate people ought not be
found involved in any extremity. Such abstinence
will include many of the fads of the world.
To be in keeping with the way of holiness, the
clothing would be fashioned and worn in such a way
that it would positively and unquestionably distin
guish between the male and female genders. God
made a clear and distinct demarcation between the
sexes, and He positively commands that each keep
its respective place. The clothing was to assist in this
identification. "The woman shall not wear that which
pertaineth unto a man, neither shall a man put on a
woman's garment: for all that do so are abomination
unto the Lord thy God." Deuteronomy 22:5. God did
not initiate, nor does He sanction, unisex. After the
clothing has been given all of these various consid
erations and been approved, it can still be worn or
put on display in such a fashion that it will destroy
all the virtuous potential built into it. A toss of the
head, a flash of the eye, the tone of a laugh, any of
these, and a great many more that could be listed,
will be sufficient to tell anyone who is alert that what
they are seeing is merely a costume to be seen and
veiy little more.
It is a fruitless and frustrating effort to attempt
to enforce moral law by physical means. The apostle ,�
recognized this in the Corinthian letter and outlined
it clearly. (I Corinthians 3:1-13.) There is a vast dif
ference between leading folks to light and attempt-
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ing to get folks to measure to light already perceived.
Some folks seem satisfied to build with wood, hay or
stubble even though this is all combustible material
that will surely perish. Again we say, men are saved
only because they want to be saved more than any
thing else in the world.
We may ask ourselves what a discussion of cloth
ing has to do with moral concept and application
until we realize that religious morality is not dictated
by feelings or desires; it is guided by the prescribed
Word of God. When the expression of the divine mind
is revealed to us it will always lead us in the paths of
righteousness because, the Word says, all of His
things are done in righteousness. To pursue in an
other course when we already know what His mind
and will is for us will automatically lead us away
from the good, the true, the holy. The expression of
the divine mind is clear and distinct in the matter of
clothing, as has been discussed. To develop a senti
ment or feeling that opposes or conflicts with that
revelation can only lead to trouble in moral pursuit.
The discussion of clothing is but one facet of moral
pursuit, and we have used it here as an example of
the multitude of details and complexities involved in
virtuous living. The same details appear in every seg
ment of virtuous endeavor. In our business life, our
family life, our religious life, as we associate with
others, they all involve the same basic rules and will
reflect the diligence and sincerity we invest in them.
It is when we realize this that we recognize that the
honor and respect or the shame and contempt we
extend to ourselves and our fellows is derived from
the manner and feivency of attention we pay to the
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various details of virtue. Real good is more than ca
sual virtue. It is good carried out in minute detail to
every facet of our lives. He who performs such, we
regard as honorable. He who performs less when he
could have done better. we regard with contempt.
Holiness has. for its objective, heart purity be
fore God. It realizes its fulfillment in what we call
saintliness. It fmds its achievement in rendering to
the God and Father of the universe that which is His
just due. Thus we are able to observe and identify
moral good in some of its various applications. As it
applies to the individual himself, it is termed virtue.
As it applies to the individual and his relationships
with other men, it is termed "The Just." As it applies
to the individual and his relationship with God, it is
termed piety or saintliness.
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The first place we would expect to find moral law
·in function is in that realm where moral law stands
supreme. The gospel, which provides the handbook
of instruction for true religious morality, tells us in I
Corinthians 9:14, "Even so hath the Lord ordained
that they which preach the gospel should live of the
gospel." God Himself is the only One we have any
knowledge of who has ever offered to humanity a
program of what we regard as religion that directs
the souls of men into higher moral concepts. Since
He is the Propagator of such concept, then we could,
according to His own declaration, expect to find Him
practicing the provisions of His presented gospel. The
old Levitical law was provided for and administered
to the Hebrew nation exclusively, but when the Christ
came, the greatest preacher of righteousness this
world has ever known, He extended the program to
include all of humanity. It is by diligent study on
man's part, accompanied by a willingness to instruct
on God's part, that we are able to comprehend and
discern the true working of moral function. Christ
came to this world offering Himself as "The Word"
demonstrated in the flesh. The doctrine He taught
was personified in the life He lived. He reminded us
repeatedly that the life He lived corresponded exactly
with the life His Father in heaven was living. We must
know then, that the life He is inviting us to live is
identical to what is lived in that divine realm. When
we examine the precepts presented in the gospel,
then we can identlfy·moral requirement as it affects
intelligent beings in that heavenly realm. I John 3:17
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reads like this: "But whoso hath this world's good,
and seeth his brother have need, and shutteth up
his bowels of compassion from him, how dwelleth
the love of God in him?" We are quick to discern that
sharing is what is expected of holy men, but let us
project for a moment this same principle into the
realm where God abides: If He indeed be the only
fountain of life and the source from which all life
comes, then how could He sit casually by and watch
fallen man perish because of sin that we are power
less to avoid and unable to prevent? It is true that a
great many men are satisfied and contented to have
things just as they are, but what of the few who would
be glad to have it otherwise if they only knew how
and were able. It is this number, meager as it is as
compared to the whole of humanity, that prompted
our Lord into action in our behalf. This is the very
process we wish to notice and consider. For God to
observe and ignore our need, when He had abun
dance to fill our need, would have been morally
wrong. God does no wrong; therefore, He responded
to our appeal and provided a means for our escape.
Justice would exert no such pressure, for justice
demands only its own fulfillment. Justice states that
the soul that sinneth, it shall die and men en masse
were perishing spiritually because of sin. Therefore,
justice was being satisfied. But what of the law of
love, of compassion, of pity, of well-doing? It is mercy,
not justice, that provides redemption and deliver
ance from sin for man. These are the influences liv
ing and working in the heavenly family and that
brought forth results in our behalf, unworthy as we
were. He took of His abundance to supply our need
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because that is what true righteousness will do.
Notice the pattern the process follows. God was
touched and responded because it was the right thing
to do, and it would have been ignoble and selfish for
Him to have done otherwise. His own Word says,
''Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men
should do to you, do ye even so to them: ..." Matthew
7: 12. Thus, we can see that the heavenly family per
forms in perfect accordance with true divine nature.
This divine disposition, when it enters man, leaves
those who possess it feeling likewise constrained to
perform according to the dictate of true holiness.
This is what makes God righteous, the perfor
mance of moral duty He carried out under the du
ress of no pressure other than His own willingness
and desire to perform in accordance with right. We
can see, then, that God's performance is not a forced
submission at all but a consented to action entered
into with the full permission and cooperation of His
personal will? He performs as He does because He
wants to perform as He does, for that is the path of
right. The issue is twofold. It involves not only what
is the way of duty toward others, but also,. what is
the proper way to perform in order to keep the way
of holiness for the performer. It is, then, a self-im
posed and self-implemented performance, deliber
ately and intentionally indulged in, with its chief
purpose and aim being the fulfillment of the require
ment of heavenly virtue in the candidate perform
ing. This is the way it operates in the heavenly realm
where the Father and His Son dwell, and this is the
pattern the Son brought to earth and taught to us.
We recognize these same identical precepts operat-
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ing in us when we realize ourselves being prompted
away from the vile, baser side of ourselves and to
·ward the noble, the pure, the good. We are prompted,
through the avenue of our higher intelligence, to
ward the right, and we recognize that if we would
possess the virtue we can perceive in Him, we must
follow the instruction perceived virtue supplies. When
we desire that quality of character badly enough, then
its requirement becomes our command and we yield
ourselves to its stipulation because we desire the
effects it produces in our lives. Now we can see that
moral law does not constrain the will nor does it force
anyone to perform contrary to his own preference. It
accepts and rewards only consented to, voluntary
service that is performed with the singular purpose
in mind of obtaining moral virtue. It becomes quite
obvious that true moral virtue establishes its own
demands and provides its own requirements, but the
quality of moral life realized will hinge directly on
the fervency and sincerity of the being who is pur
porting to perform.
We will do well to pause and examine these two
working forces of fervency and sincerity before we
proceed further. These are abstract forces that de
mand something more than mechanical function
such as the performing of action. Sincerity has to do
with honesty of intent and genuineness of purpose.
Fervency is closely associated with diligence and zeal
in offered performance. Both of these demand vol
untary, personal response and contribution from the
candidate performing. There must be a conscious
act of the will and a deliberate exertion of personal
perseverance in order for either of these to reach the
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degree of intensity they will need if they are to achieve
moral virtue.
But these forces are not called on nor expected
to stand alone in intelligent beings. Let us notice this
process working in our heavenly Father: "The Lord
hath appeared of old unto me, saying, Yea, I have
loved thee with an everlasting love: therefore with
lovingkindness have I drawn thee." Jeremiah 31:3.
(See Isaiah 43:1-7.) This element of personal affec
tion obviously greatly compounds and enhances both
sincerity and fervency and contributes to a willing
ness to perform in the individual who is doing the
loving. It is true in God, and He has pointed it out to
us as a necessary ingredient in us if we would be
like Him. Notice His words: "If a man love me, he will
keep my words: and my Father will love him, and we
will come unto him, and make our abode with him.
He that loveth me not keepeth not my sayings:... "
John 14:23-24. Now we can see that without a per
sonal, individual love of his own for our Lord and
His virtuous ways, no man will be able, or even much
interested in, those ways.
Virtue does indeed provide its own guidelines for
all to follow, but in its application every individual
becomes his own enforcer. Every man performs in
righteousness in direct proportion to what he is will
ing to perform. Only the Master above can know for
sure exactly how much moral concept every indi
vidual possesses and so, of course, only He would
know exactly how much everyone could be justly held
responsible to obey. Individual knowledge and per
sonal willingness will both have bearing on the ex
tent and quality of moral accomplishment in every
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human. For the honest and sincere seeker of real,
moral excellence, the requirement of moral virtue
becomes his law and he feels himself duty-bound to
perform in accordance with what he perceives. This
is also a commonly accepted principle recognized by
all men, saved and unsaved alike, who possess suf
ficient intelligence to comprehend the demands of
moral requirement. While they may not conform to
nor practice what moral requirement would demand
of them, yet, they will be quick to identify and expect
such virtuous performance from evecyone else to
ward themselves. So common to human mentality
are these basic concepts of expected, acceptable
moral behavior until they could be safely classified
as a universal law. They are what we term the law of
duty for we feel all men should feel themselves obli
gated to observe them.
Because penalty against sin is not executed just
as soon as the sin is committed does not mean at all
that men will not reap the. ultimate penalty for sin.
The reaping may not be immediate; indeed, it may
seem prolonged and the misecy and grief that ac
companies it may be awesome to behold, but at the
appointed time the reaping will begin and its magni
tude is appalling. II Corinthians 5: I 0, "For we must
all appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that
evecy one may receive the things done in his body,
according to that he hath done, whether it be good
or bad." Some have thought to defeat this proclama
tion of Scripture by ordering their physical remains
cremated and the ashes scattered in some remote
place or by having their remains committed to the
depth of the sea, etc., but it is not his physical form
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that will be called to the judgment, it is the soul, the
inner man.
While the principles and requirements of moral
duty are discernable and become obvious in the
broader, overall application, yet in the more detailed
avenues of everyday life they take on an intimate
dimension and produce profound effect in the indi
vidual performer.
Now let us give some consideration to the force,
impulse or influence that imposes upon us a feeling
of obligation to perform as holiness would prescribe.
In other words, what is it that would hold a man to
tell the truth even when he knows it will send him to
prison? What is it that will cause a man to refuse to
deny his Christ when he knows it will send him to
the torture chamber? What is it that will cause a
man to give up his job, relocate his household, rear
range his life, all so that he may preach the gospel to
a congregation? What is it that prompts a man to
say, "Praise the Lord," when he is blessed in a good
meeting? Whatever the force is, it may correctly be
termed a law, for it exerts its influence on every indi
vidual who will pursue the path of right. In order to
accomplish what is right, we feel it necessruy to do
the right simply because it is right and for no other
reason. We regard the feeling of compulsion we ex
perience as being the requirement of duty, for we
feel morally obligated to comply. It is a constraint,
yet a moral constraint. It imposes a feeling of obliga
tion, yet, it does not impose on the will. This is in
deed its distinguishing characteristic. Social con
straint is derived from the circumstances about us
and is imposed by force upon us. It dominates the
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will. For example, civil law is legislated into being by
a surrounding society and is enforced by those ap
pointed to fill that task. A violation of civil law will
bring an enforcing agency down upon us, and they
will cany us off to jail irrespective of our will in the
matter. On the other hand, we find the law of duty a
moral constraint which imposes a feeling of obliga
tion to do the right, but the option of action is al
ways left up to the individual who is feeling duty
bound to obey. He realizes that obedience to his feel
ing of obligation would be the proper thing to do, but
the actual performing of action will occur only with
the consent of his own will. He will perform only if he
wants to perform. Thus a man may be justly mea
sured in the area of his integrity by the actions which
he finally produces, for he does only that which he is
willing to do. We must know then, that man is judged
both on what he has done and what he has left un
done that should have been done morally. What moral
law actually does is to constrain the reason or intel
lect of man without violating the liberty of the hu
man will. Reason tells us that the action ought to be
taken and the feeling of necessity we have within us,
which urges us to perform the action, is what we
term moral obligation. When we say the performing
of right is obligatory, what we are actually saying is
we consider ourselves held to do it without being
forced to do it. When we feel pressured from an out
side source to perform, we feel our own individual
rights have been violated, for obligation has been laid
upon us while our own concepts of right and wrong
have been ignored in the matter. This is why it is
impossible to legislate moral law. True religious moral
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law was instituted and delivered by the hand of the
divine, and it cannot be humanly manipulated. Any
attempt at such will finally remove the manipulator
away from true virtue. Remember the scripture: "It
is not in man that walketh to direct his steps." No
man is able to direct his own way, nor is he anymore
capable of directing someone else's way. God-given
moral law prescribes its own requirements, imposes
its own constraint to obedience, judges the quality
of offered performance and provides its own rewards
and penalties, all in accordance with its own pre
scribed mandates. Man is involved in the process
when he perceives what the law requires as it per
tains to him. He is likewise judged by how he per
forms in his handling of what he perceives to be right.
Moral perception is a concept which no man can
avoid. Notice the proclamation of scripture: "That was
the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh
into the world." John 1 :9. Now, we can see that ev
ery man is introduced to moral law but no man is
forced to comply with moral law. Every man will rec
ognize what he had ought to do, yet, every man is
also free to do what he chooses to do. The constraint
of moral law is never anything more than a feeling of
obligation to perform moral duty. Thus Jesus said,
"Behold, I stand at the door, and knock: if any man
hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to
him, ..." Revelation 3:20. True virtuous performance,
then, is the voluntary and willing practice of what is
known to be right. Our obligation to what we feel is
right must voluntarily be performed and so we could
justly defme it as an obligation consented to.
Duty presents itself in a twofold character: It is
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absolute and it is universal. To term duty as abso
lute is to recognize that it imposes its obligations
without regard for our desires or wishes, our pas
sions or our interests. We can readily see why when
we realize that our desires and passions are the at
tributes of a self-life? The processes we have been
studying have revealed to us that, in order to achieve
a state of holiness, all carnal, self-interest must be
laid aside in preference to the virtuous, the pure,
the noble. If this be indeed true, then holiness need
not exert its requirements with regard for selfish in
terests, for they are gone. A holy life will be conse
crated to a holy God, and the prime interest and con
cern of that life will be to perform God's holy will.
The feeling of duty will be in that direction, and no
self-interest of our own will be given any consider
ation in the matter. We may recognize the influence
of true and honest moral obligation as opposed to
self-interested manipulation by the goals they each
seek to achieve. The patterns that self-interest will
follow are those actions which are deliberately cal
culated to produce a self-interested result. In other
words, they are little more than a means to a certain
end with the chief aim being what the individual con
siders desirable. True moral obligation will perform
with no other thought or intent of heart but to carry
out and promote the divine will of our heavenly Fa
ther. It will look only to Him for its rewards and
renumerations, and the satisfaction of the divine Will
is its greatest aim and desire.
Thus the man who goes forth to preach the gos
pel, whose primary interest is the applause of the
people, will engage himself in those activities that
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will most likely make him popular and well accepted
by the crowd. The man who is interested in his bank
account will concentrate on those themes and ac
tions that will be likely to add to his own affluence.
Regardless of the interest and whatever the approach,
the pattern remains the same. Self-interest will pur
sue a means to an end, and the end is always per
sonal satisfaction. True, honest and holy men of God
need always be aware, alert and on guard that no
such influence overtake them. Such dedicated, holy
men will accept the message the Lord gives and will
deliver it in faithfulness even if they know that it will
not be well accepted by the listeners. They will not
be greatly affected by acceptance or rejection, which
ever the case may be. They are not working for them
selves, nor the people, but for the heavenly Master.
The law of duty on the other hand, when accepted
in honesty and carried out according to divine in
tent, accomplishes its own purposes. Duty is the
prompting that leaves one feeling obligated to per
form what he knows to be right. When duty is per
formed by the holy man, it will always be in accor
dance with the character of holiness. Holy attributes
will be its manifested complexion. This law of duty is
what constrains the honest man to tell the truth even
if it will injure him? This is likewise the same influ
ence that touches the heart of a man and constrains
him to the work of the Lord. In Luke 3: 11 we are told
of this type of constraint. "He answereth and saith
unto them, He that hath two coats, let him impart to
him that hath none; and he that hath meat, let him
do likewise." James 2:15-16: "If a brother or sister
be naked, and destitute of daily food, And one of you
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say unto them, Depart in peace, be ye warmed and
ftlled; notwithstanding ye give them not those things
which are needful to the body; what doth it profit?"
II Kings 7:9 tells of the lepers in the Syrian camp
and of the duty they felt upon them to go and tell
their brothers of the good news of abundance. Acts
16:9-10 tells of a vision the apostle beheld in which
one was urging him to come to Macedonia and preach
to them. It left such a feeling of duty upon him until
he immediately began making preparations to de
part. Thus we see that duty will compel us to share
our abundance with those less fortunate than our
selves. It will also constrain us to do all we can to
impart to others the message, blessing, and joy of
this great salvation which He has so freely given.
It is this constraint to duty the Lord uses in plac
ing the members in the body as it pleases Him.
(I Corinthians 12: 18.) We are all made members of
His body when we are born again. As we yield our
selves to Him for Him to work His good pleasure in
us, He begins to fit and prepare us for the place He
has purposed for us to fill in His body. He does that
by the influence of His Spirit, making us feel it a
duty to perform as He teaches us. As we respond to
that influence, He is able to move us into our place
in His Kingdom. As was stated before, these con
straints of duty will be applied without regard for
self-interest. The duties of holiness may leave us self
conscious and embarrassed and feeling inadequate
and incapable on occasion, but faithfulness to holi
ness must take priority over our self-consciousness.
We may feel obligated, on occasion, to expend
our means beyond what would seem just and pru-
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dent in our efforts to help someone else. We may tell
ourselves that our own need is greater than the one
we are seeking to ftll, but if the feeling of duty is still
imposed, then the obligation is still ours. Duty will
sometimes prompt us to perform true to our con
cept of holiness and its virtues when no one else
seems to be experiencing the same appeal. (Jeremiah
26:8-11 and 11Timothy4:16-17.) Obviously, our ob
ligation to duty cannot always be safely gauged by
the sentiments of others. Holiness will make its de
mands of all, but it will always run true to form.
Duty will deal with each one individually, yet it will
never violate the bounds of holiness. The appeal to
duty is absolute and unrelenting in its requirement.
To refuse a prompting to duty will become sin to the
refuser, for the appeal is the direct expression of the
will of God. Violation of His known, holy will is, of
course, sin. The tasks appointed for men to perform
will vary according to God's appointment for each
one. By each performing what he feels it his duty to
do, all men, of all nationalities, of all generations,
can be brought into perfect fellowship and agree
ment with each other in one brotherhood. We may
easily see by this how the Savior could safely enjoin
on all mankind, universally, the instruction to do to
others.as you would wish to be done to, and do not
unto others as you would not wish to be done to.
Such instruction defines clearly the conduct we will
be expected to present to others and at the same
time defines the conduct we will expect to see pro
ceeding from others toward us. It is, then, a univer
sal law applicable to all men, and it hinges on the
obligation of duty. Hence, if we fmd ourselves con-
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stantly at odds with other of God's holy people, the
fault may perhaps be in us. Self-interest, misunder
standing, lack of knowledge will all disrupt the func
tions of fellowship in brotherhood. If one feels him
self "out of harmony" with a group whom he has ac
cepted as being approved by the Lord, there should
be some close examination done to discover the rea
son for the discrepancy. Self-interest, remember, may
be accurately identified by what it seeks to achieve.
(Acts 8: 17-24.)
Misunderstanding or lack of knowledge may easily
be corrected by exchange of communication. For one
to withhold deeper truth from another in order to
maintain prowess or appear more skilled in Scrip
ture than the other would be the obvious exploita
tion of self-interest. Holy men will be glad and anx
ious to do all they can to assist everyone they can in
advancing in the truth. If the instructed go beyond
and God reveals to him truths that his instructor
did not know, there should again be a mutual ex
change, and so everyone is built up in the faith. Thus
the Church edifies itself in love. (Acts 18:24-28.)
It is also a well-known truth that it is the Holy
Spirit who is the Great Teacher. He was sent expressly
to lead us all into truth. (John 16: 13.) A great many
movements about us today do not seem to be built
on a foundation of truth. If this be so, then they are
not acceptable before the Lord. Our holiness may
conflict with the self-interested manipulation of some
group. Our concept of truth, as the Bible teaches,
may not be in accordance with their prescribed regu
lations which they are unwilling to change. When
this happens, we may well conclude ourselves in the
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wrong group and begin to search for a people who
will conform to the requirements of the Word. God
does not need people establishing laws for other of
His people to abide by. What He does need is for all
men to accept, measure, and conform to the perfect
law which He has already established for all men to
follow.
True moral law comes to us when God's Holy
Spirit reveals to our own reason and understanding
what He designates is true and right. It is through
this same avenue of reason and understanding that
we feel duty-bound to perform what we have accepted
as right. (James 4:17.) Legislated law comes from
what some outside source has declared right, and it
imposes itself upon us regardless of our understand
ing or feeling. It will use force, if necessary, to sub
due the will to conformity. Moral law never intrudes
on our liberty. Duty may impose a responsibility ever
so forcefully but unless we yield the consent of our
will the duty will go unperformed. Notice the text in
I Corinthians 3:10-15. Here the apostle is pointing
out that in faithfulness to the grace of God which he
has been given, he has performed his duty. He has
expounded to them the wonderful provisions of the
gospel insomuch that every element needed for them
to erect a substantial, successful, spiritual structure
has been provided. He has indeed preached Christ.
That is the Word that was made flesh and dwelt
among us. The next consideration of the text is the
work they perform in response to that teaching. If in
earnestness, sincerity and honesty they have built
according to their perceived duty, they will be utiliz
ing durable and acceptable material. Under the test
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their structure will abide. If, on the other hand, any
of them accept the gospel as a keeping of imposed
rules and regulations, not perceiving the principles
of right and wrong that prompt to action, that man's
building material is of inferior, combustible quality.
When the fiery trial comes along, it will consume in
the flame and he, the builder, will suffer loss. Life is
structured in such a way that the path from sin to
the plane of righteousness, though strait and nar
row, is, nevertheless, discernable and must be fol
lowed deliberately and resolutely in order to achieve
success. (Luke 16:16.) To pursue in that fashion
means to know what we are doing and why we are
doing it and then do it because we recognize the di
vine virtue of such performance.
Holiness will never be achieved by rule-keeping,
not even rigid and restrictive rule-keeping. The
Levitical law was a stringent set of rules and regula
tions, but it left its subjects crying out in agony of
soul, "Oh, that the deliverer would come to Zion!"
The law of grace, that is at once demanding, yet
unrestrictive, is that law that reveals the right and
prompts the soul to perform the right. It provides
the grace to achieve the right along the entire path
way of our lives. It is a moving, active, dynamic force
that proceeds along with its subjects as they traverse
life's journey. It prompts them more and more away
from the wrong and into the right, the true, the holy.
(Proverbs 4: 18.)
Growing in grace and the knowledge of the truth
does indeed broaden and expand our relationship
with Him. It also increases our dependency upon
Him. The more we know of Him, the more we desire
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to be more like Him. The more we desire, the more
we strive to achieve that image, and so in turn the
more of His grace is needed to make us able. The
Scripture says, "Without holiness no man shall see
the Lord." (Hebrews 12: 14.) Holiness cannot be
achieved by legislative regulation. Creeds, dogmas,
catechisms, etc., are all useless tools in a feeble at
tempt to effect a condition that can only be achieved
by the willing consent and performance of the heart.
Let us make one more observation in regard to
the law of duty. The constraints we have been ob
serving, we notice, are always pointing us toward
the good, the virtuous, the holy. These are the known
attributes of God, and having created us in His own
image, He, of course, desires that His image be per
fected in us. Consequently the path of moral duty is
leading us consistently along that very course. When
we are responding to the laws of honesty and good
ness, moral excellence and duty, we are, in fact, per
forming the will of God for us. Morality without reli
gion is nothing more than human endeavor. Reli
gious morality, performed under the direction of the
Lord and His Holy Spirit, becomes the power of God
unto salvation, for the pathway of the just shineth
more and more unto the perfect day.
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Conscience
Man's mind is of a nature and character that
makes him able to receive and comprehend ideas.
He is also able to retain comprehended thought.
These capabilities render man able to perform con
templative thinking. By the association of multiple
ideas, as applied to one specific subject, he may de
velop the scope of his understanding of that particu
lar subject. As he begins to retain more thinking,
the accumulation of acquired understanding begins
to mount. Sooner or later, it will begin to manifest
itself in application. It is by the analysis of what he
accepts as accumulated facts or ideas that man ar
rives at conclusions. Accepted conclusions produce
decisions, and applied decisions result in actions.
Now, all of these thought systems do not always pos
sess moral values that involve right and wrong.
At an early age in life one child may find a great
liking for the color green and be very fond of it. An
other child in the same family might have an intense
attraction to the color blue. Since neither color is
right or wrong then both of them are equally accept
able. There is no moral value involved in the case.
The same could be true of two neighbors who
were considering buying new automobiles: One might
give consideration to the available machines and
conclude that one particular brand would please him
best. His neighbor might consider the same line of
machines and conclude another brand to be the best.
Neither would be right or wrong, for there is no moral
value involved in the issue. A great many of life's
decisions are of this nature. There are, however, those
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issues that do possess moral value, and that fact
does effect the disposal of the issue.
When an issue presents itself which does indeed
possess qualities of right or wrong, that fact alone
will render it acceptable or unacceptable to us mor
ally according to the decision we make regarding it.
Remember the law of utility? If we treat it as though
it were no different than a color preference or some
thing of no particular moral value, we soon discover
there is something within us that will protest that
disposition.
Let us reconsider the two neighbors and their car
buying. One goes to review the machines available
with no other thought in mind but that of service
and comfort. He will select the one that will meet his
need at the most reasonable price. His neighbor
comes along to do his car shopping, but along with
his search for utility, he adds another factor. He not
only wants service and comfort, he also wants one
that will make him stand out in the community when
he passes by. His selection is one that will reflect his
affluence and call attention to him. He may, and quite
often does, take the position, "Why, I have done noth
ing out of the way anymore than my neighbor. He
bought a new car too." But an honest conscience
will have to be shouted down within him for it will be
crying out, not against the car buying, but rather
against the self-prompted pride that was involved in
the car buying. Now we become aware of an inner
prompting, pointing out to us that this is no longer a
neutral issue involving no right or wrong. It is pos
sessing moral values, and we are prompted to ad
here to that more noble quality of higher virtue in
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our disposal of the issue. In other words, from within
our own selves we are prompted to select and per
form the good. This action or process is what we call
the function of the conscience.
We will do well to recognize immediately that the
conscience is not the discerner of right or wrong.
That function has already been performed by the
intellect. It is with the mind, through the understand
ing, that information is acquired and cataloged. It is
in the matter of intellectual disposal that the con
science exerts its prompting, urging us to perform
in accordance with what the intellect already knows
is right. In the account given in Luke 19:20-23 of the
man who kept his pound laid up in a napkin, un
used, the Lord made it plain that the man was con
victed on the basis of what he already knew was re
quired of him. Knowing that such information ad
ministers its own constraint to perform duty, we can
safely conclude that all the while the duty was re
fused and neglected the conscience was attempting
to persuade to performance.
The intellect acquires all sorts of information and
feeds the sum of the whole into the accumulated
volume of understanding. It is the conscience that
comes into play in all matters pertaining to right and
wrong. Its prompting is continually directing toward
the right and away from the wrong. Some confor
mity to conscience-prompting is comparatively easy
and performed without hesitation. Other forms of
conformity are more difficult and perhaps performed
with some reluctance. For the basically honest man,
the temptation to steal is quickly and easily disposed
of and given no further thought. The constraint of
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duty which bids one to give his spare coat to a coatless
brother may present quite another problem. Moral
value is involved in both cases, and, consequently,
the conscience will exert its constraint in each of the
two cases. Conscience works in accordance with what
the intellect has already accepted as being right;
hence it holds the intellect responsible to perform in
accordance with its own concept.
Having arrived at this realization we can easily
see, then, how no one can be expected to obey a law
of which he has no knowledge. Ignorance does not
place any constraint of duty nor does it exact any
sting of conscience. We may safely conclude, there
fore, that unless and until the intellect is made aware
of the information, the other functions do not oper
ate. No man is conscience-smitten for failing to keep
a law of which he has no knowledge. Here again we
recognize the magnitude of the Savior's responsibil
ity. "That was the true Light, which lighteth every
man that cometh into the world." John 1:9. In con
junction with this, let us remember what took place
in the Garden of Eden. Genesis 3:22 says, "And the
Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one of
us, to know good and evil:..." Everyone has some
basic concept of right and wrong, good and evil, ac
ceptable and unacceptable.
· These concepts, within themselves, provide the
individual with sufficient information to make an
acceptable moral decision in a matter, and duty will
prompt the individual to obey what he feels is right.
The conscience will then hold the individual respon
sible to carry the proper decision on into acceptable
action. Here we see that the conscience plays a part
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in the process. While an inherent concept of basic
right and wrong is possessed by all, yet God, in His
gracious dealings with fallen man, developed and
refined the process. He reveals His will and proclaims
His truth in such a way until, if fallen man will duti
fully follow it, it will lead him out into true holiness.
It will bring man into God's own image. Thus the
conscience, every man's conscience, prompting to
ward the good, the just, the holy is, in fact, directing
man toward his faithful Creator. We find this con
science function, like some other processes we have
observed, exerting its influence in a variety of appli
cations.
As we have been observing, conscience actively
constrains one to perform or conduct, in an accept
able manner, as dictated by his intellect. He knows
it to be right, duty prompts him to act, and con
science constrains him to perform properly. While
this is a common and easily recognizable function of
the conscience, yet, there are others.
In a great many cases, conscience will prompt to
positive action, but in some cases conscience will
act as an influence prompting to avoid or refrain from
some action. Consequently, we see that conscience
may exert itself either positively or negatively in its
performance. Some things we may do and still main
tain our integrity. Some things we may not do and
still feel ourselves clear. For example, in the event
an issue were to present itself in which principles of
moral worth were under discussion, the Christian
would feel conscience-smitten if he was to remain
silent and appear neutral in the matter. At the same
time, if he was to voice his convictions and in the
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process allow himself to become so overwrought and
outspoken until his conduct became unbecoming as
a Christian, he would again feel conscience-smitten.
Conscience is faithful to serve us, in each case, ac
cording as the need may be.
Along with these, the conscience will also judge
us in accordance with what has already been done.
One may feel, "Well, I know this isnl just exactly
what it really ought to be, but I would like to have it
this way anyway. Besides, if I can get it done with
out too much disturbance, things will soon settle
down and be accepted anyway. Then everything will
be all right and I'll still have what I wanted." Such
action may well put one in conflict with his own con
science. We must remember that the conscience is
appointed to deal with right and wrong as they per
tain to us individually, and it recognizes those quali
ties wherever they appear.
Self-interest, we have already observed, does not
lead to moral virtue. Conscience will recognize and
reject selfish misbehaving along with all other forms
of unacceptable conduct. Though the action may have
already been committed and the event already moved
into the past, yet if the action was not what it should
have been at the time, the conscience will still re
quire an adjustment. The commonly recognized term
is "restitution." In the event our conduct has not been
what it should have been under the prevailing cir
cumstances, the conscience will hold us to go back
and correct the matter in order to feel clear in our
own hearts before the Lord.
While all men inherently possess some basic
knowledge of right and wrong, yet, the fine-tuned
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concepts of divine revelation and its accompanying
unveiling of moral requirement may not be so readily
understandable to all. The motive may be pure, the
method sincere, the desire beyond reproach, but he
just did not understand. Because of this he may be
performing in a manner unacceptable to others who
are more learned than he, yet with a clear conscience,
simply because he knew no better. (See Acts 18:2428.) This we might term an ignorant conscience. The
solution is the acquisition of needed understanding.
This is what the saints of Ephesus took care of for
their brother, Apollos, so that he was able to go forth
from them with a broader concept of our Lord's work
ing.
Closely related to this condition is the matter of
an innocent conscience. This is usually the state
found in children and the undeveloped, but with the
children anyway, this condition must in time begin
to rectify itself. Normal development will stimulate
those powers of intellect and reason that will acti
vate the dormant conscience.
Another process, which has to do with the con
science, is very much in order here and that is the
steps men employ to avoid the reproof of conscience
when they wish to perform in conflict with what they
already know their conscience will require. They may
know full well what the truth is and be fully capable
of meeting its requirement, but they simply do not
want to perform in such a manner. At the same time,
they do not wish to suffer the lashing of an offended
conscience. They will almost always resort to what
. is known as a sophism. A sophism is an argument
apparently correct in form but actually invalid, es-
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pecially when it is used to deceive. We will present
our case in such a way that any candid mind would
agree that our deductions are correct and accept
able, but we will fail to present some segment of in
formation that we know has definite bearing on the
moral structure of the case. Without that informa
tion our deductions seem valid and above reproach,
but with its introduction the complexion of the en
tire issue is changed. We present the information we
want our listener to hear, and we listen humbly and
graciously as they relate to us how they see nothing
offensive in the assessment we have made of the
matter. Then we go smugly on our way harboring
the decision we wanted to hear and telling ourselves
everything is all right with the Lord too. This is one
way, at least, that sophisms are used to deceive. This
type of practice may also be employed in various
application. One consideration would be as it per
tains to the individual himself.
We have previously obseived that following the
good, the true and the honest is not always easy nor
is it always pleasant. Sometimes, in fact, it can ac
tually be embarrassing and even humiliating. There
are instances that could even involve the physical
well-being. Reflect for a moment on what would have
been the outcome had the Savior concluded in the
garden, "The Father is able to devise some other way
to rescue fallen man without me having to go through
all of this," and then put the thing down! He knew
that He was the Only Begotten. He knew that He
was the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world.
He knew that there was none other name under
heaven, given among men whereby men could be
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saved. Then, in order to conclude some other way
was available, He would have had to accept an in
valid argument that had no merit. Such an act would
have left the Savior conscience-smitten. The fate of
the salvation of the whole world hung on His deci
sion, and He knew it. The magnitude of the deci
sions we make may not be so momentous as the one
He made, yet, the ones we do make are of vital im
portance to our own soul.
Let us look at another application. Suppose we
found ourselves in a position where we needed some
information on which to base a decision we had to
make, and we turned to someone we trusted to ob
tain the information. They gave us information, and
we made our decision, only to discover that the deci
sion was not satisfactory-, leaving us at fault. In the
course of subsequent investigation it was discovered
that the information we had obtained from our
trusted confidant was indeed true, so far as it went,
but that there was other information, known to the
party at the time, that was also true but deliberately
withheld from us, which would have had a definite
bearing on our decision. Having made all of this dis
covery-, would we not be inclined to regard our trusted
friend as something less than honest, even though
they had conveyed to us only truth but not all of the
truth? And would we not be quite likely to consider
him a bit deceitful? If. in course of time, this same
one should come along aspiring to disclose to us the
way of truth and the path of righteousness that would
propel us into holiness, is it not likely that we would
be reluctant to receive his message because of his
former conduct? (Isaiah 52: 11, II Timothy 2:6 and
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I Corinthians 9:14.) As for the one who gave the in
formation, we all know the position he will take. "I
have no guilt because all that I told was true." In
reality he practiced deceit, for there was more known
truth concerning the case which he knowingly with
held. May we not be so naive as to fail to realize that
it is indeed possible to be deceitful with the truth.
Our conscience, paid its proper respect and given its
rightful consideration, will, in fact, admonish us to
ward what our intellect has accepted as actually be
ing true.
Should the intellect begin to override the clear
and distinct dictate of the conscience, offering in
stead some form of faulty and invalid argument in
its place, this can result in an erroneous conscience.
I have, in my study, a clipping ascribed to Nathaniel
Hawthorne which reads like this: "No man, for any
considerable period, can wear one face to himself,
and another to the multitude, without finally getting
bewildered as to which may be the true." Reflect for
a moment on what sort of stress this practice would
place upon the conscience.
Suppose, for an example, it is of one's natural
disposition to be caustic of tongue and sharp of word,
perhaps even unkindly, critical and sarcastic. When
it is brought to attention that such conduct is offen
sive and even hurtful, the offender, rather than
humble down and begin making effort to correct the
offense, begins to justify the action. He tells himself,
"This is only constructive criticism," or, "I am just
doing this for their own good," or "Someone needs to
straighten this out." He may, in actuality, be offer
ing himself a sophism to soothe his own conscience
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for his own misconduct. True honesty would recog
nize the unacceptability of the conduct. It would be
gin to sincerely take steps to correct the cause. In so
doing, his own character and personality would be
more of what the Lord would desire, and the correc
tive action would leave the man feeling better in his
own conscience.
Actual truth may not always be the concept of
the intellect. One may honestly believe something to
be correct when in actuality it is in error. People of
old, worshipping idol gods, believed themselves, be
cause of lifelong teaching, under obligation to com
mit their firstborn child to the flames in concession
to the demand of that idol god. They found them
selves conscience-smitten if they declined or refused.
Their intellect had been taught and they had accepted
the idea that such practice was necessary and so
their conscience would hold them obligated to per
form. On the other hand, a clear understanding of
the Word of God and its requirements would admit
of no such practice, and so, of course, that concept
would be in conflict with their practice. The only
means of s�tisfactory reconciliation would be to some
how arrive at some form of acceptable understand
ing of real truth. It is not the conscience that needs
adjusting; it is the intellect through the understand
ing. This kind· of information is useful to the indi
vidual seeking to win souls.
If someone has received and accepted a false
premise and is attempting to abide by it, there will
have to be some means devised to instill the real
truth in his mind, and, at the same time, establish
the fallacy of his present thinking. When that is ac1
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complished, he will be in a position to receive an
understanding of truth. Remember, the first thing
the Savior taught man was that he was in sin and
needed to be saved. Then he taught them that He
was a Savior available.
This also makes it clear that the conscience, of
itself, is not a safe guide to walk by, for it is not the
predominant or presiding influence in man's being.
It is simply a monitor, a stabilizer to hold the pre
dominant factor-the intellect-under a feeling of
obligation to conform to what it has already recog
nized as being right.
II Peter 2:19 states, " ...for of whom a man is over
come, of the same is he brought in bondage." The
same is true of any conquering force. Thus, if the
intellect is able to stifle the conscience into submis
sion, then the intellect becomes the dominant factor
and the one that must be altered if any life pattern is
to be adjusted.
As man's intellect and understanding is adjusted,
there will follow a corresponding, simult�eous and
spontaneous adjusting of the conscience. It will ex
perience no difficulty transferring from the one pro
gram to the other so long as the intellect remains
firm and steadfast in its concept of what it accepts
as real truth. This explains how the apostle Paul
could he so firmly convinced of the virtue of his posi
tion as he went about persecuting the Church and
then in such a short time be so equally, firmly con
vinced that the Church was right in its position. The
adjustment was made in his intellect by adding to
his understanding. It is also significant to recognize
that the old concept was not attacked and mutilated
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all at once. The virtue and truth of the new was pre
sented in such logical and reasonable fashion and
.with such demonstration until the fallacy of the old
became readily obvious automatically. No clearly
thinking mind would fail to perceive the superiority
of the power and demonstration of resurrected grace
over the keeping of physical regulation when it comes
to the matter of spiritual advancement. Revealed
truth will automatically expose error.
The condition which does produce difficulty and
brings feelings of bewilderment is when the intellect
is in doubt or perplexed. We will do well to make
some obseivation here. The perplexity or doubt will
never be in regard to right or wrong, for right is al
ways self-evident and discemable and may be fol
lowed if one so desires. The difficulty comes in the
conflict we experience between two or more duties.
We may be aware that some action is necessaiy and
we may be ready and willing to perform, but we may
not be absolutely sure just what specific move is best
for us to make at this particular time. The question
is not as to whether the issue is right or wrong; if
there is wrong involved it is rejected without hesita
tion. The question is, which is the proper course to
pursue in order to achieve the most good from the
available opportunity. We may not always be able to
discern positively the best way to take, and, on some
occasions, perhaps we may not have time nor op
portunity to pray the matter through as we would
like. There is, however, one guideline that will al
ways be safe to follow. 1t is this: When we find our
selves facing a decision in which we are perplexed
and in doubt as to which path to pursue, it will be
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safe, so far as the right is concerned, to select that
course which will least favor our self-interest.
The one outstanding scripture that comes burn
ing in our hearts as we give consideration to these
things is that found in I Peter 2:21-22 which reads:
"...leaving us an example, that ye should follow his
steps: Who did no sin, neither was guile found in his
mouth." Any man, yea, every man who will follow in
that same path which He followed need not be
troubled about being deceived, nor will he need wony
about a seared or overridden conscience. He will be
performing exactly in accordance with God's will as
he was designed to perform from the beginning. God
will be pleased with that life. Take time to look up
the definition of the word "guile." It becomes glar
ingly obvious that without this influence working in
the life, the conscience will have no trouble perform
ing satisfactorily. The most valuable and necessary
supports for the conscience are honesty and enlight
enment.
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Sentiments
Intelligent beings who are able to acquire and
retain knowledge will sooner or later be affected and
influenced by that knowledge. Our own reasoning
ability will evaluate information we have available to
us, and we will use that information to draw our
own conclusions. These conclusions are what we call
feelings. Our feelings play a major part in our thought
patterns. They have a profound effect on our atti
tudes and our judgments. When our feelings prompt
us to fixed attitudes and established notions, we
develop specific views or what we call opinion. It is
as we assess and evaluate the various details and
intricacies of a matter that we develop a specific opin
ion of an entire matter. A great volume of the infor
mation we use in forming our feelings and notions
comes from our own deductions. There are, however,
at least two factors that derive from a different source.
One of them we have already discussed under a
former heading. It is the knowledge of good and evil.
That information is knowledge placed in man by the
decree of the Almighty, for only He would make it
·known to man. It would not be to Satan's best inter
est to reveal such as that.
The other factor that affects all men is the built
in tendency of all men to worship a higher power.
Men were originally created noble creatures in God's
likeness. They possessed His attributes and charac
teristics. A gratuity, benevolence or kindness be
stowed upon them automatically prompted within
them feelings of gratitude, appreciation and thank
fulness. The intense love and affection God poured
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out in His kindness toward them prompted from them
a response of love that mounted to adoration. It cul
minated in worship. "We love him, because he first
loved us." I John 4� 19. Man, in the garden, was
acutely aware that" he was on earth and alive only
because his God willed it so. He realized that every
comfort and necessity he enjoyed was supplied by
his Maker's hand. He was conscious of God's care
and love for him, for every day He crone by to pay
him a visit. Man loved God for being the kind of God
that He is, and he worshiped Him.
This feeling or disposition to worship is, like the
knowledge of good and evil, built into every normal
human being. Like all the rest of God's attributes
that man possessed in the beginning, it has been
warped, deformed and mutilated by man's exagger
ated self-image. It is still true, however, that when
any honest soul finds his way back to his true Maker,
he automatically falls down in spontaneous adora
tion and worships before Him. Through the ages man
has never lost this built-in intuition that somewhere
there still remains a divine Intelligence that possesses
divine characteristics. He visualizes and formulates
deities of his own, but always they revert back and
reflect his own self-image rather than divine image.
The most advanced civilizations the earth has ever
produced presents the world with gods who reflect
human nature. They portray themselves fraught with
hatred, jealousy, greed, vengeance, lust and all the
other attributes our God has instructed us to put
aside if we would be like Him.
In our approach to our heavenly Father, He makes
no demand of us to satisfy His greed. He freely lets
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µs know that if we were to give Him all of this world,s
goods that we think we have, it would add nothing
to His wealth for He made it all in the beginning,
ourselves included. He also lets us know that the
final disposal of it all will be in His hands, not ours.
He seeks to wreak no vengeance upon us. He does
not meet us with a scowl of hatred that fills us with
fear and foreboding. He approaches us with an atti
tude of love and mercy and offers to teach us a way
whereby we may be delivered from the penalty of our
own wrongdoing. We offend His righteousness when
we sin, that is true, but in the final analysis we are
the ones who are hurt most for we perish in the pro
cess. It is an act of divine love that reaches to help
us out of our fallen condition.
When we realize that man is basically a religious
creature with built-in prompting to worship, we can
better understand why we possess some of the feel
ings we do. Man was designed to worship a holy Be
ing who is the embodiment of all purity and righ
teousness. Every man possesses built-in concepts
of what he feels is good and evil. It is completely
understandable, then, that man would develop some
feelings and attitudes as to these very principles and
what he feels they require. His concept of good and
evil provides him a pattern of what he feels a true
moral being would be. By accepting a god as a higher
power, he will expect to find these qualities working
in that god. Imagine the disappointment, frustration
and perplexity created when man falls down to wor
ship a god of his own concept and discovers his god
possessing the same attributes he finds in himself,
only on a more elaborate scale. A god who is not fair,
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just, honest or pure is not the god who provided for
man a knowledge of good and evil. When these at
tributes appear in supposed deity, it is little wonder
that all men begin to question and doubt all deity.
This helps us understand why God presented Him
self as the true and living God. He is, indeed, the
God who established the rules and requirements of
all righteousness. He is the One and only God known
to man who practices these prescribed requirements
for righteousness. When men find the true God, they
find the concepts of good and bad functioning in Him,
for they discover Him altogether good. There is no
way God could expose the good without at the same
time exposing the bad. We know of only two ways. To
present one with its attributes could do nothing else
but leave the other with its attributes standing alone.
A responsibility delegated to the Christ, when He
came to earth, was to enlighten the minds and un
derstanding of men. He was to bring men into work
ing contact with the true and living God. He was to
let men know that the God who established the dif
ference between good and evil is still altogether good
and that He is still eternally opposed to bad. As men
begin to recognize these truths their concepts begin
to broaden. Their feeling is that since this is what
the true God is, then this is the kind of being that
they want to be. Thus, we see sentiments develop
ing. These feelings or emotions that prompt us to
ward good and repel us from evil we experience ev
ery time we observe the presence or performance of
either..right or wrong, whether it be in ourselves or in
others. Since all men possess basic concepts of right
and wrong, we tend to feel all meii responsible to act
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accordingly. We find these feelings working in our
selves with regard to actions contemplated and like
wise in regard to actions already performed. When
we become aware of an approaching situation in
which we perceive the potential for either right or
wrong to be performed, we feel an attraction toward
the more noble or virtuous choice, and at the same
time we feel a revulsion or distaste of the less virtu
ous choice. These developing feelings are sentiments.
The feelings will vary in intensity according to the
magnitude or seriousness of the issue at hand. We
may feel incensed and resentful toward the man who
does not feed his dog properly but we will be horri
fied and consider it intolerable for someone to fail to
feed his own children adequately. God possesses the
same feeling in such cases. (I Timothy 5:8.) While
the anticipated issue may or may not actually de
velop, yet we are all aware and conscious of these
existing feelings of approval or disapproval, which
ever the case may be. Thus we may recognize our
sentiments as they form.
When a situation or circumstance has developed
in which we find ourselves confronted with a deci
sion and consequent action and we perform in con
formity with what we believe to be the right, we ex
perience a feeling of deep satisfaction. This feeling in
the soul is the blessing or reward for obedience. It is
God who makes known to men the way of right, and
it is God who appeals to men to follow the way of
right. It is also God who renders men, through His
grace, able to achieve the right. It is likewise God
who rewards the faithful performer with the feeling
of satisfaction which he experiences for his having
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done the right. That feeling is divinely designed to
encourage the man to continue his acceptable per
formance. This is a blessing that never fails. (Mat
thew 10:42.) No man ever felt condemned, accused
or belittled within himself for having performed no
bly or virtuously. The crowd may not always offer its
applause, but in his own soul, when any man has
performed the right and knows it, he will feel the
satisfaction of having done well.
Reflect for a moment on what this truth meant to
Joseph of old when he was ejected from his master's
house and cast into the prison, especially when none
but his accuser and himself knew of his virtuous
conduct. In his own heart he knew that he had done
well. Without doubt the approval of his heavenly
Father was upon him, and so he enjoyed the bless
ing of soul-satisfaction. May we never lose sight of
this great truth that right performed, truth kept, vir
tue upheld, is always rewarded with soul-satisfac
tion and blessing. It is always the opposite perfor
mance that yields guilt and fear, shame and con
demnation.
On the other hand, when a situation is presented
and we make the wrong choice, perfonning against
the right and in harmony with wrong, we find our
selves experiencing a feeling of remorse or perhaps
even repentance. Let us notice, in passing, the dif
ference in these two sentiments. Everyone, having
performed despicably, experiences feelings of dissat
isfaction with himself and his unacceptable conduct.
His own concept of what is right prompts him that
his action is not in keeping with right. He will not
feel comfortable. with the action within himself nor
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will he feel comfortable with such action around oth
ers. He is aware of their disapproval, and so to some
degree he feels guilty and conscience-smitten for his
unacceptable behavior. This feeling is what we call
remorse. He is aware of his unacceptable action and
may even despise himself for having so conducted.
But the remarkable feature about the experience is
that under like circumstances he will, without hesi
tation, perform in an identical manner. This explains
how it can be that men will indulge themselves in
satisfying the desires of the flesh to their own hurt,
-_and then lament loudly the awful price they are com
pelled to pay for their folly. Then they will turn right
around and without hesitation perform the same
despicable action over again. They know the sting of
remorse, but they feel no constraint toward restraint.
Consider the man who comes home from the tavern
or bar in a drunken condition and without provoca
tion turns in and beats his wife black and blue and
abuses his own children before making his way off
to bed to sleep off his drunkenness. He is filled with
remorse and guilt upon awakening and learning what
he has done. Some will even weep and cry in their
expression of regret and reproach themselves severely
for their misconduct, but come next pay day the same
process repeats itself all over again. That man has
experienced only remorse.
Another man may protest bitterly the racking
cough he experiences each morning upon awaken
ing and lament loudly the severity of the chest colds
that so frequently infect his damaged lungs, but to
refrain from the smoking that produces that condi-
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tion seems the furthest thing from his mind. He is
only experiencing remorse.
In a more subtle manner this same process makes
its appearance at our altars and finds its way into
men's lives who tell themselves they are seeking sal
vation. The forgiveness of sin was designed an in
stantaneous transaction, and abundance of divine
assistance is provided to make it true. Yet, there are
those who weeks, months and even years later, in
some cases, are still wrestling with the same old prob
lems, stoutly protesting that they are just not able to
get the kind of victory they need. This kind of testi
mony leaves the appearance that the power of God
is just somehow not quite able to reach their case
and do for them what it has for some others. The
only thing that seems to be left for them is to struggle
along in this semi-saved condition, longing to do
better but never quite able to achieve. The trouble is
not in God's power; it is in man's willingness. In or
der to understand this, let us look for a moment at
the process of repentance.
While remorse, within itself, does not prompt to
any corrective action, yet it provides an introduction
to the force that will. No man will pursue repentance
without some prior feeling of remorse. When men
realize the difference between right and wrong and
knowingly perform the wrong, this feeling of remorse
or self-condemnation will always occur. With pro
longed practice it can be successfully thrown off or
ignored, but anytime it is given consideration it will
always produce its same effect. All men, to some
degree, will loathe the areas of their lives that they
feel are beneath what they ought to be. So long as
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the process progresses no further than that, no ef
(ort will be made to correct the situation. Repenting
men come to the place that they loathe the effects,
and the forces that are causing the effects, to the
point that they are ready and willing to employ eveiy
means available to correct the condition. This is true
repentance and it will not fail in its ability to per
form, with God's help, for it opens the way for God to
work in the case. Hear His Word: "For the eyes of the
Lord run to and fro throughout the whole earth, to
shew himself strong in the behalf of them whose heart
is perfect toward him...." II Chronicles 16:9. No ra
tional mind would accept the idea that God is not
able to conquer evil. If evil remains and persists, it is
a sure indication of an imperfect heart that is seek
ing to be delivered. The drunkard can quit his drink
ing and treat his family right. The smoker can quit
his smoking and rid himself of its awful effects. The
semi-saved Christian can rise up in the power of grace
and actually possess sweeping victoiy. The secret is
in the approach.
Remember, men are saved because they want to
be saved more than anything else in the world. The
man who hates sin only because of what it is doing
to him may be merely selfishly motivated. The man
who hates sin because it is wrong and in opposition
to all that is noble and right, and wants it purged
from his heart and life because he loathes the wrong
and its results, will find the sanctuary he seeks in
our blessed Lord in abundance. Sin that seemingly
cannot be conquered is more than likely sin that is
wanted. God's only begotten Son suffered the awful
experience of Calvary and its cross. He paid the aw-
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ful price for sin that men might obtain deliverance
from sin's power. But a halfhearted approach will, in
like manner, realize a halfhearted result.
Let us remember, also, that it is the righteous
Lord who made known to us in the first place the
difference between right and wrong, and it is this
same righteous Lord who prompts us consistently
toward the right. The feelings we experience, then,
in regard to our own misconduct and the prompting
we experience to do better are not a product of our
own doing but are, in fact, the very channels the
Lord left open for Himself to work through in bring�
ing us back to Him. When we behold the righteous
ness and purity of our loving Christ and then look at
ourselves in our defiled and guilty condition, we re
alize immediately how far we are from what men were
designed to be. We begin to feel condemned within
ourselves of our shortcoming. We find ourselves long
ing to be like Him and to perform as He would per
form. This is what we call conviction.
Now we can see why the only begotten Son had
to be made flesh and dwell among us. It would in
deed be difficult to draw men to an ideal that had
never been on display. But when He came, walked
this life just as we walk and kept Himself free from
sin all the while, He can then invite us, not to an
ideal, but to an achieved accomplishment. Thus we
hear the appeal, "...follow his steps: Who did no sin,
neither was guile found in his mouth." I Peter 2:2122.
Remorse, then, is a feeling of self-condemnation
and guilt for a despicable action. Repentance is a
deep-seated and sincere, heartfelt yearning to be
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freed from the cause of the action, accompanied with
an honest and sincere commitment to take what
ever steps are necessary to correct the condition. To
the soul who has come to this degree of commitment,
salvation is granted. (Jeremiah 29:13 and Matthew
5:6.) The man who is filled only with remorse feels
the revulsion of his action, but the man filled with
repentance fmds deliverance from his despicable
actions. Never, before Christ, was this possible. But
now through His grace and shed blood, all men are
invited and bidden to come enjoy this blessed re
lease.
Repentance is a commendable and divinely hon
ored action and is abundantly affirmed by the inten
sity of the blessing or soul-satisfaction that accom
panies its fulfillment. No greater, pure joy has ever
been experienced by mortal man than that felt by
the individual who has been languishing under a load
of guilt for sin and suddenly feels himself, by virtue
of divine forgiveness in response to his repentance,
freed from that load of guilt. So great is the elation of
that event until it becomes contagious. The Scrip
ture tells us that even the angels rejoice on that
blessed occasion, The Word also testifies of the won
der of this transaction. Our sins are declared cast as
far from us as the east is from the west. (Psalm
103:12, Hebrews 8:12 and 10:17.) In another place
it is presented as being cast into the depths of the
sea. (Micah 7:19.) Repentance begins with a feeling
of remorse and when pursued to its intended fulfill
ment produces dramatic results. "For though I made
you sony with a letter, I do not repent, though I did
repent: for I perceive that the same epistle hath made
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you sony, though it were but for a season. Now I
:r:ejoice, not that ye were made sony, but that ye sor
rowed to repentance: for ye were made sony after a
godly manner, that ye might receive damage by us in
nothing. For godly sorrow worketh repentance to
salvation not to be repented of: but the sorrow of the
world worketh death. For behold this selfsame thing,
that ye sorrowed after a godly sort, what carefulness
it wrought in you, yea, what clearing of yourselves,
yea, what indignation, yea, what fear, yea, what ve
hement desire, yea, what zeal, yea, what revenge! In
all things ye have approved yourselves to be clear in
this matter. II Corinthians 7:8-11.
Two more sentiments that we recognize are what
we call honor and shame. Let us identify here the
elements we will be working with. Honor is that feel
ing of esteem and acclaim we pay to the individual
who performs in accordance with the good. Shame
is that feeling and attitude of contempt we feel to
ward the individual who performs poorly or beneath
what may be justly expected of him.
Conviction of wrong, when responded to in the
honest heart, leads to repentance for wrong commit
ted and prompts to appropriate action to stop the
offensive behavior in the life. All of this is a conscious
and deliberate response to our concepts of right and
wrong. Since man's natural impulse is toward wrong
because it satisfies the desires of the flesh, then all
men are influenced in that direction to some degree.
To move in the other direction, toward the right, will
require an intellectual concept of what one is doing,
and the action, when taken, will require a conscious,
deliberate exercise of the personal will in order for
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the effort to succeed. Our Lord is ready and willing
to assist, but only when He is thoroughly convinced
that this is what we desire with all of our hearts.
When we embrace the way of righteousness for
our life-style and begin to pursue in that vein, we
soon discover that we are developing inward feelings
and attitudes toward the various influences we en
counter. Where at one time our only thought was of
self-interest and pleasure, with little regard for right
or wrong, now our primary thought is of what is right,
and we discredit what we recognize as wrong. These
changing sentiments are what prompted the convic
tion we experienced and resulted in the repentance
we were willing to yield ourselves to. Then, as we
continue in our pursuit of moral righteousness, we
find other sentiments developing in regard to these
two basic elements of right and wrong. The honor
able man will realize in himself those influences of
character which will prompt him to the performance
of actions that will elevate himself in his own eyes as
well as in the eyes of others. That same influence
will prompt him to avoid actions that would lower
himself in his own eyes as well as in the eyes of oth
ers. These are also the sentiments that gender in us
either respect or contempt, and they produce a sort
of basis for human dignity. The man who conducts
himself honorably will command our respect and the
man who performs shamefully will feel our contempt.
Thus men who perform will feel themselves judged
by their fellows. and that supposed evaluation will
tend to gauge the dignity of which they feel them
selves worthy in their own eyes. When we feel that
this is the way others feel about us, we tend to ac-
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cept that supposed evaluation as the measure of our
own performance. Thus we feel that if society about
us is approving our actions, we must be performing
satisfactorily. This is the kind of mutual human sanc
tion the apostle was dealing with in II Corinthians
10:12 when he said, " ...but they measuring them
selves by themselves, and comparing themselves
among.themselves, are not wise." Such action would
satisfy human morality, for it is spawned of the flesh
and seeks only to satisfy the flesh. Religious moral
ity is gendered by God from heaven and works to
produce a holiness that is acceptable in heaven. True
religious morality will accept and acknowledge the
respect and dignity that belongs to a righteous man,
but it will likewise reject and refuse honor bestowed
where no honor is due. When feelings of self-worth
go into action with no other prompting but selfish
fulfillment, they will inevitably develop into an exag
gerated and inordinate concept of one's own worth
and due regard. When a man regards himself as
having performed in such a way as will elevate him
in his own eyes, he will likewise feel as though he is,
or should be, elevated in the eyes of others. Before
long he will begin to demand that kind of recogni
tion, for he has convinced himself that God pays to
him superior regard. That this type of self-exaltation
is unacceptable as being in keeping with the right is
attested to by the realization that those selfish de
mands, in time, will become offensive to others, God
included. Sooner or later this offensive conduct will
leave the offender feeling condemned because of his
treatment of and attitude toward his fellow man. No
man in this condition could successfully follow the
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Golden Rule. It is indeed true that there actually is a
respect and dignity to which men are rightfully en
titled, but it will most likely not be properly or fairly
evaluated except under the influence of salvation's
experience. Genuine salvation will put exaggerated
self in its proper perspective.
Men are of worth before their Creator, sufficiently
enough until He went to great length to rescue them
from their moral fall. A successful achievement of
that recovery with its accompanying requirement of
triumph over sin, self and the flesh should and does
afford a fair and honest amount of self-esteem and
self-regard. But the honest soul who well knows the
truth of the matter, will freely and honestly confess,
"Though I have been able to overcome in the con
flicts of life, yet I am what I am only by the help and
grace of God that was so graciously given unto me
by Him who loved me most.'' In the honest heart, it
is not the man who deseives to be exalted; it is the
Lord who made him able, and so the Lord alone de
seives the credit. This is what we term humility, and
while it does put a truthful and honest evaluation
on a man and his true worth, yet it does not, by any
means, impose any feeling of shame for it is not de
grading or defiling. It simply recognizes what is true.
The honest man, who recognizes himself for what he
actually is and truthfully acknowledges the fact, is
not damaged in any degree. If there is damage done,
it is only selfish pride that is injured. Thus we can
see that, in the matter of real human dignity, per
sonal honesty is a necessary ingredient, for only then
can a true evaluation of self-worth be made.
On the other end of the spectrum from honor is
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the idea of shame. This is the feeling of self-dimin
ishing we experience when we have acted in such a
way that it lowers us in our own eyes and in the eyes
of others. It is quite often the feeling that leads to
remorse and finally to repentance. When we remem
ber that it was man's own self-interest that replaced
God's image at the fall in the garden, we can easily
see how man would develop an inordinate estima
tion of himself. It is this exaggerated opinion that
does not wish to acknowledge itself wrong or that it
is doing wrong. It also rejects any move toward self
conviction, either through his own concept or from
divine prompting. This explains why remorse pro
duces no corrective results.
The repenting heart will not only acknowledge
his fault but will also confess his need and be willing
to cry out for help to overcome. This is diminishing
to the exaggerated self-image and is another func
tion of humility. Thus, humility, when allowed to do
its work, will put self in its proper place in our own
estimation so that we realize ourselves lost and un
done morally and begin to seek for some means to
correct the condition. That opens the door for the
Savior to do His work. Remember His Word, "Come
unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and
I will give you rest." Matthew 11:28. His ability, de
livered through His grace, combined with man's sin
cere and honest desire to be delivered, can and does
accomplish the need at hand. Consequently man has
an abundant entrance into redemption. The apostle
of old commended those who sorrowed unto repen
tance, for he who repents is removed from the influ
ence of exaggerated self. He is now directed by the
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dictate of divine virtue which propels him into the
good, the right, the holy. He is indeed made an hon
orable man.
This transformation out of the power of darkness
and into the kingdom of His dear Son (Colossians
1: 13) adds new worth to the individual. He is no
longer performing the despicable, but the noble,
which automatically gives him a feeling and realiza
tion of true self-worth. His feeling is not one that
seeks or desires to dominate others or exalt itself to
exaggeration again, but is a true and honest evalua
tion and acceptance of the work that has been done
and glorifies his Lord for the accomplishment. To fail
to make this honest acknowledgment and evalua
tion is to undervalue the quality of the experience.
Jesus was tempted to diminish His true position as
the Only Begotten of the Father but He would not do
that even though the multitude declared it blas
phemy. (John 10:32-33.) Men who, as recipients of
the grace of God, fail to acknowledge and evaluate it
at its proper worth, put their experience in jeopardy
and stand to lose it along with its blessings and ben
efits. (I Corinthians 15:10.) God expects men to own
and exploit the work He has done in them. Remem
ber the parable of the talents.
While men tend to feel and act in accordance with
their own feelings or sentiments, yet we will do well
to remember that our feelings may not always be
God's feelings. Our judgments are made according
to our knowledge and God's judgments are made
according to absolute truth. The Bible declares that
all unrighteousness is sin whether it be small or great.
Sin, in any form, is sufficient to keep men out of
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heaven just like it was sufficient to extricate man
from the Garden of Eden. The murderer will occupy
a place in hell along with the teller of "little white
lies."
Apart from the influence of salvation, the senti
ments of honor and of shame do not present a vecy
trustworthy guide as to the quality of actions. Unre
generate man, who feels himself honorable because
of his successes in society, will quickly and easily
divest himself of all feeling of shame at how he
achieved his success even though that achievement
was not altogether honest. The feeling of remorse will
be presented to him, but he will tend to magnify and
flaunt his achieved success while at the same time
stifling the feeling of shame he experiences for his
dishonesty. Society about him may even help him
justify himself, lending its approval to his dishonest
deeds and commending him highly on his influence
which he is able to build in the community. It may
applaud him loudly for his fmancial successes, even
bestowing upon him what it terms recognition and
honor. Thus in many cases honor is given where
honor is not really due and credit placed where there
is no accompanying merit. This type of misapplica
tion can and does fmd its way into many avenues of
men's lives.
The ambitious man will be constantly on the alert
for means to further his own interest, whether it be
political, social or even concerning church position.
The licentious man will be on the watch for opportu
nity to fulfill his fleshly desires, and the prodigal will
be consistently seeking to be out from under any
form of governing influence other than his own. All
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such activity will seek to present itself in an upright
and acceptable manner so that no shame or remorse
need be felt even though the actual motive was to
accommodate self-interest. Here again we are forced
to recognize the necessity of honesty when dealing
with moral values.
While individual performance is assessed and
measured as to quality and feivency, there is yet
another factor of considerable importance to be re
membered. Though the dedication to a cause may
have been faultless and the performance in support
of the cause without flaw, yet the virtue and integ
rity of the cause supported is also an issue of vital
importance. Individuals and even groups array them
selves to accomplish some prescribed task. They rally
forth declaring it moral obligation to support their
purportedly virtuous cause, but, many times, when
examined to its basics, the cause turns into a self
interest.
One outstanding example of such activity is the
idea of armed conflict. One nation will decide for some
reason or other to go to war with another nation,
and so it will begin a campaign to gain support for
its cause. It will extol the virtue of its own action and
condemn the action of its opposer, and it will, inevi
tably, attempt to impose a feeling of moral obligation
upon its subjects to support its effort. Human mo
rality is quick to take up the cry, and great acclaim
is given to those who are so engaged. Great religious
movements of the day lend the effort of their support
and urge their adherents to compliance, but what of
the requirement of religious morality? Religious mo
rality is not formulated from human source, nor was
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it designed to promote human cause. One of its
clearly stated regulations is "Thou shalt not kill," and
it offers no exceptions of application. He who takes
human life is declared a murderer, and the Word
plainly states that no murderer shall enter heaven.
(I John 3:15.) True religious morality will not even
accept hatred, the sentiment that leads to murder,
much less the act itself.
While societies bestow great honor upon those
who go and offer their lives in support of their na
tional cause, and even though those who go may do
an admirable job of the task at hand, yet if the cause
supported and the methods used violate the way of
divine virtue, it will not have divine approval. It be
comes obvious, then, that if men would build virtu
ous lives they must support and practice virtuous
causes. National cause, strong as it may seem to be,
is still the product of human manipulation and is
used to promote human, fleshly interest. It does not
necessarily adhere to divine interest, either in cause
or method. The instruction of the Word in such matters is, "...Do violence to no man, neither accuse any
falsely; ... " Luke 3:14.
While all men experience certain sentiments
which they feel toward themselves and their own
actions, they will at the same time experience feel
ings or sentiments toward the action of others. When
any man accepts what he feels are required rules of
practice and conduct, as pertains to moral responsi
bility, he will not only feel himself constrained to
comply with those rules, but he will also feel that all
other men should meet the same requirement. This
points up the necessity of uniformity in the rules.
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If all men are to be governed alike, then the laws
will need to apply identically to every man, else they
would not be just. This is where religion and moral
ity compliment each other. Moral law is of real value
only when it is applied through the agency of a di
vine Lawgiver. Human application will leave too much
room for self-interest and manipulation. Since Christ
is the ultimate in moral virtue, He alone would be
able to give and apply a faultless rule. So trustwor
thy was He in this capacity until the Father on high
could safely declare, "The government is upon His
shoulders." Since He is the Savior of all and thor
oughly acquainted with all, then He is the logical
Administrator of moral expectation. He is not work
ing to satisfy any selfish motivation of His own. He
loves us all and does not want to see any of us per
ish. His love for all dictates that all must be treated
fairly and alike. He declares that He does not re
spect persons. This explains how we can identify rules
or laws such as honesty and holiness and apply them
to all men, of all nationalities, of all generations. He
is indeed no respecter of persons. Even King David,
who was designated a man after God's own heart,
was not exempt nor excused when he transgressed,
but was required to meet the penalty of the violated
law.
God's universal laws do not go into great detail
nor lengthy numeration. He lays down a basic re
quirement for all men, then leaves it up to men to
work out the details that will flt their particular soci
ety, in their specific generation.
Earlier we introduced a thought, just for a mo
ment, and then dropped it. Let us go back now and
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pick it up. It is the idea of respect and contempt.
When an individual has performed an action that
we regard as commendable or noble, we pay that
individual what we call respect. When someone has
performed actions that are ignoble or degrading we
find ourselves entertaining feelings that diminish that
one in our estimation. This is what we call contempt.
Because an individual acted basely, imprudently or
unwisely when he could just as easily have performed
nobly, gallantly or admirably we feel contemptible
toward him. These again are emotions, thoughts and
attitudes that develop from our feelings and they,
too, are sentiments. They will produce a profound
effect upon us. No man is an island. We are all here
in contact and association with one another; there
fore it stands to reason that the estimation we place
on each other and our accompanying performance
will affect our relationship.
The position, status or regard we command in
the household of faith is not the result of physical
genealogy nor of social prowess but is rather the re
sult of our skill, prudence and sagacity in the con
duct of our life of holiness. The completely foolish
man does not acknowledge God or His ways at all;
consequently, we pay him very little moral respect.
There are those who acknowledge the Lord all right,
but their judgments somehow seem to be sometimes
faulty. Their choices are not always prudent, and
their decisions are not always the wisest. When these
conditions occur frequently or on a regular basis,
they begin to form patterns in lives that tend to leave
one disappointed in the overall quality of the life. It
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appears to be carelessly lived or lacking in proper
attention.
When the disposition of someone is of such cali
ber that he expects everything to be handled with
greatest prudence, even in minute detail, he will tend
to look down a bit on any less careful lives and en
tertain something less than a favorable attitude to
ward them. Whether or not these issues are of im
portance or of real consequence is quickly answered
when we realize that it is upon the basis of these
evaluations that our confidence is going to be placed
and our esteem bestowed. We are members in a
brotherhood, each striving to develop an image of
righteousness in ourselves and at the same time be
in harmony with the remainder of the brotherhood.
This may appear an easy undertaking at first glance,
but actually it develops into a fme art.
Consider the loosely handled performance for a
moment. It would be a mistake and an injustice to
write the entire endeavor off as unacceptable and
discard the complete effort. Before that could con
scientiously be done, one would need to give some
careful consideration to the candidate offering the
service. Moral law, remember, does not require all
men to be fastidious nor skillful nor sagacious. It
does require all men to be honest, true, just and holy.
If an individual is honestly and sincerely perform
ing in an acceptable manner before the Lord with
the fullness of the capacity he possesses to perform,
God accepts that service and honors that man just
as much as He does the one who pays fastidious
attention to every detail. (Read Romans 14.) It would
be a mistake to fail to pay a man less than full es-
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teem and not extend to him full confidence in his
battle for right, as he sees it, even though his perfor
mance may not particularly please all other people.
On the other hand, when we observe a life that
appears "ragged" and "shabby" and we are thoroughly
convinced that the inferior performance is the direct
result of carelessness or perhaps even rebellion, we
find it difficult indeed to extend a full measure of
esteem to that one, and we are reluctant to bestow
upon him our unreserved confidence. The more
prominent the unsatisfactory conduct becomes, the
more pronounced becomes our contempt. If the con
dition progresses far enough, our confidence will dis
appear altogether. It takes a great deal of patience,
love, divine wisdom and divine assistance to deal
successfully with a "loose" life. Little wonder the
Master required these qualities be found in those
whom He would use as pastors. It is difficult indeed
to build a model congregation with a few, or even
one, around who live "loose," but few, if any, of these
are finally won ·by bidding them depart. Contempt
can be endured and lived with until the offending
life can be adjusted. When that occurs the contempt
can change to respect, esteem and confidence. (Luke
13:8-9.)
This again points out to us how universal law
can be applied to all men, even to men of greater or
lesser capability, and them still remain in fellowship
and have respect one for the other. The fastidious
man can find grace to accept his offending brother
when he is convinced he is able to do no better. The
brother who is not given to minute detail can find
grace to accept his fastidious brother with all his
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fuss over what he feels is trivial when he is convinced
the man is honest. This quality is identical to the
quality of love, in that none has a right to expect to
be respected until he has presented himself respect
able morally.
The sentiments we feel toward each other should
be honestly and fairly drawn on the basis of perfor
mance from a moral standpoint and not from per
sonal likes or dislikes. It is said of Abraham Lincoln
that he once appointed a man to a responsible posi
tion of state because he knew the man's capability
in that field even though he knew the man intensely
disliked him personally. When questioned later as to
what he thought of the man, he had nothing but
good to say about him and his performance. Finally,
someone asked, "Do you know what he thinks of
you?" Mr. Lincoln replied, "You did not ask what he
thinks of me, you asked what I think of him." In the
fmal analysis it is what we think of others that will
govern our confidence and esteem and our actions
toward them.
When we regard a life as being carelessly lived,
from a moral standpoint, we will experience difficulty
extending full confidence to that life. It will also fol
low that our esteem for that life will be less than full
and our respect will also be affected. All of this tends
to diminish the unity between us. When these con
ditions prevail within a group, they will surely
weaken, and perhaps even destroy, the spiritual and
moral power of the group. Thus we realize how im
portant it is that we all have one divinely established
set of governing regulations that we all recognize and
are able to measure to, so that we may all give and
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receive confidence in each other. In this manner we
are able to become an effective, accomplishing, work
mg force that knows and achieves the right, the good,
the just, the true and the holy. This helps explain
why human morality is not acceptable.
Humanity alone cannot formulate a flawless law.
Unregenerate men are self-oriented; therefore their
judgments will be erroneous for they are selfish. Di
vinity can and has provided just such a flawless law
for we find it detailed in the Holy Scripture. Its as
sertions are true and its requirements are just. Its
demands are attainable for they are accompanied by
grace. Its results are true and uniform and they lead
men into holiness. It is holiness that prepares the
soul for heaven.
There are also sentiments that others stimulate
in us. When we feel an urge or longing or disposition
to share the impressions of others; we are experi
encing what we call sympathy. These impressions
may be of varied hue and embrace such opposites
as joy and sorrow, pleasure and grief, but of what
ever they consist, when we lend ourselves to enter
into the essence of them with our fellows, we are in
sympathy with the experience. Jesus was a Master
in this field. He healed the brokenhearted and had
pity on the afflicted. He rejoiced with the couple on
their wedding occasion, and He wept with those who
experienced the grief of death. He was touched with
men's infirmity, and He was concerned with their
lack of understanding. So intense was His involve
ment, until He was willing to give of the fullness of
what was available to Him, that the plight of men
might be bettered. He also wanted them to know the
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joy, pleasure, gladness and satisfaction that He had
known. Read His prayer in John 1 7. Sympathy is
the root from which springs a great many other in
fluences such as pity, compassion, mercy and ten
derness and finds fulfillment in such conditions as
sorrow, pain, embarrassment and grief.
Though we may feel a compelling tendency of
sympathy toward the condition or position of others,
yet there is caution that must be exercised lest we
be sympathetically drawn into violation of the laws
of holiness ourselves. While it is lamentable that
anyone should become involved in anything that
would defile their holiness, and we may feel a com
pelling desire to assist those who have fallen to re
cover, yet we must exercise caution lest we also be
come influenced by the same thing. It is impossible
to rescue people from wrong by entering into wrong
doing. The Scripture, or perfect law, instructs us to
not only refrain from doing such things but likewise
to have no fellowship with those who do. We may feel
sony for and desire to help folks in distress, but we
are not permitted to embrace the thing that produced
the distress. We are to "...have no fellowship with
the unfruitful works of darkness, ..." Ephesians 5:11.
These cautions are necessaiy, not only in working
with individuals, but also when dealing with the in
fluences of groups. Organizations or brotherhoods,
or whatever, that are not observing and abiding by
the prescribed rules of the Kingdom are not worthy
to follow nor to lend our sympathy to. Their influ
ence will not bring the life to holiness nor the soul to
heaven.
Sentiments, like other of the emotions, tend to
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escalate in accordance with intensity. Kindness is a
disposition to wish well toward all men, and we feel
constrained to extend that disposition to all of our
fellows with no further consideration. There are, how
ever, some who we feel kindly toward, that after we
have given some reflection and evaluation, we real
ize that they have acted or performed exceptionally
well. When we tend to extend to these a little greater
than the usual kindness, we call this esteem. There
are those who consistently adhere to the higher vir
tues and have over a span of time. We regard them
beyond kindness or esteem; we ascribe to them pro
found respect. There are some whose lives and con
duct are of such outstanding character until we re
gard them as an ideal, a model, a hero. This is what
we term admiration. Thus we see that our emotional
sentiments escalate in intensity in direct relation to
our feelings.
On the other hand, contempt is the feeling of dis
gust we experience when someone performs poorly.
When action performed is condemnable, we project
what we call blame, and when action performed is
criminal and revolting, we experience horror. The
feelings which develop in us in the various events of
life will be directly influenced by the intensity of the
actions which we observe. Our reactions will reflect
those feelings. God seems to experience the same
reactions to some degree. The Scripture tells us that
the one who did not lmow was beaten with few stripes,
but the one who knew and did otherwise was beaten
with many stripes. We also feel it justice to require
more of the intentional offender than of the inad
vertent transgressor, etc. This presents to us another
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area of striking contrast between human morality
and divinely instituted morality.
Human feeling will expeiience these vartous de
grees of intensity and react according to them, but
when God reviewed the situation, He concluded us
all in sin and in need of a Savior. This places all men
on an equal level and leaves all men in need of divine
assistance in order to be saved. Without this assis
tance none can be saved; therefore, no man is able
to achieve the desired experience by himself. If any
man is saved, it is solely by the meiit and Iighteous
ness of Jesus Christ. Thus the apostle of old declared,
"For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that
not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: Not of works,
lest any man should boast." Ephesians 2:8-9. May
we all realize that whether our sin be classified as
great or small, unless we find divine or supernatural
assistance to overcome, we cannot be saved. Of what,
then, do any of us have room to boast? We are what
we are only by the power of the grace of God that
works in us. God does not deal with us according to
the magnitude nor intensity of sin but rather accord
ing to the fact of sin. God does not countenance
wrongdoing whether it be small or great. He also does
not evaluate moral virtue from man's point of view,
but from His own concept of holiness. Thus we may
be sure that His judgments are fair for He tells us
that all of His things are done in righteousness. (Prov
erbs 8: 8.) God is, indeed, aware of fluctuations in
intensity and magnitude of performance, but all
wrongdoing, He declares, is sin and subject to sin's
penalty. There are conditions which He declares shall
receive the greater damnation. (Matthew 23: 14.)
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Moral law was designed and instituted to fit the
need of a specified segment of God's creation. Just
as instinct law was designed to meet the need of less
intelligent animal creation, so moral law was spe
cially tailored to meet the need of specifically quali
fied intelligent beings. God recognizes those supe
rior capabilities and insists that men do the same.
Some would like to ignore these superior qualities
and pretend they do not exist, along with their ac
companying responsibilities. God will not allow men
to shrug off these duties. We are reminded of the
parable of the man and his one talent. His neglect of
duty did not excuse nor nullify his responsibility
before the Lord.
It is apparent to all normal minds that there are
events and activities going on around us all the time
and that these developing occurrences may be ma
nipulated to personal advantages. They may be suc
cessfully used to produce both pleasure and profit
and a great many other things that afford satisfac
tion.
While these privileges and possibilities are nor
mally thought of as being available to all, yet there
are some for whom they do not exist. Consider those
in the innocent and carefree state of childhood and
those who are not blessed with sufficient mental
development to comprehend. Time will take care of
the immature, but the undeveloped may never pos
sess these blessings. Everyone who is capable of rec
ognizing presented opportunities, realizing their
worth and being alert to their possibilities, we con-
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sider sensible or sane. He is conscious of what is
going on about him.
When an individual observes the stream of events
taking place about him all the time and begins to
recognize the possibility at his command to influ
ence the stream of events so that it will produce to
his own personal advantage, he is considered an in
telligent man. His dexterity may be greater or lesser
according to his latent ability and diligence of appli
cation, but the very fact that he is able to perform
attests to his intelligence and demonstrates his men
tal capabilities.
Just as this recognition of possibility develops,
so in turn, ways and means of manipulation formu
late in the mind to exploit the possibilities to one's
own advantage. He will automatically begin to expe
rience a strong urge to try his hand in the matter.
This is the very thing described in the story of the
prodigal when the son began to make petition for
what he felt belonged to him. His desire was to use
his own faculties as he saw flt in a quest for his own
pleasure and satisfaction.
With God's image gone out of man's heart, his
desires and pleasures have both greatly changed.
This being the case, the prime motive of his manipu
lation in the events of life will be to satisfy his own
self-desires and pleasures. He possesses a basic con
cept of right and wrong, which is another demon
stration of his intelligence. He has quite likely devel
oped some sort of sentiments about them, the one
over the other, etc., but the urge to plunge into the
current of events about him will almost assuredly be
to satisfy his fleshly desires.
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This accentuates the effects of the fall, for at the
fall the more noble ways of the Spirit became more
obscure and the ways of the flesh were accentuated.
With the recognition of presented opportunity comes
a demand for freedom of choice which will allow the
pursuit of whatever selection is preferred. When the
selection of the intellect is made, then the will gets
busy to put the choice into function. And so we hear
the declaration, "This is what I want and this is what
I am going to have." We call it self-will. Every man
feels he has a right to make his own choices and to
pursue his own selection in whatever manner pleases
him. When man is actually in that position, he be
comes what we call a free moral agent. He possesses
the liberty of choice and the freedom to act with noth
ing to interfere but his own self-imposed restraints.
Since man is now selfishly disposed, it becomes im
mediately obvious that if two or more people are to
dwell together, there will need to be some sort of
mutually acceptable rules of conduct to prevent them
from selfishly taking advantage of each other. This is
what brought civil law into being.
Civil law is, basically, a mutually agreed upon
set of regulations, designed to produce acceptable
conduct between individuals. Society imposes these
rules upon itself for its own safety and protection. It
conforms, by and large, to the commonly accepted
concepts of right and wrong. Without these civil rules
men would be total savages, exploiting each other at
their own discretion, with cunning and brute force
being the deciding factors in any dispute. Civil law
has allowed mankind to develop according to his
higher concepts until we call him civilized. God de-
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clares this development a blessing from His hand
and instructs His subjects to be in submission to
civil rule and to pray for those who are committed to
its administration. Visualize for a moment what so
ciety, in general, would be like with no other govern
ing influence but the selfishly motivated impulses of
every man as he may choose.
While civil restriction has a place and is neces
sary in order to establish and maintain some sort of
social tranquility, yet it is not by any means the ideal
form of government. It is conceived in the minds of
fallen man and is formulated and applied through
the same agencies; therefore, it will automatically
possess the same faults. Men will seek to manipu
late the laws to their own self-advantage at the ex
pense of their fellows and will seek to devise means
to avoid lawful restriction. This fact necessitates the
large and expensive force necessary to enforce the
laws society lays down for itself to obey.
Because mankind is self-willed and determined,
he must be forced to observe the regulations of soci
ety in order to protect society. Men are free to make
those unacceptable choices if they so desire, and they
do; so consequently they must be physically forced
to conform. Notice is thereby issued to such offend
ers that they must cease and desist from such con
duct or suffer the penalty. The idea of the penalty is
to make it so severe until the violation will not be
worth the price demanded. In some cases violators
are forcefully removed from mingling with society in
general, because they will not obey its rules nor ob
serve its restrictions.
While these measures may be acceptable and
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have utility in civil law, yet the entire process is to
tally different from God's law. In society, civil law is
formulated and enforced to protect its own interest,
the assumption being that what is good for society
in general is likewise good for each of its members in
particular. Society assumes the responsibility of en
forcement and sets its agencies to work to see to it
that all of its members obey its prescribed rules. No
consideration is given to the individual preference in
the matter and so men are forced, contrary to their
will, to obey.
In God's Kingdom, the approach does not start
with the group, but on an individual basis. The laws
do not need to be formulated for they have been in
existence from time immortal. They are, in fact, the
very laws that make God what He is. God is holy
because He adheres strictly and consistently to the
rules and requirements of holiness. He is just, be
cause He is the embodiment of all honesty and truth.
We could go on down the list of God's characteristics
but such seems hardly necessary. The whole of what
God is, is the result of His having totally and con
stantly conformed to the virtues of His own noble
choices. (Read Proverbs 8.) God is conscious and
aware of what is going on about Him, and intelligent
enough to recognize the truth and worth of the noble
virtues. Possessing the right and freedom to select
and pursue the path of His choice, He has elected to
walk in the ways of the higher virtues and it has
made Him what He is. He and His virtues are so
totally and completely embraced in each other until
it is difficult to ascertain which begat the other. It
almost seems they are simply a varied application of
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the same power, One portraying the pattern, the other
manifesting the fmished product. Whatever the case
may be, the point is this: His choice was voluntary
and He is what He is because that is what He wants
to be.
Stop and think what makes God eternal. He is
all-wise, attesting to His intelligence. He knows what
it is that destroys eternal life. He cannot be tricked
nor deceived for He knows all truth. All of His judg
ments are correct. He is all-powerful; therefore, there
is no force able to cause Him to perform contrary to
His better judgment. He has elected, by His own
choice, to willingly follow the path of virtue which
makes Him holy, and this process has rendered Him
eternal, for there is nothing decaying or corroding
about that which is virtuous and holy. These virtues
are immortal and will endure forever. Their subjects
will endure for the same span and for the same rea
son.
He comes to us individually, on a one to one ba
sis, approaching everyone who is of sufficient matu
rity and mental development. He offers to each of us
the privilege of making the same noble choices for
ourselves that He made for Himself. He assures us
that the benefits for us will be the same as they are
for Him if we will but receive. Is any qualifying nec
essary? Yes, we will have to hate the evil and love the
good with all our hearts the same as He does. If we
will do that, the way is open. He stands ready to lead
that soul to the good and on to the virtuous and
then on into the fullness of holiness. (II Chronicles
16:9.) Always and consistently this upward progres
sion will be on a voluntary basis.
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Man possesses the right of choice and that right
will not be ignored. He may refuse the offer at its
very beginning. He may accept for a while and then
conclude to go no further. He may attempt to go half
heartedly or he may profess to go but not go at all,
but always the choice is up to the individual. Thus
we can plainly see where the responsibility of en
forcement lies, for no man has the right nor ability
to force his fellow into virtuous living.
Outside intervention will encounter the same
handicaps as civil law. It will need physical force to
enforce, and it will fmd it necessary to subdue the
will by force. These imposed regulations will not re
sult in virtue nor holiness of heart. God loves the
ways of truth and righteousness which He follows
and invites us to do the same for the same reason.
The man who does not love the truth will have trouble
keeping the truth even when enforced regulation is
bound upon him. The man who does love the truth
will not settle for anything less even if no pressure is
imposed upon him.
Now, we can see how every man becomes his own
lawkeeper. If every individual, in any given society,
is totally dedicated to the observance and keeping of
that society's regulations because he loves them,
there will be no need nor use for any enforcing agency.
Each member will be conforming because he loves
the institution and wants with all his heart to keep
its regulation that he might be accepted in its fold.
Just a hint that he might be falling short will put
him to searching and correcting his life for he wants
desperately to be all that he ought to be. God's King
dom is the only one known to man where these con-
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ditions exist. Men love, seive and obey the Lord and
His teaching because they love Him and recognize
the virtue of His ways and the beauty of His holi
ness. They desire to be partakers with Him more than
anythmg else in the world.
So interested was God in man's success at serv
ing the Lord that He provided and sent into the world
the agency of His Holy Spirit. That Spirit was com
missioned to take up its abode in every dedicated
and consecrated heart and to lead that heart into all
truth. Man's own impulse would prompt him wrong,
but by following the prompting of the Spirit, he may
be successfully directed into the way of eternal life.
Again, we say, no man will be pushed, tricked or fall
accidentally into heaven. He will arrive there because
he desires to go more than anything else in the world.
He will do whatever is required of him in order to
achieve that goal.
As we previously stated, all men do not elect to
follow the upward way nor do they accept God's of
fer, preferring instead to go their own way, make their
own decisions and follow their own choices. This is a
right given to all men; otherwise they would not be
free. The demand of the prodigal was, "Give me that
which is mine." In other words, allow me to make
the decisions of my own life, go the way I choose, do
the things I prefer. When given the rights he de
manded, he did exactly what all men do: he squan
dered them on the lusts and desires of the flesh which
brought him to ruin.
Now, let us notice and observe another side of
God's dealing with man. Men are all exposed to the
stream of the events of life as they occur from day to
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day for all. Always, and for evecyone, there will occur
those issues that possess moral value and that will
not only offer, but require, that choice be made ac
cording to personal preference and sentiment. No
man can go both ways at the same time, that is im
possible; therefore, he will lend his sympathy one
way or the other. Either he will elect to follow the
more noble ways of right or else he will lend himself
to the degrading influence of evil. God, through the
agency of man's intelligence, has equipped all men
with a knowledge of right and wrong so that, when
the time of choice comes, he will know what he is
selecting.
Along with that, through the agency of man's
conscience, man is prompted or urged to make the
correct choice and select the right or good. On the
other hand, the appetites, desires and lusts of the
flesh will plead for their pleasure and satisfaction,
even though it will require a betrayal of the good to
meet their demand. The option is presented to the
individual, and the choice is put in his hand to dis
pose of as he sees fit. But God is not through yet.
While God does not interfere with any man's
choice as such, yet He does make known to man the
consequence of his choice, whatever it is. That has
been God's method from the time He started dealing
with man. "If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall eat
the good of the land: But if ye refuse and rebel, ye
shall be devoured with the sword: ...'' Isaiah 1:19-20.
(Read Deuteronomy, Chapters 28-30.) This process
is not just a happenstance affair; it is the product of
intelligent design. God recognizes in man a creature
of intelligence who is able to discern moral value and
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who possesses the right of choice so that he may
select his own preference. God also makes it His
business to see that man is aware of the consequence
of his choice even though he is free and able to act
as he pleases in any given matter.
Liberty automatically supposes one to be in pos
session of himself. This state and condition would
not exist if one were asleep or a child, delirious or
unconscious, etc. In the process of selecting and
acting, man develops inward feelings or sentiments
in regard to the action. At the moment of acting, he
feels himself free to act or else to refuse to act at his
own discretion. Should he elect to perform, he feels
himself capable of discontinuing the action so long
as it has not been completely executed. When the
action is completed, he is convinced that he might
have acted otherwise had he felt so disposed. All of
this, he feels, is under his own control and so, of
course, he feels free, or at liberty, to act as he sees
fit.
Moral law, as has been pointed out, is not a mar
tial law demanding enforced compliance. It is a rea
sonable and understandable presentation of what is
good, best, just and right for us in order to be holy,
and through the conscience it imposes the constraint
of a feeling of duty to do what one recognizes to be
best. When this constraint is accepted and acted
upon, we have a consented to obedience that enjoys
the sanction and approval of the will, for the will
feels free. It has chosen to perform thus. Conse
quently it is a keeping of a law, yet it is a consented
to obedience. Men are free to perform or reject ac-
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cording to their own discretion. It is called "the per
fect law of liberty." (James 1:25.)
When we recognize a law working, then we have
opportunity to study its functions. If the constraint
of duty is appealing for compliance, leaving one with
the feeling that they "ought" to perform, then it stands
to reason that they are able to perform. No man could
be justly held to do that which he is unable to do. If,
then, there is a law within which constrains to per
form the good and avoid the evil, it is because the
agent is capable of either, according to his own pref
erence. He may do the good if he so chooses. He may
likewise refuse the good in favor of the bad if he so
chooses. Thus he is free, yet in either case he is able.
It is indeed, then, a perfect law of liberty. It does not
constrain the will but the reason through the intel
lect, and the consent of the will is given voluntarily
to perform the preference of the intellect. Men do
what they want to do, morally. Thus we hear the
words of the Savior, .. If ye love me, ye will keep my
commandments." The implied alternative is that if
you don't love Me, you won't keep My command
ments. Love is an emotion that functions only with
the consent of the will; hence when love is present,
the consenting will is obvious. In like manner the
absence of love is mute testimony to the refusal of
the will.
When an action is performed, there are accom
panying sentiments that follow that action. To per
form well will produce a feeling of moral satisfaction.
We feel the Lord's approval upon our conduct, and
we say we are blest in our soul. This is a reward that
never fails. When a bad action is performed it brings
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a feeling of remorse, shame and perhaps even re
pentance. We feel guilty and condemned. Let us not
fail to notice this: No man feels himself blest for ac
tion he has performed against his will. By contrast,
it is equally true that no man will reproach himself
for actidn he performed under compulsion. His plea,
consciously or unconsciously, will be that my will
was not given consideration in the matter, yet I was
forced to comply; therefore, the result is not a thing
of my own doing. I am not responsible for the pro
duced result. Again we say, it is virtually impossible
to physically enforce moral law. To attempt such
action will ignore all the normal function of moral
applications. All men feel that they may be justly
reproached only for action which they have commit
ted willfully. A common plea when one is approached
in regard to unacceptable conduct is that I did not
do it on purpose; it was totally unintentional. Since
the will was not exercised in the matter, we feel our
selves of lesser blame and we feel others should re
gard the matter from the same viewpoint. Thus we
see that moral responsibility is not able to impose
itself where there is ignorance of requirement, or
where freedom of the will is curtailed. Either condi
tion, we feel, relieves us of responsibility.
We tend to hold each other in accordance with
the same restraint we place upon ourselves. We would
think it unreasonable to exhort anyone to be hot or
cold or not to suffer thirst or hunger, because we
well know that this is not dependent upon the ac
tion of the will. No man possesses voluntary control
over these functions. At the same time we would feel
no hesitation to exhort all men to be truthful or hon-
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est, for all would feel this well within the capability
of anyone who so desires. There is occasionally the
one who offers this plea, "But this is my natural
makeup. I was born this way and so this is the way
I naturally am; therefore, I cannot be justly held re
sponsible for that fault. Others will just have to make
room for me as I am." Such philosophy, when ac
cepted, defeats the plan of salvation completely.
Man is what he is because of what sin has done
to him, and sin is able to work in him because he
yields himself to its ways. Jesus came to destroy the
works of the devil. When men yield themselves to
Christ, He is able to work His works in them and do
a work that will change their entire being. They are
made new creatures in Christ Jesus. Thus, the works
of sin can be destroyed out of men's lives. This pro
cess, however, requires the consent of the will. God
will not purge any heart from sin against its will.
Any heart who comes in entirety seeking deliverance,
He says, He will in no wise cast out. (John 6:37.) If
the nature, then, cannot be changed it is because
the possessor does not really want it changed. He
prefers to keep it like it is, yet he will quite likely feel
that he should be accepted as a true Christian, re
gardless. Jesus said, "And why call ye me, Lord, Lord,
and do not the things which I say?" Luke 6:46.
Free moral agents who exercise their right of
choice and, on the basis of their intelligent under
standing, begin to draw conclusions and arrive at
decisions, will also begin to perform actions. Since
the action did not previously exist until they had
performed it into being, they become the cause of
the action. It is the direct result of their contempla-
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tive thinking and deliberate performing. They are its
author or originator whatever the action may be.
Since they are the cause and originator of the ac
tion, then, they may justly be held responsible for
the consequence of the action. In other words, it may
be attributed to them or charged to their account.
This is what we call imputed. Imputed sin is that
transgression which is performed with the full lmowl
edge and consent of its performer. It is that which he
voluntarily entered into with his full consent and
permission, knowledgeable and aware all the time of
its unacceptability and final consequence. Such sin
can, and will, be imputed to its author and its pen
alty will be exacted. (Galatians 6:7-8, Matthew 13:4043 and Romans 5:13.) The only deliverance lmown
to man from this penalty of imputed sin is that pre
sented by the Savior when He offered to those who
would humble themselves and repent, the blessing
of forgiveness.
All functioning law requires its own observance
and provides its own reward. Moral law is no excep
tion in its provision, though it may vary in its appli
cation. Civil law will seek its offender and execute its
penalty immediately, while the moral recompense,
though it is just as sure, may not be meted out until
sometime in the future. (Ecclesiastes 8:11.) What a
marvelous manifestation of God's forbearance and
mercy. If every offense of man was seized upon,
judged and penalized immediately, there would be
no opportunity for repentance and recovery. Yet, since
the provision is made and justice forestalled for the
time being, let no man be so foolish as to conclude
that no accounting will ever be taken. (Hebrews 2:2.)
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The Scripture states clearly that every transgression
will receive a just recompense of reward. The Scrip
ture also makes it clear that any sacrifice made for
the Lord and His cause will likewise realize its ac
companying reward. (Matthew 16:27, Romans 2:6
and Revelation 2:23.) Thus we realize that men who
are consistently and earnestly striving to achieve the
good, the virtuous, the holy are in actuality strug
gling toward that anticipated reward. Disregarding
what is seen, they strive toward that which is not
seen, for that which is seen is temporal but that which
is not seen is eternal. (II Corinthians 4: 18.)
Some would offer the idea that no holy God, filled
with kindness and compassion, would commit any
one to a never-ending, burning hell. Let us realize
that it is not God who is sending anyone there, it is
every man as he makes his own choices. God is do
ing everything He can to prevent men from going
there. All will concede that the offender of the law
may justly be judged and condemned by the provi
sion of the law. God's law is no exception. Any man
may avoid the penalty of the law by conforming to its
requirements. God has gone to great length and ex
pended great effort and sacrifice to provide man an
escape from the penalty of transgressed law. Man
will have to humble himself, accept the provision
made for his deliverance and then abide by that law
in order to reap its benefits and avoid its retribution.
While it is declared in the Scripture that God will
sit in judgment upon the world at the last day, yet it
is also true that the same Scripture makes known to
man the content of the law that will be in force at the
time of the trial and the conditions upon which ev-
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ery man will be tried. (Revelation 20:12-13 and
II Corinthians 5: 10.) His pronouncement and execu

tion of justice at that day will be the expression of
the indignation and wrath of all righteousness, not
only His own but that of the laws that produced it as
well.
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Merit and Demerit
Let us consider merit from the standpoint that it
is the quality of character that would present one
deserving of reward. By contrast, let us consider de
merit as that quality of character that would present
one deserving of punishment. On the basis of what,
then, would we make these evaluations? It seems
quite reasonable and logical that at least two factors
would need consideration. One would be the diffi
culty of the action, and the other the importance of
the duty. We read the story of Joseph of old and his
experience with his master's lewd wife, and we
unhesitatingly ascribe to him great merit for the dif
ficulty he overcame and the good it accomplished.
On the other hand we award very little merit to
the poor man who has lain for a long period of time
on a pallet of spikes in the name of religion, even
though the action is very difficult, for we see nothing
of real importance accomplished by the action. Diffi
culty, as it stands alone, is worthy of very meager
merit, while difficulty that is overcome, in perfor
mance of moral duty, becomes of great worth. In
II Samuel 23: 15-17 is given an account of King David
and his lament for a drink from the well of Bethlehem.
He was under the duress of the siege of battle, and
the enemy held the very well from which he longed
to drink. Hearing his appeal and unbeknownst to
him, three of his mightiest men took their own lives
in their own hands, broke through the enemy line
and secured the water, bringing it safely back to King
David. So appalled was he at such difficult and meri
torious action until he felt himself completely un-
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worthy of such allegiance and declared that only the
Lord was worthy. He denied himself and poured the
water out unto the Lord. His own conduct thus be
came a meritorious action on his part.
Here is an area in which we need to give some
careful consideration in our service to Him who loves
us. Service alone is not enough. He is looking for
service that will accomplish. The man with five tal
ents secured five more and he was commended. The
man with two acquired two more and he was com
mended. The man with one presented only what he
started with and he was rejected. Service that pro
duces no more than is ordinarily expected of all men
bears no particular merit. These are some of the dec
larations that astonished the multitudes that listened
to Jesus' preaching. He taught them to love their
enemies, to do good to those who hated them, to pro
duce righteousness that would exceed the ordinmy
accepted quality and to love the Lord with all their
heart. These kinds of things, He said, would be wor
thy of soul merit and would gain recognition before
His Father. None of these were commonly practiced.
Let us consider, briefly, the idea of moral respon
sibility. Its primacy conditions may be discovered in
these two basic factors: One is the knowledge of good
and evil, and the other is the liberty of action. As
these two conditions may vmy, so responsibility will
vmy accordingly. We have observed before that no
man is held to perform the impossible, and we are
able to accept that. But we will likewise hold every .
individual responsible to be honest in what he is
willing to label art impossible situation. Otherwise
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what is presented as a valid reason becomes noth
ing but a flimsy excuse.
Natural qualities are not a worthy basis for credit
or merit to anyone. No one is rendered commend
able, IllOrally, for physical strength, beauty, health,
wit, dexterity or any other physical quality. Thus,
the apostle of old declared that bodily exercise
profiteth little. (I Timothy 4:8.) We are to develop and
use the various talents and abilities that are bestowed
upon us at birth to the glory of God and in His ser
vice, but we are not to exploit them with the feeling
that by so doing we are gaining prowess and thus
deserving of special consideration spiritually.
There is a strong tendency among human beings
to attribute virtue to a pretty face or leadership to a
well developed physique, etc., but human experience,
as well as the Word, teaches us that such is no basis
for moral excellence. These qualities are both found
in abundance on the Hollywood scene, yet this is the
area where moral standards are the lowest, and the
practices and patterns of life portrayed there have
led the general public on a downward path. Not only
that, but it would be neither just nor fair to attribute
merit to one for qualities he acquired at birth and
demerit another for failing to be born with these same
qualities. This is an area over which no man has any
control. No man may be justly expected to meet a
requirement which he is powerless to fulfill, nor may
he be justly punished for failure to perform that which
is beyond his ability. But all men will be held re
sponsible for what they might have done had they
availed themselves of the grace of God.
The stream of events that accompany life and that
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ebb and flow about us all the time will exact from
each of us moral responsibility in proportion to the
degree in which we were capable of effecting the
stream. Man is judged in accordance with what he
could or should have produced, prevented or directed
in life's events, and the diligence or neglect he dis
played in so doing.
Along with this comes our moral responsibility
to other men. We think immediately of home and
family. Certainly all feel responsible here to teach
and manifest the higher virtues. The Scriptures are
plentiful in fixing that responsibility. We are com
manded to "let our light so shine before men" and to
"reprove the unfruitful works of darkness." And so
the list goes on. He tells us if our light be hid, it is
hid to those that are lost. Let us be diligent to keep
our lamps trimmed and burning. None would attempt
to deny that all of God's people have responsibility
to others, saved and unsaved alike. While it is true
that every life produces some sort of effect on other
lives about them, it is also true that one life cannot
produce enough virtue or merit to answer for any
more than its own need. It took the Christ, who was
of supernatural ability to accomplish that. Here again
we are brought to the realization that regardless of
what our lives may contain, unless we obtain the aid
of divine assistance we will in no wise be saved. We,
of ourselves, and perhaps even general society about
us, may hold us in high esteem and ascribe great
merit to our lives, yet no man advances to the place
where he is able to answer for the need of another.
(Revelation 20: 13.) Only Christ was able to offer an
acceptable, vicarious sacrifice. Human morality
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would suggest that a consistent, proper selection of
meritorious conduct would surely and finally add up
to an acceptable life, but such is not the case. By
grace we are saved through faith, the Word says, and
that not of ourselves; it is the gift of God, not of works
lest any man should boast. Furthermore, He tells us
that when we have done all that we know to do, to
say of ourselves that we are unprofitable seivants
for we have done only that which was our duty to do.
(Luke 17:10.) Now, we can see that our salvation is
effected, not by works or meritorious performance
on our part alone, nor yet on the offering of vicarious
sacrifice alone on His part, but rather on the mutual
consent and cooperation of both factors, each doing
its respective part toward the accomplishment of the
whole. It takes man and God working together to
achieve man's salvation. Consider Romans 2:3-11,
"And thinkest thou this, 0 man, that judgest them
which do such things, and doest the same, that thou
shalt escape the judgment of God? Or despisest thou
the riches of his goodness and forbearance and
longsuffering; not knowing that the goodness of God
leadeth thee to repentance? But after thy hardness
and impenitent heart treasurest up unto thyself
wrath against the day of wrath and revelation of the
righteous judgment of God; Who will render to every
man according to his deeds: To them who by patient
continuance in well-doing seek for glory and honour
and immortality, eternal life: But unto them that are
contentious, and do not obey the truth, but obey
unrighteousness, indignation and wrath, Tribulation
and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil,
of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile; But glory,
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honour, and peace, to every man that worketh good,
to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile: For there is
no respect of persons with God." Here we must ac
knowledge that human morality alone is ineffectual
and insufficient, but religious morality, followed as
it is directed of the Lord, will produce effectually to
the saving of the soul.
Every man's salvation, then, will be based on a
combination offactors, the first and foremost of which
is the acceptance of Jesus Christ in the role He fills
in the matter. As we have observed previously, a
yearning for a virtuous life will inevitably bring us
into contact with the divine, where we soon learn
that true virtue or real holiness can only be obtained
through Him and His guidance. As ·we have also ob
served, these qualities are only achieved by the lay
ing aside of our own selfish, fleshly will and way and
the putting on of Him and His divine will and way. It
is commendable to yearn for righteousness, but it is
accomplishing to accept the ways and provisions of
righteousness that are provided through His Dear
Son. Our good deeds and actions will accomplish
nothing, for our righteousness is as filthy rags in His
sight. The works He performed in our behalfwill work
to the saving of our souls. On this basis we can readily
understand, then, why the prime question at the fi
nal judgment will be, "Are we under the �lood?" or,
in other words, "Is the merit and righteousness of
Jesus' vicarious sacrifice pleading for us before the
judgment bar or are we appearing with only our own?"
The accepting of Him and His sacrifice for us is the
first and most meritorious act we can perform. There
then must begin and continue a consistent pattern
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of meritorious behavior on our part if we are to re
tain the original blessing. This is the plain and un
derstandable teaching of the text just presented, and
it presents plainly the consequence of whichever
course is taken.
Some would have us believe that after having once
accepted Christ as our Savior, we are then free to
continue on practici�g the same patterns of life as
before, only now our sinning is overlooked because
we have accepted Christ. Romans 6:1-2, along with
a multitude of other Scripture, teaches us otherwise.
"What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin,
that grace may abound? God forbid. How shall we,
that are dead to sin, live any longer therein?" There
was, and now is, sufficient grace provided in Christ's
sacrifice to stop the sin business in human lives.
However, it was never designed nor intended to de
liver us from the power of sin and then free us to go
on continuing to tolerate sin in our lives. It is diffi
cult indeed to believe that Christ's perfect answer
for the problem of sin was to legalize it, especially in
the face of such Scripture as the one found in
II Corinthians 7:1. It says, "Having therefore these
promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse ourselves
from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting
holiness in the fear of God." And we have the utter
ance of the wise man who declared, "Righteousness
exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people."
Proverbs 14:34. Surely our loving Savior never in
tended that we continue displaying that kind of uni
versal reproach. "For the grace of God that bringeth
salvation hath appeared to all men, Teaching us that,
denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should
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live soberly, righteously, and godly, in this present
world; Looking for that blessed hope, and the glori
ous appearing of the great God and our Savior Jesus
Christ; Who gave himself for us, that he might re
deem us from all iniquity, and purify unto himself a
peculiar people, zealous of good works." Titus 2: 1114.
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Sanction
The idea of merit and demerit points us toward
another consideration. Good or bad conduct and
action is of little consequence until we become aware
that reward or punishment is to be administered on
the basis of the quality of our everyday lives. (Ro
mans 2:6.) This realization makes us acutely aware
that our actions, attitudes, etc., are important. It is
extremely needful that we conduct our lives in ac
cordance with the requirements of the higher vir
tues, which involve the law of holiness. This need is
accentuated when we realize that the body and vol
ume of recompenses and punishments attached to
the keeping or violating of any law is what we term
its sanction. Moral law is no different. God has al
ways been faithful to humanity to make known His
laws and then to point out the rewards of obedience
and the punishments of violation. (Deuteronomy,
Chapters 27-32.)
In the beginning of this treatise, we noticed briefly
six requirements for a kingdom. They were as fol
lows: a king, dominion, defense, subjects, laws and
enforcement. God is our King and Majesty Supreme,
ruling over all from His royal throne on high and
over us through the agency of His dear Son. That
Son, to us, is King of kings and Lord of lords. We are
His subjects. Therefore, we come under the jurisdic
tion of His laws, for they apply to us. His laws are
those rules and regulations that govern moral val
ues. Since we possess the capability of moral con
cept and performance, then we, of course, come un
der the regulation of moral law. All men accept the
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idea that the presence of functioning law will cany
with it accompanying requirements. It is also uni
:versally accepted that to violate or ignore the require
ment of the law is to experience its retribution, while
to obey the requirement of the law is to enjoy its
reward. These are the very principles taught by the
Savior. "Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon
earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt, and where
thieves break through and steal: But lay up for your
selves treasures in heaven, .. :· Matthew 6:19-20. In
other words, so conduct your lives that ye may reap
the blessing of reward. The apostle speaks of the
patriarch of old who looked forward to the recom
pense of reward, and he urges all of us to do the
same. His admonition is, "Be not weary in well do
ing." assuring us of impending reward if we remain
faithful.
The accounting of the Scripture is prolific with
the related instances of violation and retribution,
obedience and blessing. Yet, in the very face of all
this testimony, men will still dare to rise up and de
clare that God will not execute retribution on those
who violate or ignore His moral laws. Every law ex
acts penalty when it is violated. Why then, would
intelligent beings conclude this one to be different.
especially when this one is the most important of all.
for the eternal soul is at stake? It is true that the
penalties of violated moral law, as they are described
to man, are almost beyond human ability to com
prehend but so also is the realm of the soul. Who
can understand or visualize perpetual duration?
Everything man has ever known has had a begin
ning and either has, or will have. an ending. Little
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wonder, then, that men stumble at the idea of eter
nal life, much less eternal destruction or retribution.
But whether it is perceived or not, the Giver of the
law, with His own Word, declared it to be so and men
will be foolish to refuse or ignore it. Notice Hebrews
10:26-27: "For if we sin wilfully after that we have
received the knowledge of the truth, there remaineth
no more sacrifice for sins, But a certain fearful look
ing for of judgment and fiery indignation, which shall
devour the adversaries." Sin is the common name
for violating moral law, and so we understand that it
is for sin or moral violation that retribution will be
given.
While the recompenses of moral violation are stu
pendous and almost incomprehensible, so the bless
ings and rewards of obedience are correspondingly
magnificent. Accomplished moral excellence, or ho
liness, promises the reward of access to eternal life.
It offers continual company in the presence of our
loving Savior, the One who loved us and gave Him
self for us. It offers the banishment of all sickness,
sorrow, pain and distress. It promises no more death
nor parting, and tears are wiped away forever. All of
these and many, many more are set forth as the re
wards of moral excellence or obedience to His moral
law. Who could be unwilling to strive for such _as
that?
Though long-term reward for consistent adher
ence to the requirements of holiness is offered, yet
there are also short-term effects. When one has per
formed a virtuous action successfully he begins im
mediately to experience a pleasure and satisfaction
for having so performed. Consider Jesus' reaction
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after talking to the woman at the well. (John 4:3134.) The performance affords its fullest satisfaction
when it is accomplished with the knowledge of no
one but its performer and when its prime motive and
reason is because it is good and virtuous to thus
perform. Jesus was directing men into this kind of
blessing when He instructed us, let not your left hand
know what your right hand is doing. Do not your
alms before men to be seen of them but rather per
form before the Author of all virtue to be seen of Him
and Him alone. (Matthew 6:3-4.) The reward is great
est under those conditions. Doing good simply be
cause it is good and fmding soul pleasure and satis
faction in thus performing, with no other applause
or recognition needed or even wanted is a virtue
within itself. It is the practice and cultivation of this
virtue that will enable one to so perform even when
the recipient of the good action is acting ugly.
To perform in a manner that is commonly ac
cepted as commendable toward someone with the
motive and idea in mind to "heap coals of fire on his
head" or make·his performance look inferior or di
minished as compared to ours will not produce the
same blessing or reward, for it is spawned from dif
ferent motivation. Such action could, and in some
cases perhaps even should, leave the performer feel
ing guilty. It could even be an expression of enmity
under the guise of virtue, and so, of course, in that
situation there would be no soul-satisfying blessing.
At the best it would be a fleshly fulftllment. Doing
good simply because we love to do good, being good
and virtuous simply because we find pleasure in its
accomplishment, will leave the soul revelling in bless-
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ing and pleasure that the recipient will not be able
to describe. One in one place expressed it thus, "...joy
unspeakable and full of glory." I Peter 1:8.
Here is a principle worthy of consideration: It is
not that the law should be fulfilled that there are
rewards and punishments, but rather because it has
been either fulfilled or violated. Rewards are intended
a function of justice, not a tool of utility. Their pri
mary purpose is to acknowledge performance already
accomplished, and not to be a stimulus to prompt
toward performance. This is the true principle of re
ward. To attempt to apply it as the prime incentive
for acceptable performance will leave one in conflict
with the Scripture. Jesus, Himself, gave us plainly
the prime and only successful motive for living holy
lives when He said, "If ye love me ye will keep my
commandments." No one wants to go to hell, of
course, but that factor alone will not be strong enough
to enable any man to avoid that experience. To love
the Lord our God with all the soul, mind and strength,
as He commands, will automatically gender a whole
hearted desire and yearning to be as He is. This type
of perfect heart toward Him will be accepted by Him,
and His grace will then be able to function in our
behalf� It will deliver us from the power of sin. Our
works or actions will then begin to be acceptable
before His righteousness. When that occurs, our re
ward will be that of the good, the virtuous, the holy.
Love is the only element known to man sufficient to
conquer the power of sin and to bestow the fruits of
true holiness. It is imperative, then, that men seIVe
the Lord from love and love alone, not primarily be
cause they are seeking reward or attempting to avoid
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punishment. God is love; therefore, if we would be
holy, we must be immersed in Him for He is likewise
holy. There is no way to get to the Father but by His
Son, Jesus Christ. (John 14:6.) To accept the posi
tion, then, that by consistently performing what I
feel are works of sufficient merit to reward me with
my desired goal, namely heaven, is to attempt to ar
rive in heaven by virtue of my own good works. It will
miserably fail. While it is a blessing and an encour
agement to us to know that there is great reward
provided for the faithful, yet, we must not lose sight
of the fact that faithfulness means being true to our
loving Christ and His requirements for us, not the
seeking of reward.
While reward, in its truest sense, is the acknowl
edgment of action already performed, yet there is a
quality whose function it is to encourage toward bet
ter performance: We call it chastisement and it does,
perhaps, present a form of reward. When the perfor
mance, for some reason or other, is unacceptable or
beneath the quality the Lord expects, that agent will
be subject to chastisement. It is not designed a final
retribution but rather an expression of expected dras
tic improvement. It was apparently not intended to
destroy but to be accepted as a blessing even though
it may leave one self-conscious, perhaps embarrassed
or possibly even ashamed. It is presented to us in
the Scripture as a tool used in the Lord's hand to
perfect in us the beings that He designed us to be,
and He admonishes us not to be discouraged by its
use, for it is a product of His love. (Hebrews 12:511.) The reward it offers, then, is a safe prompting
back into the holy way when the steps are beginning
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to stray. When the heart is perfect in its intent to
serve and please the Lord, it becomes of great value
to be prompted back into acceptable performance if
one is falling short or under performing. It is not
administered as a retribution but as a mercy, the
idea being an aid and stimulus to improvement or
greater acceptability. It is indeed a manifestation of
God's great love for man. (I Chronicles, Chapter 21.)
Another element closely related to the idea of re
ward is what we call favor. It consists in the bestow
ing of gratuity that is not deserved or earned. It is
the pure expression of goodwill by one agent toward
others. Favor is distinguished from reward in that
reward is regarded as a remuneration in return for
something. Favor is a gratuitous performance pre
sented to express its own goodwill. It may be bestowed
or it may be received. The outstanding example we
have before us continually is the unmerited favor
the Lord had toward us when He came to this sin
darkened world to bring us the Light of life. His gen
erosity was most assuredly unearned and unde
served, and at first it was even unaccepted but He
carried it out anyway for it was the expression of His
goodwill toward fallen man. Here again, reward is
not hardly the element involved, yet there is a cer
tain form of remuneration. The pleasure and satis
faction of extended favor accepted and duly appreci
ated is the remuneration of the donor, for he feels
his efforts a blessing to others and he rejoices in
that realization. (Luke 16:4-10.) It is indeed hum
bling to realize ourselves as Christians, the product
of our Lord's generous and gracious favor toward us,
simply because He loved us and extended to us the
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benefit of His goodwill. Without doubt, He came mani
festing His favor and goodwill toward us, to some
degree at least, because if He had been in our condi
tion that is what He would have wanted someone to
do for Him. Now, He instructs us who have accepted
Him, as ye would that other men should do unto
you, do ye even so unto them. (Matthew 7: 12.) He is
expecting us to manifest our goodwill and favor to
other of our fellow men. He tells us in one place, "do
good unto all men." (Galatians 6: 10.) To demonstrate
our goodwill to others brings a blessing to us. To be
the object of someone else's goodwill is likewise a
blessing so that there is most assuredly a remunera
tion for the performance, yet it is not exactly reward
in its true sense.
Let us notice briefly some of the classes of sanc
tion. One is what we might call the natural sanction,
for it rests on the natural consequence of our con
duct. It is natural for ambition and perseverance to
provide improved existence. It is natural for sloth
fulness to produce poverty. It is natural for unwise
choices to present one foolish. It is natural for good
will to prompt goodwill. It is natural for sound deci
sions to win respect and esteem. And so the list could
go on and on. Some might object that these are only
examples of good, common sense, but that same
common sense will remind us that they are fixed laws
for they follow consistent patterns, generation to gen
eration, in race after race. In any generation, among
any people, the man who is slothful reaps poverty.
The man who is unfriendly has few friends; the man
who acts hateful is despised, and so on and on. Natu
ral qualities and characteristics produce natural re-
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sults. The book of Proverbs is an extensive collection
of this type of natural law.
Another sanction is legal sanction. It consists of
the punishments and censors a law places upon its
violators. By virtue of God's great love and mercy
extend�d to man, the greater volume of His retribu
tion is withheld until after the final judgment. Jesus
declared that, "...God sent not his Son into the world
to condemn the world; but that the world through
him might be saved." John 3: 17. Now is time and
opportunity offered for men to recognize their need
and straighten out their lives in preparation for that
impending judgment. For those who fail or refuse to
take advantage of the proffered opportunity, retri
bution will surely fall, swift and awful, offering never
again any hope of escape from its awful clutches.
(Mark 9:43-48.)
Another sanction consists in the opinions and
attitudes others entertain in regard to our character
and conduct. The man who has the reputation of
not meeting his obligations will find it difficult to
obtain assistance even though he be in dire need.
The man who is given to stealing will not be freely
trusted. The man who is consistently untruthful will
be doubted in all he tells. The Scripture exhorts the
Lord's servants to be of good report of them that are
without. (I Timothy 3:7.) All men are aware that a
reputation once earned among our fellows is diffi
cult indeed to "live down" and overcome.
Another and important sanction is that which
springs from a man's own conscience when he re
gards his own life. He who is living low, degraded
and despicable, despises himself and holds his own
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self in contempt and disrepute. It is the function of
this inward sanction that helps to produce convic
tion that brings repentance. The man who despises
himself enough for his unacceptable conduct will
begin to search for means of deliverance. When his
search becomes earnest enough, the Lord will be
there to show him the way. "Blessed are they which
do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they
shall be filled." Matthew 5:6. The individual who is
well-pleased and contented with his life like it is will
never search for anything better nor will he ever find
it so long as he carries that attitude.
All these various applications portray in some way
some form of recognizable sanction as it exerts itself
upon humanity. Each application has its own spe
cific part to play and its own corresponding place to
fill as it applies to every life on a,day to day basis. As
these various influences apply to individual lives, they
produce effects and bring forth definable results in
the lives they touch. No man has the power nor abil
ity to avoid them, for they are divinely instituted and
administered. Men do have the ability to affect the
results these various sanctions bring forth in them
selves by the attitudes and dispositions they enter
tain and give place to toward them. The manner in
which each one is handled is entirely under the con
trol and given to the option of the individual to whom
the sanction applies. Thus if he elects to ignore the
sanction of natural law, the option is his. If he de
cides to extend no favors from his life, he may re
frain. If he sees flt to ignore a moral chastisement,
the choice is his. If he chooses to disregard the opin
ion of others, he is free to do so. If he refuses to be
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prompted by his own conscience, he may do that,
but in each of them the positive or negative effect
they exert and the intensity of their application will
be governed directly by the decisions and conclu
sions of the candidate involved. But this is only part
of the story.
Another factor is that man is not the only intelli
gent being involved in this affair; therefore, man is
not the only candidate subject to the requirement
and sanction of moral law. In Ezekiel 18:4, God
plainly states, "Behold, all souls are mine; as the
soul of the father, so also the soul of the son is
mine: ... tt Since He is, by virtue of His own declara
tion, in a position of ownership, then He is, of course,
in a position of jurisdiction. His added statement in
this very text is that, "...The soul that sinneth, it shall
die." Romans 3:23 makes the positive assertion that,
"...all have sinned, and come short of the glory of
God." Now, the remission of sin is only accomplished
by the shedding of the blood of unblemished sacri
fice. (Hebrews 9:22.) Since men have all been con
taminated with sin, they have no unblemished sac
rifice to offer for their own transgression. This is
where the influence of moral law touched the Only
Begotten of the Father and prompted Him to come
to this sin-cursed earth and do for dying men what
they had no power to do for themselves. In obedi
ence to the law He seives, He was doing for men
what He would want someone to do for Him if He
were in their place. Thus He manifested His divine
favor toward us and offered Himself in payment for
the sins of which we were guilty. (Hebrews, Chapter
9.) In other words, He stood in our place, assumed
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our blame, paid our debt with His own unblemished
blood, then from His own mercy He freely forgave
our guilt and set us free. This transaction answered
. the requirement of prescribed law, for the sin com
mitted had been remitted by the shedding of unblem
ished blood, and so justice had been satisfied so far
as the law was concerned. But with the entrance of
divine intelligence and His influence in the matter,
came also a moral obligation and personal responsi
bility from man toward that divine influence that had
secured human release from sin. Since that force
was moral strength administered by the Champion
of moral virtue, then, of course, it was applied ac
cording to moral pattern, and so the obligation
reaches morally capable men, not as a demanded
law but as an appeal to do what moral intelligence
tells everyone is the proper and right thing to do.
When God had loved and cared for men enough to
go through all that He went through to purchase
man's release from sin's awful bondage, the least men
could do would be to love and seive Him in return.
Moral law has been designated the perfect law of lib
erty, which means that every subject is at liberty to
handle moral requirement as he sees fit; but now,
with the advent of divine intervention in the matter,
there is not only obligation to the prescribed law but
to this divine Benefactor as well. Just as the law ex
erts its benefits and sanctions, so also this divine
Being issues His benefits and sanctions. Every man
is at perfect liberty, morally and physically, to spend
his life as he chooses, but then he falls into his
Maker's hands where he is required to give accounf
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of how he has used the opportunities of his life.
We will do well to consider what our Maker has
to say. Proverbs 1:20-33: "Wisdom crieth without;
she uttereth her voice in the streets: She crieth in
the chief place of concourse, in the openings of the
gates: in the city she uttereth her words, saying, How
long, ye simple ones, will ye love simplicity? and the
scorners delight in their scorning, and fools hate
knowledge? Turn you at my reproof: behold, I will
pour out my spirit unto you, I will make known my
words unto you. Because I have called, and ye re
fused: I have stretched out my hand, and no man
regarded; But ye have set at naught all my counsel,
and would none of my reproof: I also will laugh at
your calamity: I will mock when your fear cometh;
When your fear cometh as desolation, and your de
struction cometh as a whirlwind; when distress and
anguish cometh upon you. Then shall they call upon
me, but I will not answer: they shall seek me early,
but they shall not find me: For that they hated knowl
edge, and did not choose the fear of the Lord: They
would none of my counsel: they despised all my re
proof. Therefore shall they eat of the fruit of their
own way, and be filled with their own devices. For
the turning away of the simple shall slay them, and
the prosperity of fools shall destroy them. But whoso
hearkeneth unto me shall dwell safely, and shall be
quiet from fear of evil." II Corinthians 5:9-11 says,
"Wherefore we labour, that, whether present or ab
sent, we may be accepted of him. For we must all
appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that ev
ery one may receive the things done in his body, ac
cording to that he hath done, whether it be good or
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bad. Knowing therefore the terror of the Lord, we
persuade men; ... " Hebrews 10:26-31 says, "For if we
sin willfully after that we have received the knowl
edge of the truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice
for sins, But a certain fearful looking for of judg
ment and fiery indignation, which shall devour the
adversaries. He that despised Moses' law died with
out mercy under two or three witnesses: Of how much
sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be thought
worthy, who hath trodden under foot the Son of God,
and hath counted the blood of the covenant, where
with he was sanctified, an unholy thing, and hath
done despite unto the Spirit of grace? For we know
him that hath said, Vengeance belongeth unto me, I
will recompense, saith the Lord. And again, The Lord
shall judge his people. It is a fearful thing to fall into
the hands of the living God." Matthew 25:29-30 says,
"For unto every one that hath shall be given, and he
shall have abundance: but from him that hath not
shall be taken away even that which he hath. And
cast ye the unprofitable servant into outer darkness:
there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth."
How else could we justly and intelligently inter
pret such declarations as these but to conclude that
there is divine instruction faithfully given and divine
enablement freely provided .so that every man who
genuinely wants to know and follow what is true and
right will know how and be able. But for everyone
who refuses and rebels, preferring instead to go his
own way and pursue his own pleasure, there will be
no alternative for him but to pay the penalty of vio
lated moral law and to face the indignation and wrath
of an offended and insulted God whose provision for
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man's deliverance was scorned away and rejected.
The duration of this overall sanction is to continue
forever and there is no hope offered that its intensity
nor its duration will ever diminish. With all of this in
our understanding, ponder for a moment the mag
nitude of the Word when it says, "...Choose you this
day whom ye will serve; ..." (Joshua 24: 15.)
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Morality Compared
Realizing it is moral values that men pursue
which bring them to true holiness, it would seem
expedient that we define the moral values we follow.
While the patterns and functions of morality may be
perceived and understood by the human intellect and
may be followed and practiced to the fullest extent of
human capability, yet this performance at its best
will produce an inferior quality of moral virtue. Hu
man nature, as we have already observed, is self
centered and seeks its own selfish fulfillment. No
man, apart from supernatural assistance, is able to
project himself beyond this selfish limitation. The
automatic result, then, will be that whatever perfor
mance of moral effort he delivers will reflect that self
interest. This is what we may term human morality,
and it will bear watching, for it springs from human
endeavor.
No fountain is able to elevate its own flowing above
the level of its own fountainhead. If the performance
of morality is ultimately the result of only human
endeavor, then its accomplished result cannot be
expected to extend beyond that level either. No work
can, in any wise, present itself in quality beyond the
capability of its author, whether it be physical or
moral. If the morality we follow is designed and for
mulated to meet human requirement alone, then only
human effort will be needed to achieve its satisfac
tion. This is one cunning method Satan has for get
ting souls involved in self-righteousness.
While the formulated pattern they followed may
not have been their own at all-it may even have
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been one formulated by someone more learned or
skilled than themselves-yet if it is formulated from
human mentality alone, it will still only perform to
serve human interest. It is, then, still the manifesta
tion of human capability in essence, and its inevi
table result will be of inferior quality. Thus we can
see that the self-righteousness of one, if offered to
another and followed by him, is still self-righteous
ness when we reduce it to its origin. The fact that it
changed hands did not alter its consistency in the
least. Perhaps it would be more aptly termed human
righteousness.
When we begin to accept and apply religion, which
is defined as the service and worship of God, or the
supernatural, to our morality, we are immediately
elevated to a loftier plane, for the fountainhead has
been raised. Thus the emitting requirements will
become more stringent, and the resulting perfor
mance will, in like manner, become more exacting.
So much was this true until it shocked and aston
ished the people who heard it taught at the mouth of
the Savior. Any candid mind will recognize immedi
ately upon reading the Sermon on the Mount, a de
cided upgrading of acceptable moral requirement.
God was indeed honest with men when He told us in
His Word, "My thoughts are not your thoughts, and
my ways are not your ways." (Isaiah 55:8.) His re
quirement at the first was, be ye holy for I am holy,
but it soon became obvious that carnal man.was in
capable of such elevated performance.
May we present one illustration. They of old ques
tioned the Savior on the matter of divorcement, want
ing to know why Moses, in the law, had made it avail-
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able. Jesus made it known plainly that such was
never the true pattern nor intention of the Father
but that it was given only as a schoolmaster to bring
us to Christ, who came offering, along with the rev
elation of the will of the Father, a divine grace sup
plied by the Savior, so that now man, through that
provided power, would be able to meet the require
ment of divinely appointed virtue. This is what reli
gious morality is all about. It flows from a fountain
head that is on a higher plane than unregenerate
humanity, and it invites all who will do so to come
up to that higher existence in Him. While its attain
ment is beyond natural human capability, yet
through the direction of His divine guidance and the
assistance of His divine grace, the achievement is
made possible. With these faculties functioning in
his behalf, man is now able to perform acceptably
on that higher level. He is able to attain to and re
main on the plane of holiness if he will.
Having made this brief distinction between hu
man morality and religious morality, let us obseive
some of the differences in their functions as they
apply to men. Perhaps one of the first variations that
will catch our attention is the vast difference in the
scope of application. Man, or a group of men, may
formulate a set of ideals to which they attach either
real or supposed moral value. The formulation may
be on a rapid basis or over a long period of time;
even involving centuries. When they are in power,
they will exert influence over those in subjection to
them to accept these formulated values, and they
will impose on them feelings of obligation to abide by
their formulated regulations. Thus, their subjects feel
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morally constrained to accept and abide by the im
posed requirements, whether the formulated struc
ture be good or bad. When it is humanly designed,
we may be sure that it is fulfilling some form of hu
man interest.
Every world conqueror has been accomplished
at the art of making his subjects feel obligated to
him and his cause, even at the expense of their own
lives if it becomes necessary. He spends much time
and effort convincing them of the value and virtue of
his campaign, and when their devotion and allegiance
is moved to sufficient pitch and fervor, he is ready to
sally forth on his expedition of conquest which is
actually designed to accomplish his own ends. This
basic pattern of operation can be identified in al
most every campaign that requires the support of
the masses in order to succeed. Its application cov
ers a broad field of endeavor, a few of which are po
litical, military, social, even religious endeavors. The
values need not be wholesome, the requirements need
not lead to virtue, the subjects involved need be given
no consideration beyond that of tools or' pawns, for
it is formulated and designed to serve human interest, which feels no constraint to observe any of these
values. It has simply devised a way to rally a mass
support which is willing to lend its allegiance to the
offered cause. Thus we can understand the prolif
eration of modern day cults in the name of religion.
Some structures even go so far as to offer eternal
benefits for fulfilling their formulated requirements,
a commitment they have no power to meet. Consider
some of our fraternal organizations and some vast
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religious teachings. It seems rather cruel. (See James
4:1-4.)
Now let us observe, in contrast, some of the char
acteristics we fmd in the program which the divine
Mind has formulated. First and perhaps foremost,
let us note that it is not, by any stretch of the imagi
nation, selfishly motivated. It was initiated because
"God so loved the world" (John 3: 16), not because
He desired to conquer the world. It was not insti
tuted to better God's position, it was provided to el
evate man to a higher position. (Isaiah 51:1.) It does
not present itself under the guise of stimulated emo
tional propaganda, it comes teaching the way of truth
and right. It asks no man to accept its precepts un
der the duress of coercion but invites all men to
"Come, let us reason together." (Isaiah 1:18.) When
its requirements, rewards, punishments and moti
vations are all clearly understood, then it invites,
"...Choose you this day whom ye will serve; ..." Joshua
24:15. Christ did not come seeking men to sacrifice
their lives to conquer evil, He gave His life to con
quer evil; then invited evil men to sacrifice their evil
will that they might live holy in Him, a life that He
had already purchased for them. His total interest,
effort and concern was the betterment of poor, fallen
humanity and He never, one time, asks any man to
give up anything that is good and wholesome. Never
does He do any man wrong, and He flatly states that
there is no respect of persons with Him. He plays no
favorites. Any man who will accept His mercy and
follow His direction will know His blessing for His
great love is shed abroad to all. His professed cam
paign in the earth is the salvation of men's souls,
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and His divine wisdom is working to that very end
all the time. He tells us His eyes are going up and
down throughout the whole earth seeking those
whose hearts are perfect toward Him that He might
shew Himself strong in their behalf. (II Chronicles
16:9.)
The moral values, then, that God has approved
and appointed for man to follow are those require
ments that will further the cause He came to pro
mote and the goal He purposed to achieve. The cause
is the redemption of fallen man and the goal is the
acquisition of eternal life for man. Not one shred of
selfish motivation is anywhere detected in the entire
campaign. He has worked and is working for man's
good and benefit. Because of our need, He declared
Himself a servant to all. and justly so, for His entire
effort here was to benefit man who so sorely needed
divine assistance.
The regulations that humanity erect are designed
and intended to exert their influence on only those
who are subject to their jurisdiction. Thus the politi
cal power imposes its regulations on only its own
citizenry. The fraternal organization requires its rules
met by only its members. The religious sect exacts
obedience to its.creed only from its converts, and so
on down the list.
Since God firmly declares that, "All souls are
mine, .. then it is no unnatural or out-of-the-ordinary
thing that He should lay down all-encompassing rules
and regulations for all men to follow. Thus we realize
that divinely instituted moral law will cover all men,
of all nationalities, of all generations. The honest man
we will expect to display honesty whether he be red
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or yellow, black or white and whether he be found in
Caesar's generation or in the 20th centwy. It seems
clear, then, that God's established regulations. and
requirements are universally recognized. Killing,
stealing, lying, adultery, etc. are recognized by all
men as unacceptable. Those literal regulations of the
old law controlled the actions but the "perfect law of
liberty" that came by Jesus Christ went to the moti
vation and intent of the heart and corrected the
cause, thus preventing the action. By adjusting the
nature of the heart, the conduct would change, and
so wrongdoing could be brought to a close in that
life. Man could, by that process, be made holy. This
brings us right back to moral values, for these are
the issues religious morality embraces. Its concern
is with right and wrong, good and bad, righteous
ness and evil.
In almost all of humanly instituted morality, there
will come a time when it will consent to a breach of
its regulation. When the conduct is despicable
enough or the imposition is maintained long enough
or the violence is severe enough, even societies will
allow for retaliation. Religious morality will allow no
such deviation. Its subjects are taught to be good
and to continue on in their good-doing regardless of
what may be the outside reaction. Men have gone to
the rack, the stake, the wild beasts, all sorts of tor
ture in obedience to this requirement rather than
forfeit their moral virtue. (I Peter 2: 15-25.) Thus we
are able to detect another difference between human
morality and religious morality. We pointed out ear
lier that with the coming of Christ the fountainhead
raised and the requirements became more stringent.
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Now, let us observe another variation: As we have
previously pointed out, humanly instituted moral
requirements and regulations may be applied to al
most anything if the subjects involved can be per
suaded.to comply. Suppose the influence formulat
ing the rules and requirements is a political power.
The subjects upon which it will impose its require
ments will, of course, be its citizenry and so it will
emphasize patriotism. Allegiance to one's homeland
will be presented as noble, courageous and certainly,
beyond the shadow of a doubt, worthy of supernatu
ral attention when one leaves this world. Then any
thing possessing such obvious virtue must certainly
leave everyone under a feeling of obligation to per
form in behalf of such a worthy cause. Keep in mind
that this has been the theme of all great civilizations
all through history. Each one has stoutly held that
their cause was noble, virtuous and worthy to be
defended against any who would seek to do it harm.
Ponder for a moment the testimony of history.
The Babylonian empire, the Median and Persian
empire, the Greek empire, the Roman empire, the
great Ghengis Kahn empire, Napoleon and his con
quests, Hitler and his Germany, these are some of
the more prominent ones. Think of the multiplied
millions of human lives that have been sacrificed to
further someone's selfish ambition for power and
conquest. Reflect for a moment how the influence of
selfishness worked in the matter of King David and
his selfishly motivated episode with Uriah's wife. It
cost Uriah his life. That was only one individual, but
think of the millions who lost their lives because of
Hitler's greed and ambition. But they are not alone
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in their crime. History is full of such accounts all
down through the ages.
This is what Jesus was trying to convey to the
minds and hearts of His followers. My Kingdom will
not be like that because I am not like that. I did not
come to conquer, I came to save. I did not come to
force a submission, I came to offer deliverance. I did
not come to further my own selfish cause, I came to
help fallen man out of his depraved condition. I did
not come agitating men to defend my cause, I came
offering truth and holiness for all who would, to fol
low. My appeal? Love Me and keep My command
ments-not because I want it so but because it will
make you good and pure, as I am good and pure and
that is what you want for yourselves. What is the
nature of expected performance in worldly kingdoms?
Why, to kill and be killed, if necessary, in order to
preserve this noble institution. But the apostle of
old took a different view of the matter. "From whence
come wars and fightings among you? come they not
hence, even of your lusts that war in your members?
Ye lust, and have not: ye kill, and desire to have, and
cannot obtain: ye fight and war, yet ye have not, be
cause ye ask not. Ye ask, and receive not, because
ye ask amiss, that ye may consume it upon your
lusts." James 4:1. Does this not clearly identify the
pattern of humanly instituted, selfish morality?
At the time of conflict when mass support is a
necessary ingredient to the success of the campaign,
all that is allowed to surface is the virtue of the en
deavor. Thus the masses are willing to rally to its
cause and support the effort. Only afterward, when
the campaign is completed and men are settled down,
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does the real selfishness, greed and human inter
ests begin to appear. History records that heads of
state are busy dividing up conquered territory long
before the battle is even over. Let us compare this
sort of procedure with what God is willing to accept.
We pointed out previously that God's laws were in
stituted to govern all men, of all nationalities, of all
generations. His declaration to all is "thou shalt not
kill," and we have observed that God's regulations
do not deviate but remain firm regardless of the sur
rounding circumstance. To deprive another of his
life we call murder, and murder is never, under any
circumstance, noble in God's eyes. Well, but here is
my homeland that needs defending, the very land
that shelters my loved ones and all of our posses
sions. Strangely enough, your prospective opponent
is pleading the same cause. If you are a praying man
and your opponent is a praying man, then reflect for
a moment on what God is hearing. Then something
is obviously manipulating mass support to promote
selfish cause.
Human morality is not necessarily consistent in
its administration. The story is told of an incident
that took place during World War II. A serious fire
had broken out in the forest of one of our western
states that covered a large area and threatened to do
great damage. Manpower was short, so every avail
able means was brought into action against the fire.
Soldiers were on maneuvers in the area, so they were
called in to help fight the fire. A prison trustee camp
was near, so they were called on to help fight the
fire. There was also, in the area, a conscientious
objector's camp of fellows who were doing work for
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the government in lieu of military service. They were
likewise called in to help fight the fire. In the course
of the night the frre was contained behind fire lines,
but those lines needed to be patrolled periodically,
so the men were divided into groups of three and
spotted at regular intervals around the perimeter of
the fire. Every two hours or so each group would
face the fire and move to the left until they came to
the place where the other group had been; thus the
fire was entirely patrolled. In one of the groups it
happened that one man was a soldier, one was a
prison trustee and one was a conscientious objector.
Someone asked the prisoner why he was in prison.
He replied, "For killing a Jap." The soldier thought a
moment and said, "I was awarded a medal for killing
Japs." The conscientious objector spoke up and said,
"I'm doing time for refusing to kill Japs." This is rather
a confusing state of affairs if one were seeking moral
virtue in truth.
Religious morality will admit of no such trans
gression in its universal laws. Under the old Mosaic
law, where grace was not given and men were sub
ject to the impulses of the flesh with no power given
to break that force, men fought and God worked with
them according to the righteous intent of their cause.
But, now, the Christ has come and His elevated level
of requirement for human behavior allows no such
deviation away from divine appointment. In the in
troduction of the Gospel and its Author, when John
was preaching beyond Jordan, he was asked of the
soldiery, "And what shall we do?" His response was,
"Do violence to no man." Christians who suffered
great persecution at the hands of imperial Rome,
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found one of the issues held against them was their
refusal to take up arms and do violence to their fel
low men. A great volume of the colonists who mi
grated from Europe to the Americas in the early days
of this nation did so because their moral values would
not allow them to bear arms and still feel clear in
their soul before God. They would rather move to
America, with all of its hardships and privations, than
to violate their conscience. May God help us every
one to realize and acknowledge that God's universal
laws, that He has established for all men to follow,
have not and will not bow to the whim of human
institutions. There are, in the world we live in, so
called religious institutions that make their conquests
by military force and stoutly declare to their sub
jects that life lost in battle for their cause is a sure
passport into glory. God's Word admits of no such
thing. His law proclaims, "Be ye kind, tenderhearted,
forgiving one another even as God for Christ's sake
hath forgiven you." His Word further states, "Love
your enemies, do good to them that despitefully use
you and persecute you." (Luke 6:27-28.) God estab
lished His regulations in accordance with the require
ments of holiness, and that is the measure by which
He will evaluate every man in the day of judgment.
Humanly instituted programs, even though they may
have wielded a vast influence over multitudes of
people, will have to bow in shame and submission
before the superior requirement of God's universal
law at the day of judgment. Political dynasties and
dominions are erected and propagated under the
jurisdiction of human mentality and will perform to
serve human interest. (Jeremiah 19:6-15.)When their
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astutely devised systems are presented to the people
and extolled by cleverly devised methods designed
. to gender support for the proposed cause, it is still
nothing more than a product of human initiative. It
will not serve to elevate nor better any moral posi
tion; it will serve to promote the current endeavor.
God's program never finds it necessary to sacrifice
anyone who is sincerely trying to keep His commands.
He said a bruised reed He would not break, and a
smoking flax He would not quench.
Further than this, Christ used these veiy prin
ciples in teaching us of His Kingdom. His declara
tion was, " ... My kingdom is not of this world: if my
kingdom were of this world, then would my servants
fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews: but
now is my kingdom not from hence." John 18:36.
Here is a clear and distinct demarcation between the
Kingdom of the divine and human institutions. Since
Christ had no selfish motivation, then of course, He
felt no urge to take vengeance on His opposition. His
purpose and effort was to save His enemies along
with all the rest. How could He ever hope to accom
plish that by wreaking vengeance upon them? This
points out clearly the unselfishness of His motives
and the divinity of His jurisdiction. When He gave
instruction to His disciples, just before He ascended,
His command was to take the saving gospel of for
giveness and salvation to Jerusalem first, the very
place where His opposition was the strongest. We
who are of His Kingdom do not fight today but still
maintain that same attitude of love and goodwill to
ward all men even as He did when He was here show
ing us the way. What would we think of a gospel that
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catne teaching, "We will show you the way of love
right after we have whipped you into submission?"
Remember a lesson we learned earlier in the study
which says, "Holiness always runs true to form?"
God's perfect law designed that one man and one
woman.should be joined together in the bond of Holy
Matrimony. That unity was to endure for the lifetime
of the pair involved. Only at the expiration of one
was the other released from the obligation of the
marriage vow. (Romans 7:2-3.) While under the old
law, where grace was not given to enable men to ad
just their lives from the bad to the good, it is con
ceivable for the relationship to become unbearable,
but with the coming of grace that enables folks to
adjust the cantankerousness of their lives, there is
no legitimate reason why they cannot utilize God's
grace and get along happily if they will. Human mo
rality finds it much more convenient to just dissolve
the relationship and go find someone else, but this
is a breach of God's universal law and launches those
who accept that path onto the road of adultery. (Luke
16: 18.) All men realize that adultery is not accepted
as moral virtue before the Lord, regardless of what
societies of men may decide.
Thus we can see that the path which leads to the
good, the virtuous, the holy is one that requires per
severance, endeavor and endurance. The one who
selects this path must be alert, on guard and careful
lest he be deceived. His path will be strewn with a
variety of encounters such as disappointment, grief,
sorrow, pain, pleasure. enjoyment, contentment,
soul-satisfaction, etc. Because of these various in
fluences, this life is what we sometimes term a trial,
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and it will indeed require all of our skill and ability,
along with divine assistance, in order to success
fully achieve. But it has for its reward the joy of sal
vation and in the end eternal life. And so again, the
word speaks, "And let us not be weary in well doing:
for in due season we shall reap, if we faint not."
Galatians 6:9.
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